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ABSTRACT
Teaching for Transformation: Developing agency and solidarity consciousness in a criticaltransdisciplinary, garden-based environmental studies program

Advisor: Jennifer D. Adams
By: Pieranna Pieroni
This dissertation focuses on “Community Roots,” an instantiation of urban, garden-based
environmental education that employs a “critical-transdisciplinary” design framework and
pedagogies. The “crit-trans” construct, articulated by the Urban Environmental Studies Research
Coven (Strong et. al., 2016) is offered as both a generative approach to liberatory
(environmental) pedagogies with applications across the curriculum and as a form of resistance
to neoliberal logics shaping educational (and other) settings. After situating Community Roots in
its socio-environmental, institutional, historical and theoretical contexts, a detailed description of
the course’s instantiation of crit-trans pedagogy is offered. Additionally, reflections of 14 youth
and adult participants are analyzed, using the constructs of affordances (Adams and Gupta, 2017)
and Transformative Activist Stance, or TAS (Stetsenko, 2017) to inform a discussion of
participants’ engagement with the program’s learning opportunities, based on their individual
experiences and identities. From the perspectives of affordances and TAS, each of the
participants demonstrated a unique enactment and development of personal agency, and in some
cases expressed a sense of “solidarity consciousness,” a relational mindset elucidated in context.
Both agency and solidarity consciousness are presented as dispositions that promote positive
social engagement around complex environmental and related social-justice issues, with the
intention of bringing about a more life-affirming and equitable futurity.
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CHAPTER 1
By misapplying standardized and efficiency-driven practices favored by businesses
to education, neoliberal reforms have constrained the social imaginary of science
education within the limits and contradictions of capitalism. To counter the climate
of neoliberalism in science education, we offer a critical transdisciplinary heuristic
to approach the teaching, learning, and research of science and related educational
fields, such as environmental education. (Strong et al, 2016, p. 225)
This dissertation investigates the experiences of youth and adult participants in
“Community Roots,” an instantiation of urban, garden-based environmental education. A
summer offering serving public high school students at a public college in New York City, the
course employs a “critical-transdisciplinary” design framework and pedagogies. The “crit-trans”
construct was articulated by the Urban Environmental Studies Research Coven, a diverse
sisterhood of formal and informal educators, teacher-educators and researchers, of which I am a
member. We conceived the construct as both a generative approach to liberatory pedagogies
across the curriculum and as a form of resistance to neoliberal and colonial logics shaping
educational (and other) settings. An evolving heuristic, connecting and extending critical,
participatory, ecological, land-based, and transdisciplinary constructs, the “crit-trans” approach
in Community Roots emphasizes lived-experience, “real world” contextualization, and actionresearch around environmental and social justice issues relevant to participants.
In the pages and chapters that follow, I will situate Community Roots in its socioenvironmental, institutional, historical and theoretical contexts. I will additionally describe the
logics and structure of my research design and methodologies. I will then share the reflections of
1

youth and adult participants, including my own, using the constructs of affordances (Adams and
Gupta, 2017) and Transformative Activist Stance, or TAS (Stetsenko, 2017) to interpret them.
These constructs will inform my discussion of participants’ engagement with the program’s
learning opportunities, based on their individual (prior and new) experiences and identities. From
the perspectives of affordances and TAS, each of the participants has demonstrated a unique
enactment and development of personal agency, and in some cases expressed what I have termed
“solidarity consciousness,” a relational mindset that I will further elucidate. Both development of
agency and solidarity consciousness, I would argue, are dispositions that promote positive social
engagement around complex environmental and related social-justice issues, with the intention
of bringing about a more life-affirming and equitable futurity. Participants’ reflections will
provide context and support for this assertion.
Context and Rationale
Interconnected global crises
The deep disruptions and unequal suffering experienced during the global Covid-19
pandemic have laid bare and exacerbated longstanding, painful realities and contradictions,
within a world shaped by neoliberal narratives of progress. Centuries of colonial war, land-theft
and enclosure, over-development and -consumption of “resources,” and racist, nationalist,
gendered and caste brutalities, have produced interconnected ecological, epidemiological, social
and humanitarian crises that disproportionately affect those (humans and non-humans) already
most impacted.
These crises have long demanded, and failed to receive, immediate redress, instead
recurring in evolving forms. Among the conditions required to address them are learning
2

experiences that intellectually and ethically orient youth to understand and engage with complex
issues, and to recognize and invent opportunities to assert their agency (or intentional action) in
rectifying them. Positive change requires relational and critical consciousness, inter- and transdisciplinary thinking, and the intellectual and creative capacities to imagine and enact, from the
possibilities afforded by each individual’s positionality, alternatives to the neo-liberal logics that
shape our world. That is, each of us must understand the ways that systems of environmental
exploitation and human oppression function as part of an overarching scheme that has
continuously evolved, and we must recognize our particular relationships to those systems.
While formal and informal educational experiences are certainly not the only pathways to such
understanding, education is a powerful tool that can either support reproduction or disruption of
these systems, as it shapes human awareness.
The challenges of environmental education in public schools
As the narratives to follow will suggest, however, the learning experiences offered by
United States public schools, shaped by market-based models, reflect other priorities, and
omissions. Competition, of the individual in class and the country in the global economy, are
emphasized. Curricula tend to be narrowed, and content to be siloed and decontextualized.
Teachers may be constrained by emphasis on test preparation and grading, and students by
information seemingly irrelevant to their lived experiences. Within this culture, environmental
education, though electively offered in some schools, may be reduced to a set of facts to
memorize for a Regents exam. Finally, New York City’s public schools, like many across the
country, are both highly segregated and, compared to the city’s demographics, skew
predominantly towards youth of African, Latinx, Asian and Indigenous descent . This means that
1,

a large percentage of the city’s young people, whether they attend public or private school, are
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educated in environments that offer them limited exposure to individuals whose backgrounds,
experiences and lived environments differ from their own. A key opportunity to leverage
diversity to promote respect and understanding is lost.
A transformative experience, in a place of possibility
As of 2019, “Community Roots” had run for over fifteen years, within a larger college
readiness program that I direct, serving public high school students at a city university in
Brooklyn, New York. After I established it in 2003, as an informal summer gardening program,
Community Roots underwent several iterations, leading to its most recent instantiation as a
college credit environmental studies class with an intensive field component. The course’s
critical-transdisciplinary approach evolved over time, in response to both participant input and
external forces related to the program’s social, political, and institutional contexts. Since its
inception, four adult instructors and over 300 youth have participated. Many of the young people
have returned while navigating high school or college to mentor, co-teach or serve as academicyear eco-interns. In summer 2020, due to the pandemic, Community Roots was suspended for
the first time since 2003. In summer 2021, it will be reinvented as a remote college credit course,
with an optional in-person, garden-based field component.
As Community Roots’ original instructor and ongoing program director, I have been
struck by both youth and adult participants’ expressions of how “transformative” their
involvement was for them and of the sense that the program was a place of “possibilities.” I too
have shared this sense and have been eager to better understand how culturally, experientially,
generationally, and otherwise diverse participants who engaged with Community Roots over an
extended timeframe perceived and connected to their experiences in the program. What did
they/we mean by “transformative”? What elements of both the program and our own stories
4

struck us as relevant to our engagement with elements of the program, and with this
transformation? How did the experience compare to other learning and teaching encounters we
recalled, and what kinds of unique possibilities did it offer? What implications might our
observations have for pedagogy or teacher education? Before exploring these questions in
upcoming chapters, I will provide context, in the following section, on the program’s history and
evolution.
History and Evolution
I now view Community Roots in relation to a tradition of people’s movements around
land and food rights and access, but I initiated it intuitively, as an informal activity for high
school-aged youth in the college readiness program I coordinated. A few years prior, neighbors
and I had established a community garden, first on a vacant lot and then, when developers
bought the lot, across the road on a strip of unused land at the perimeter of the college campus
where I worked. Gardening-in-community began for me a transformation that continues today: in
my physical and emotional health, my relationships to places and people, my intellectual growth
and political consciousness. At the time, I knew only that it afforded me a place to enjoy physical
activity, “play in the dirt,” observe living systems, witness the miracle of food production, and
create something special with neighbors I might not have met otherwise. From my position as an
administrator, though I had spent some years working at the high school and college levels, my
understanding of the lives of students in my program was limited. I assumed, though, that some
might enjoy the experiences the garden afforded, in the same ways I did, so I distributed a flyer
offering “service credit” for participation.
An exploratory phase
5

Devoting a portion of my working hours to “the garden program,” I tended several
planting beds and helped maintain the compost system 3-4 times weekly with 6-12 students.
Most came regularly, and while a few used the activity to fulfill high school volunteer
requirements, the majority did seem to come just for fun. I soon realized, however, that their
reasons for wanting to be there and their perceptions of the activity were more varied and
meaning-laden than I had anticipated based on my limited assumptions, which included that most
would have a deficit of experience with or sense of connection to nature.
Some of the young people did arrive thinking of soil as “dirt,” bees and worms as “bugs,”
curious but unsure if they wanted to come into contact with either. A few, particularly in the first
summers, remarked disdainfully about their perceived connections between farming and the
history of slavery, a topic I was then unprepared to discuss. A number, most but not all male,
spoke proudly of parents and grandparents who farmed “back home,” and were eager to
demonstrate their physical strength and agricultural knowledge. Many were immigrants from the
Caribbean, Indian continent or China, or had roots in Southern Black communities. Then, as
now, the majority of participants were female. Often, participants mentioned cautious parents,
who viewed gardening as one of few “safe,” out-of-school extracurricular activities they
condoned. Our activities seemed to afford the young people a measure of freedom from the
parental or adult-institutional gaze, time to spend with friends and experience a sense of
autonomy.
From the first summer in the garden, the foods and plant medicines the young people
recognized as those they used at home generated animated discussion. Given the diverse cultures
of the community gardeners ourselves, we bonded over plants we recognized in common and
taught each other the different names and uses of both familiar and unfamiliar plants. Moments
6

of revelation and excitement arose when stores of knowledge learned in science classes--the
water cycle, decomposition, photosynthesis--suddenly made sense in context. Indeed, besides the
apparent contentment at having a place to gather, the young people brought with them
connections to multiple kinds of prior experience that produced unanticipated opportunities for
learning and trust-building. I watched, listened, learned, and shared in the sense of community,
excited but initially uncertain how the activity might or should evolve.
Establishing structure
Over time, I recognized that an academic framing of “the gardening program” would be
necessary to justify my allocation of limited time and resources to an activity whose potential
was becoming clear, but mostly just to me. Structure and framing would also support students’
requests to their schools for credit. For a grant proposal, a colleague and I outlined a pre-college
course exploring environmental issues via urban gardening, with “sustainability” and “servicelearning” emphases. I had begun referring to the program as a “community service” opportunity,
to align with public school terminology, but becoming aware in the proposal process of the
connotations of the expression with correctional systems terminology, I adopted the phrase
“service-learning” instead. The name “Community Roots” was meant to at once evoke shared
gardening, diverse cultural knowledges, and the impacts that “ordinary” people--many of whom I
had met or learned of based on my interest in gardening--have where they live. Visiting
extraordinary projects organized around weekly themes of community, food systems,
consumption and waste, transportation, energy, and other environmental issues I was coming to
understand as interconnected, became focal points of the new course. These were meant to
inspire young people to “make contributions” to their communities, an emphasis that has shifted
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over time away from the concept of “service” towards youth “agency” for community resilience
and social justice.
A transformative crisis
After several years, Community Roots became central to a conflict over land that had
broad and lasting impact on and beyond the program. When college administrators identified the
space where the garden had stood for over a decade as the future site of a campus parking lot
expansion, devastated community gardeners initially saw no choice but to capitulate to
instructions to vacate. At a moment when community greening projects were re-entering public
conversations about ecological and social justice, however, other stakeholders intervened.
Gardeners from the college and community, high school and college students, faculty and staff,
greening and food justice advocates, and eventually the media and courts, became engaged in a
highly visible two-year struggle around the garden and what it represented to different people.
At fundamental issue were questions about the responsibility of public institutions to the
communities in which they sit. Who owns “public” spaces? Whose input, interests and needs
should inform how they are utilized and the values they reflect? In an ethnically and socioeconomically diverse, and rapidly gentrifying Central Brooklyn, these questions were significant:
The college had a complex relationship with the surrounding, largely Caribbean and diverse
immigrant communities, some of whom viewed the institution as elitist and unwelcoming.
Additionally, as a neighborhood “anchor” institution, the college was seen as contributing to
local gentrification, with a mixture of positive and negative economic and environmental
impacts, whose damaging effects, particularly higher housing and food prices, disproportionately
affected the most vulnerable neighbors. That the college would unilaterally choose to displace
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neighbors growing food and community in a green space, to expand parking space for vehicular
traffic to the area, raised multiple interconnected community concerns.
A lesson in greenwashing
When a widely-publicized lawsuit was eventually settled in the college’s favor, an
administration that had remained largely silent during two years of negative media attention
seized the opportunity. The Campus Road Community Garden (see Figure 1) was quickly razed.
The following day an announcement appeared on the college website boasting the establishment
of the university system’s “first” campus garden, re-casting the college as a leader in the
sustainability movement. The new garden, built in the partial footprint of the community garden,
was lavished with resources, prominent signage and press releases. In the same period, amidst
demands from faculty and students and directives from university and city leadership to “green”
curricula, physical plants and practices across the university, a college taskforce and council on
sustainability were established. A 10-year sustainability plan and interdisciplinary sustainability
major soon followed.
A new iteration
By the time of the conflict over the garden, I had begun training at Brooklyn Botanic
Garden as an urban garden educator and also entered a doctoral program in urban education with
an intent to focus on environmental studies. My involvement in a land struggle, among multiple
stakeholders in the community where I lived, worked and gardened, had led me towards a placeconscious, student-centered approach to teaching in Community Roots. I wanted to emphasize
connections between global issues and local conditions, to introduce analyses of the world
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relevant to participants’ lives, to encourage young people to engage in local community-building
in their interests.
Unwelcome in what was now the college garden, I began working with colleagues and
neighbors to launch two school-community gardens nearby, where Community Roots students
could help develop new spaces to gather and grow. A local gardening advocate and landscaper
invited us to help build a garden she obtained permission to establish in a local schoolyard. As
we developed the space, we also linked with the nascent NYC Participatory Budgeting project.
For the next ten years, within a network of residents, educators and students, Community Roots
played an important role in advocating for funds to transform the schoolyard into a state-of-theart school-community playground and garden. The project gained community support and public
funding and opened for grateful neighbors amidst the Covid-19 pandemic, on Labor Day 2020.
Significantly, as of this writing, the college garden, one of few open, green spaces in the area,
where people might safely gather amidst the pandemic, has been closed to the campus and
neighboring communities for more than a year.
Centering student voice
“Education must begin with the solution of the teacher-student contradiction, by reconciling the
poles of the contradiction so that both are simultaneously teachers and students.” (Freire, 1970).
With graduate studies in education providing new focus for my work in Community
Roots, I began to both articulate my vision for the program and invite young people’s
contributions and leadership. Youth began playing integral roles in co-creating the experience.
During the garden conflict, several wrote to college administrators to express how meaningful
the opportunity to garden in community had been to them and asking to preserve the garden. One
contacted the news media to bring attention to the situation. Another publicly articulated the
10

visceral significance of the struggle over the garden to her and her family: At a packed,
contentious town hall meeting at the college, “Iris” spoke of her family’s painful struggle with
food insecurity, calling out the injustice of replacing a productive food garden with a parking lot
in a community where neighbors like herself were literally going hungry. Two years later, as she
pursued studies in environmental justice and critical Black feminist theory at the university, Iris
and I co-taught Community Roots. Our three-year collaboration, reconceptualizing the program
as an eco-justice course, was among the most important for the program and for my own
teaching and learning experience.
Iris’s story, and others, are the heart and soul of this dissertation. Eleven youth
participants, who returned to Community Roots as mentors, eco-interns or guest presenters, have
shared their reflections, as have the three colleagues, all Coven members or associates, who have
taught in the program since I made the decision to step back from teaching in 2014. Before
turning to their stories, I will provide additional context to situate the program and the participant
narratives historically and theoretically. A chapter by chapter description follows below.
Chapter overviews
Chapter One: Introduction and overview
In this chapter, I have introduced the research focus of this dissertation, which centers on
the experiences of adult and youth participants in Community Roots, an instantiation of gardenbased, critical-transdisciplinary environmental education. I have offered a rationale for the focus
on this topic, based on the need for approaches to environmental education that prepare youth to
understand, relate to, and enact agency around complex and interconnected environmental and
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social issues. I have additionally provided a brief history of the program’s evolution within its
institutional and spatial contexts.
Chapter 2: Historical contexts of urban youth and school gardening
In Chapter 2, I will situate Community Roots in the history of garden-based education
and community gardening in the United States. While I was not well versed in this history and its
traditions when I initiated the program, I drew unconsciously on many of its inherited remnants.
Focusing on key moments in the changing contexts within which urban youth and community
gardening have been practiced in the U.S., I will explore the goals and social functions of
important turns in this field. Reflective of specific values and perspectives, some past
instantiations of youth urban gardening can be understood as “progressive,” liberatory or radical
in spirit, while others appear to marginalize, patronize or institutionalize the practice and
participants. These distinctions are important to understanding the roles that gardening has
played in urban environmental education and civic engagement and to my discussion of
Community Roots, which both builds upon and departs from major movements in this tradition,
reflecting values and perspectives particular to the present moment and context.
Chapter 3: “Crit-trans” as developed and enacted in Community Roots
In Chapter 3, I will discuss theoretical frameworks that I and other instructors and youth
program mentors have built on to design and develop the curriculum and pedagogy of
Community Roots. This work has occurred collaboratively, in ongoing development of a model
of socio-environmental teaching-learning-engagement that incorporates participatory,
experiential, contextualized, learner-centered and agency-oriented practices. In connecting the
various approaches, I employ the conceptual framework of critical-transdisciplinarity, or “crit12

trans,” (Strong et al., 2016). Developed in collaboration with colleagues, this framing has been
useful to me in conceptualizing how the various approaches connect at a nexus of related
principles. This chapter will elucidate my understanding of the crit-trans framework as well as
illustrating its enactment in Community Roots via a detailed discussion of the program’s
curriculum and pedagogy.
Chapter 4: Analytic frameworks, research methodology, and selected findings
In Chapter 4 I will discuss theoretical constructs that informed my research focus and
questions, research design, and data analysis around youth and adult participant experiences
within Community Roots. In the first half of the chapter, I will discuss the foundational
theoretical framings in works by John Dewey (1902, 1915, 1916), Michele Foucault (1970) and
Paulo Freire (1970) that informed my general focus for inquiry and my perspective on the
purposes, constraints to and strategies to develop and enact liberatory education. I will then
continue to contemporary constructs that have extended these framings specifically to
environmental education.
In the second half of the chapter, I will introduce the qualitative research frameworks that
informed my research orientation and design and my methods of data collection and analysis.
These include the concepts of “bricolage,” (Berry, 2005; 2015) grounded theory (Charmaz,
2008) and participatory research methodologies, which oriented my approach to research.
Additionally, they include narrative analysis, critical ethnography, and critical auto-ethnography,
which informed my data collection and presentation, resulting in narratives that I crafted based
on interviews with study participants. Finally, they include the concepts of “Affordances”
(Adams and Gupta, 2017) and Transformative Activist Stance (Stetsenko, 2017) that guided my
interpretive analysis of the narratives I created.
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Chapter 5: Identity and agency in young people’s reflections
In Chapter 5, I will share the narratives I crafted based on recorded interviews conducted
with seven of eleven young people who enrolled in Community Roots between 2009 and 2018
and who also returned as program mentors, eco-interns or guest presenters. Using the constructs
of “Affordances” (Adams and Gupta, 2017) and Transformative-Activist Stance (Stetsenko,
2018) to anchor analysis, I will discuss the ways in which participants described enacting agency
in their engagement with elements of the program’s crit-trans framework. I will note how, in
doing so, they leveraged prior and new experiences and aspects of their identities.
Chapter 6: Young people’s reflections: towards solidarity consciousness
In Chapter 6, I will share the remaining four of eleven narratives I crafted based on
recorded interviews conducted with seven of eleven young people who enrolled in Community
Roots between 2009 and 2018 and who also returned as program mentors, eco-interns or guest
presenters. These four narratives are significant for their references, to varying degrees, of
development of what I have called “solidarity consciousness.” An extension of Freire’s (1970)
concept of critical consciousness,” I have defined “solidarity consciousness as an extension of an
individual’s acknowledgement of responsibility for others, based on a sense of shared humanity.
The constructs of “Affordances” (Adams and Gupta, 2017) and “Transformative-Activist
Stance” (Stetsenko, 2017) will anchor my analysis of how individuals enacted agency in
leveraging the program’s learning opportunities and connecting to their own (prior and new)
experiences and personal identities in developing solidarity consciousness.
Chapter 7: Adult (instructor) participants’ reflections: places of possibility
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In Chapter 7, I will share the narratives I crafted based on recorded interviews conducted
with the three adults who taught Community Roots between 2015 and 2019. Using the constructs
of “Affordances” (Adams and Gupta, 2017) and Transformative-Activist Stance (Stetsenko,
2017) to anchor analysis, I will discuss ways in which these individuals described enacting
agency in their planning and enactment of elements of the program’s crit-trans framework. I will
note how, in doing so, they described leveraging prior and new experiences and aspects of their
identities as well as teaching and learning opportunities inherent to the program's context,
recognizing it in the process as a “place of possibilities.”
Chapter Eight: Conclusion: “a new and more possible meeting” and other reflections
In Chapter 8, I will share a salient reflection from my own experience in Community
Roots, concerning a pivotal relationship I have shared since 2009 with “Iris,” a program
participant who returned three times, to mentor, co-plan, and eventually co-teach with me. As
Iris’s teacher, mentor, colleague and trusted elder, I have learned and grown tremendously as a
result of my conversations and interactions with her, particularly as we reflected together during
my research for this dissertation on our perceptions of our collaboration. Again using the
concepts of Affordances (Adams and Gupta, 2017) and Transformative-Activist Stance
(Stetsenko, 2017), I will discuss how the opportunity to build trust and reflect over time with Iris
has encouraged me to exercise my agency in developing a TAS and a solidarity consciousness
unique to my identity and positionality. In doing so, I will return to the original question that
prompted this study: what about this approach to teaching and learning is transformative, and
why does it matter?
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Figure 1: A gathering in the final days of the Campus Road Community Garden (author’s photo)
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CHAPTER 2
HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF YOUTH AND SCHOOL GARDENING
In this chapter I examine the historical context of youth and school gardening
programming in the United States, with focus on New York City. I began to pursue this line of
inquiry as my interest in teaching and learning in the garden setting grew during the early years
of the summer activity that became Community Roots, both because I was then approaching the
activity from a novice-practitioner position and because I realized that gardening, and related
fields of study such as nature awareness, food systems, and sustainability, were treated as
peripheral topics in high schools. From my perspective, however, I recognized broad and
powerful learning and community-building affordances in garden spaces. In order to develop and
“legitimize” my practice and program, I wished to ground it within a robust knowledge-base
encompassing precedents and socio-environmental context and to articulate its learning goals in
ways that would resonate with personnel in the public schools I worked with--without
constraining its potential. By combining my own teaching, learning, and gardening experiences
and associations, and the formal (graduate work in education) and informal (urban gardening
education) training I was pursuing, I hoped to develop a rich, meaningful program that could
sustain broad support and interest.
Some of my initial questions included: Who can benefit from exposure to urban outdoor
and gardening experiences, and how? In what senses are they important, and to whom? What
should be the aims, methodologies, learnings and outcomes of such activities? Does garden
education “belong” to a specific discipline? Who “qualifies” to design and lead such
experiences? How much do youth gardening programs vary? What assumptions are embedded in
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the practices they employ, and in those I am implementing? Has gardening with adolescent youth
in urban schools played a role in their education, well-being and/or sense of connection to the
rest of the natural world? What did that look like? Coming to garden-based education with a
background in language and literature, I had assumptions but not ready answers to these
questions. It was important to me, in embarking on what I thought might become a significant
project, to approach it with confidence in my goals, rationales and practices.
In answering my questions, I found the recent historical context of urban garden-based
education illuminating. On one hand, since the establishment of “common schools” in the United
States during the mid-nineteenth century, garden-based education had in fact at intervals played
an important role in both formal and informal education settings. On the other hand, the role they
played had varied more widely than I expected, depending on who was promoting the gardenbased education, in what context and for what reasons. Additionally, I began to recognize that I
had inherited many unexamined (by me) assumptions embedded in US urban youth gardening
traditions, some of which I would need to rethink. I will explore some of this context, and its
implications for my work, throughout this chapter.
Background
When I began Community Roots in the early 2000’s, it was fairly unusual for New York
City public high school students to have access to school or educational community gardens.
Brooklyn Botanic Garden operated the sole major youth gardening program in the borough, with
a primary focus on horticulture. A scattering of school gardens then existed, most used for
“nature study” in pre-K through elementary grades, with an additional few spear-headed by
middle or high school science teachers. In one high school where I worked as a literacy
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consultant, a large, old greenhouse built in the 1970’s stood empty and unused in a large, grassy
central courtyard, off limits to students. A sparse network of community gardens also existed,
carved by residents from vacant lots and periodically lost to development as neighborhoods
gentrified. Initiatives such as NYC Parks’ GreenThumb1 and Brooklyn Botanic Garden’s
Greenbridge2 offered limited material and technical support to these gardens, but youth
gardening was not a major curricular or funding priority. Two Brooklyn youth gardening
programs, East New York Farms!3 (est.1998) and Red Hook Added Value Farm,4 (est. 2001) that
emphasized both farming and POC youth leadership, were fairly new and still establishing
themselves. Therefore, just a few models for gardening with youth were readily available to me.
Exploring the historical context
As I sought to make sense of the garden education context and identify viable pathways
to pursue in my new program, I learned that youth gardening has a deep history in New York
City, the United States and Europe, where the activity has been promoted at intervals by different
groups for a number of reasons. Understanding the history of urban gardening in North America
particularly helped me to relate the activity to larger educational and social questions about the
impact of learning environments on young people; the relationship between young people’s
cultural connections and lived experiences on one hand and what and how they learn (and are
taught) in schools on the other; the connections between food access and public health, and
between social movements and public spaces, for example. It also helped me to identify and
assess some of the assumptions I had been drawing on in structuring the youth gardening

1

https://greenthumb.nycgovparks.org
https://gogreenbk.org/brooklyn-botanic-garden-greenbridge/
3
https://ucceny.org/enyf/
4 http://www.added-value.org
2
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experience I was shaping. This discovery process was important to the development of my
critical consciousness (Freire, 1970); that is: my understanding of the social and political
significance and possibilities for my work in the program and the directions I ultimately pursued
or abandoned in developing it.
The European School Garden Movement
By the late-nineteenth century, a school garden movement flourished in the United States,
having been seeded by a widespread, state-sponsored school garden movement in Europe.
Across both Europe and North America, changing economies were altering the ways people had
lived and worked for centuries and the life-ways that structured their communities.
Industrialization and urbanization beckoned or forced young people away from rural locations
and traditional agrarian modes of life to perform new kinds of work and live in new
configurations in growing urban areas. Throughout Europe, some governments sought to slow
this trend and preserve rural lifeways, stores of knowledge, and the economic benefits that came
from production, especially of food and agricultural commodities.
As described in M. Louise Greene’s On School Gardens (1906) the focus of the statesponsored European school garden movement was utilitarian and economic:
The primary object was not to train brain, hands and muscles at the same time,
nor to increase brain power through skillful use of the hands and practice in the
co-ordination of the little used muscles; it was rather an economic one, to stop the
flow of unskilled labor to the towns and cities, to build up the agricultural wealth
of the nation (p. 8).
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A response to urbanization, the primary thrust of European garden-based formal education was
on preserving traditional knowledge and rural ways of life that were perceived as threatened. By
the early nineteenth century, cultivation of fruits and vegetables was an official part of the
curriculum in rural German schools, and the practice of teaching children to cultivate soil,
maintain gardens and woodlands, and even keep apiaries extended to Scandinavia, France,
Russia and England (Greene, 1906, p. 8-11).
A few European educators also viewed youth gardening as means to broader ends,
encompassing academic, developmental, social-emotional and spiritual aims. These included
ideas about developing the imaginations and improving the lives of children through contact with
nature. Among the most influential, Italian scientist and educator Maria Montessori emphasized
gardening within the pedagogical methodology still practiced in “Montessori schools” around the
world. Advocating for garden-based education in The Discovery of the Child (1906), Montessori
described the sense of fear and alienation she believed modern urbanites felt in relation to
nature:
We have readily given up our own freedom and have ended up loving our
prison and passing it on to our children. Little by little we have come to look upon
nature as being restricted to the growing of flowers or to the care of domestic
animals which provide us with food, assist us in our labours, or help in our
defense. This has caused our souls to shrink and has filled them with
contradictions...
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Civilized man is a kind of contented prisoner, and if now he is warned that
he should enjoy nature for his own health, he does so timidly and with his eyes on
the alert for any danger. (p. 21-22)
Montessori (1906) further asserted that children needed opportunities for unstructured
activities in natural settings, with emphasis on their unmediated experiences:
Our ideas about flowers are too symbolic, and we try to mould a child’s reactions
to our own instead of following his lead in order to interpret his own real tastes
and needs. This is why even in gardens children have been forced to imitate the
artificial activities of adults. Children indeed love flowers, but they need to do
something more than remain among them and contemplate their coloured
blossoms. They find their greatest pleasure in acting, in knowing, in exploring,
even apart from the attraction of external beauty. (p. 25)
Canadian School Gardens
By 1904, the school gardening movement had spread to Canada, where college president
James Robertson, a former Canadian Commissioner of Agriculture and Dairying, became
administrator of the MacDonald fund, established through a philanthropic grant to enhance
education in rural Canada. Like most European school gardens, the “MacDonald schools,” which
eventually proliferated, were intended to better the lives of families in rural districts “through
improvement of the school life and modification of the curriculum to meet the needs of rural
districts through manual and scientific agricultural training and study (Greene, 1906, p. 1415). However, an important achievement of Robertson was to see that supervision of the
Canadian school gardens came under the jurisdiction of the provincial departments of education,
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not the Department of Agriculture, as was often the case in Europe, increasing the legitimacy and
integration of gardening in schools (Greene, 1906, p.16-18). Thus, while the Canadian school
garden movement still served primarily rural children and schools, it both set a precedent for
support of the movement by departments of education and opened the door for educators and
administrators to implement a variety of pedagogical applications to gardening, rather than
viewing the activity as strictly utilitarian.
Early United States school gardens
In 1890, the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, one of many organized by US
educators and philanthropists to promote school and community gardens, sent school headmaster
Henry Clapp to visit European school gardens and assess the model’s applications for American
educational purposes. They concluded that with emphasis on child participation, pedagogical
applications and civic engagement, the rural European model could be effectively reinterpreted
for both rural and urban U.S. schools (Kilpatrick, 1940, p. 9). In 1901 Clapp opened the first
garden affiliated with an American public school (School Garden Association, 1912). Others
followed, creating national demand for teacher-training in methods of creating and using school
gardens (Kilpatrick, 1940, p. 9).
Twentieth Century New York City school gardens
Several variations of US school gardens developed, shaped by available resources and
circumstances. They sprouted on school perimeters, lawns, roofs, or sections of playgrounds.
“School garden” sometimes referred to spaces devoted to youth instruction at horticultural
institutions like the Brooklyn Botanic Garden. Vacant lots or sections of public parks were also
transformed into gardens used by classes or individual children.
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The DeWitt Clinton model
The largest and best known New York City “school garden” was established in 1902 at
West 56 Street and 11 Avenue, in Manhattan where “Mrs. Henry Parsons, in a vacant, cityth
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owned lot, with clam shells for garden tools, began the DeWitt Clinton Park school garden…”
(Kilpatrick, 1940, p. 59). Its 356 plots offered 1,100 boys and girls a place to grow vegetables
and flowers in personal and instructional plots and served at least 15 schools (Kilpatrick, 1940, p.
59-63), an impressive scale given that the site was slated for development into a traditional city
park, and the garden originally allowed only as an interim beautification project. Parsons
determined to establish a permanent place to garden with urban youth (Lawson, 2005, p, 62-3),
and by the time development began had led thousands of children and adult volunteers to build a
vast city farm (Greene, 1906, p. 28). When DeWitt Clinton Park was completed in 1905, a
somewhat smaller version of the school farm was included and received support from New York
City’s Parks Department, according to the Department’s 1905 Annual Report.
Teacher training in twentieth century urban school gardens
DeWitt Clinton and other urban school farms also served as training grounds for teachers
interested in establishing their own school gardens. Columbia College, Teachers’ College, New
York Training School for Teachers, Brooklyn Training School for Teachers and School of
Philanthropy sent classes, according to the 1905 New York City Parks Department Annual
Report (p. 88). A teacher who trained at DeWitt Clinton established a school garden on the
grounds of the city’s children’s tuberculosis hospital, serving children who were otherwise
isolated with little opportunity for physical activity due to illness and fear of contagion. Apart
from gardeners, educators and classes, the Parks Department’s 1905 report indicates that
approximately 3,400 people visited the DeWitt Clinton garden that year (p. 88). It became a
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center of community life, tourist attraction, and living manifestation of the capacity of “ordinary”
people, particularly children, to shape and add value to urban communities.
Rationales for early New York City urban school gardening
While allocation of city land and resources for school gardens represents a major
achievement at any time, movement leaders of the period, like Parsons, a local school board
member, framed their motivations in language that reflected a specific view of urban youth:
“City children are alienated from their human birth-right of trees, fields and
flowers. Encased amid bricks, stone, concrete, trolleys, trucks and
automobiles...the blue sky...seldom seen. These conditions are making our
children hard and unfeeling. Deprived of their natural lives, impelled by the
restless energy of youth, they find mischief the only diversion possible, and they
become easy victims of vice and crime.” (quoted in Lawson, 2005, p. 54)
While Parsons made observations similar to Montessori's about the impact of nature
deficit on young people, her emphasis differed, focusing on the direction of youthful energy to
curb destructive impulses, rather than on the benefits to young people of unmediated experiences
of nature. Explicit in Parsons’ language is the sense that an absence of exposure to nature leads
urban youth to mischief and/or crime. Her description evokes the crowded conditions of poor
and immigrant communities, but her concern for young people implies an impulse towards social
engineering shaped by classism and, possibly racialized, fear and condescension.
Among influential gardening advocates, Parsons was not an outlier: In 1908, the School
Garden Association of New York (later School Garden Association of America) formed to
advocate for school gardens as hands-on laboratories for nature study that also encouraged
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manual, civic and intellectual development, healthy habits, and respect for the environment--and
kept urban youth off the streets. The group of philanthropists, teachers, principals and school
board members aggressively raised and contributed funds and pressed the public school system
to adopt the concept, establish guidelines and provide funding. In the Association’s 1910 Annual
Report, President John Wade urged that “plans for every new school should contemplate the
installation of a garden, however small it may be,” going on to recommend the organization of
students into “civic protectors of public property” and arguing that: “This act of bringing the
child into direct relation with all the processes of beautifying his school is not only educative in
itself but tends to make him appreciative and careful of his own school property. In the end the
city will be the gainer in every way” (p. 8). In the same report, member Helen C. Robbins
promoted gardening as “a means of training the imagination of our children.” Asserting that,
“Everyone will admit that the guidance into safe channels of this great power of the child’s mind
is one of the main functions of any rightly directed education,” she argued that gardening would
help lead youth to resist “that craving for far fetched and expensive excitement which is the bane
of our people” (p. 5).
SGANY members also framed the activity in philosophical terms, as a way to teach
youth the integral importance of nature in providing for both human sustenance and development
of defining human dispositions. In the 1911 Annual Report, member John Haaren asserted that
nature study provided a basis for the creation of poetry, art and philosophy. “It gives meaning,”
he continued, “to historical fact. It illustrates religious truths and reveals the reign of law in the
universe. It fully justifies its place in the scheme of education” (p. 5). President V.E. Kilpatrick
asserted that the rapid urbanization of the US population to “congested cities” had created
cognitive dissonance: Even gardening advocates “only half grasp the great law that the very
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foundation of society itself rests upon the tilling of the soil” (p. 8). In this framing, gardening
with urban youth is crucial to their esthetic, moral, psychological, intellectual and spiritual
growth, central to their understanding of the world and significant to human survival.
The role of the public school system in twentieth century urban school gardens
Despite broad public and city agency support for school gardens, however, the school
system itself seems to have resisted funding them--at least according to the SGA. Its 1912 report
called America “the most active proponent” of school gardens (p. 5). It also described a recent
city-wide SGANY study that determined, “over one half of the schools of New York have room
on their grounds for school gardening” yet “there never was a time when so little support could
be secured in the public schools as today” (p. 9-10). While “every administrative body in the
city, every social organization and every individual citizen that has given any expression, has
made the expression one of hearty endorsement...generous and devoted teachers have carried the
burden of whatever nature work has been done for many years” (p. 8-10). “If nature and school
gardening are worthwhile,” Kilpatrick concluded, “then they merit regular, systematic and
effective public support” (p. 9).
The NYC school garden movement made steady but modest strides for several years, as
reflected in the SGANY’s annual reports. Proponents like Ellen Eddy Shaw, who later became
director of the children’s gardening program at Brooklyn Botanic Garden, joined the effort.
Gardening clubs started by SGA served thousands of children. In 1914, the Board of Education
agreed to include funds to purchase land for playgrounds and gardens in the upcoming school
year. However, the movement lacked the one clear and convincing focal point that would raise it
from the status of a “feel good” activity. Proponents shared the view that youth gardening was
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important but did not agree on a single reason or approach to bringing it into schools. Was it a
way to teach academic content or a method of building civic, esthetic or spiritual disciplines?
Should garden-based nature study be established as a discrete subject, linked to another subject
in the curriculum, or linked to many? Then as now, not fitting squarely within specific
disciplinary boundaries, gardening may have been difficult to legitimize, even when framed as a
tool for socialization of urban youth.
World War I, the global food systems crisis and school gardens
Despite the range of proponents and rationales, the school gardening movement did not
take deep root until a pragmatic need, at a scale and for reasons appealing to policy leaders,
emerged: the necessity of food rationing during World War I. Even before the U.S. entered the
war, a global food crisis was underway. European nations had mobilized a still largely rural
populace to join the military, leaving farms short-handed. As war progressed, European
farmland and infrastructure were ravaged by invading armies, and food shipments destroyed in
transit. Ample stockpiles were rapidly exhausted, and it became clear that farmers could not
resume sufficient production even were the war to end immediately. In the United States, the
shift from rural to urban life had left American farmers equally incapable of quickly making up a
deficit in food production. Weeks before the country entered the war, a group of educators,
including U.S. Commissioner of Education P.P. Claxton, conservation administrators, women’s’
leagues and others, under the leadership of C.L. Pack formed the National War Garden
Commission, to promote awareness of how “patriots” could form an army of “soldiers of the
soil” to grow food (Pack, 1919, p. 1-11).
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Food shortages and rationing stunned into action Americans used to having ample food
available or who had come to the country for more secure lives than in their countries of
origin. Policy makers, realizing that the United States was part of a globally interlocking
economic and trade system, raised concerns over America’s food security during the war and
beyond. In The World’s Food Resources (1919) geographer-conservationist J. Russel Smith
questioned whether food shortages were temporary or long-term, positing that there would be
enough food only “if we devote our time to the continued conquest of the earth, and to the
utilization of nature, rather than to the conquest of each other.” He warned that “Nations are no
longer independent. We have become dependent on a great fabric of trade; when it is destroyed
we die,” and he decried Americans’ lack of understanding about where food comes from: “We
have been lulled and dulled by the comfort and security of far-reaching trade,” he wrote. “For
two generations we have all known that if we had the price or the credit, goods and food were
ours. They came mysteriously by night from places about which we neither knew nor cared.” (p.
4). Global war and the “Victory Garden” movement exposed the precarity of the United States’
food systems in a global economy, if only from the perspective of consumers, rather than those
of farmers, food workers, animals and ecosystems, as later gardening movements would.
United States education policy makers decided that schools must respond to the impacts
of war, including the food crisis. As the country prepared to enter the war, exacerbating the
threat of a hungry populace, they promoted the idea that food grown by children in school
gardens could supplement their families’ resources, which would be strained for an indefinite
period. In May 1916, the National Education Association convened its annual meeting,
anticipating at least 50,000 people. The NEA Department of Higher Education planned a session
on “the modifications which will be made necessary in our educational system as a result of the
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great war.” Conference partners included the American School Peace League and School
Garden Association of New York in partnership with the Department of Parks. John Dewey,
who had promoted gardening nature education in major works such as, My Pedagogic Creed
(1897), The School and Society (1900), Schools of Tomorrow (1914) and Democracy and
Education (1916) would be among the attendees. The city’s school farms would be open to the
public, with pageants, tours and demonstrations throughout the week (Programs are All Ready,
1916). School and youth gardening would take center stage.
An official school gardening curriculum
The following April (1917), the New York City Department of Education adopted an
official curriculum on school gardens to expand upon its existing “Syllabus on Nature Study.”
The 30-page document urged schools to develop gardens, arguing for the sacred right of urban
children to experience nature: “God made the country and man made the town” it began,
continuing, “The conversion of open spaces into building lots has robbed the urban dweller of his
noble heritage of field and forest…” with particular impact on children: “The sordid panorama of
our city streets pours its pernicious influence into the very soul of the rising generation…” In
familiar imagery, the authors of this curriculum call to mind urban youth as potential savages to
be feared if not controlled.
In a new twist on this refrain, teachers are cast as the parties responsible for correcting
what social conditions have made of urban youth and setting them on the right track in order to
solve major issues:
We teachers have the rare privilege of dispensing nature’s gifts. Our duty
is to point out how even the meager opportunities found in the most congested
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sections may be utilized… Thereby shall we teach lessons in social endeavor and
in the appreciation of beauty and add to the stock of human happiness. (p. 3)
Seemingly as an afterthought, the writers observed that as “throughout the land there is heard the
demand for the conservation and increase of food products, the plan of utilizing waste spaces
may be made to include the growing of food staples” (p. 3). In fact, while the curriculum tied
gardening to science study, most of the pamphlet was devoted to detailed instructions on how to
grow various types of vegetables, and fully a third to suggestions on converting backyards and
vacant lots into small farms.
The School Garden Association’s 1917 Annual Report reflected the change in mentality
wrought by the “great war,” starting with its cover: the winning poster from a city-wide contest,
designed by a student at Brooklyn’s Erasmus High School. It showed a small child bent over a
large flower pot, intently watching for signs of growth from a tiny plant. One of many similar
poster images geared towards child and youth audiences, its caption read, “Do Your Bit” (Figure
2). A slogan popularized to encourage gardening in support of the war effort, the message was
patriotism via home food production, to maximize food available to families, the “needy,” and
soldiers fighting abroad amidst supply shortages. The report’s first news item described how the
Board of Education, with help from the Child Welfare League, planned to hire a city-wide
director for school and home gardens, to ensure that the work is conducted effectively (p. 25). The report also celebrated the distribution of the school garden curriculum and the fact that
several colleges and both of New York City’s botanic gardens had established school garden
teacher-training programs (p. 9).
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Figure 2: Posters enjoining children and youth to garden for the United States’ World War I war effort

U.S. School Gardens After World War I
While food shortages during the “great war” increased interest in school gardening, the
movement lost momentum as global food systems recovered, and industrialized, in the
aftermath. In 1920 the Federal Bureau of Education cut its Office of School and Home
Gardens. The Nature Study Review, a major venue for pedagogical applications of gardening
and nature study, ceased publication in 1924. The NEA maintained a Department of Garden
Education, but the School Garden Association of America was incorporated into the NEA in
1939 (Lawson, 2005, p. 91). Kilpatrick (1940) argued that declining support of school gardens
despite continued interest among teachers and students resulted from an over-emphasis on food
production rather than educational value, spurred by the great war—the very event that centered
gardening in the national conversation. Lawson (2005) has observed that even before the war,
tensions existed about where the value of school gardens lay. To promote gardens to educational
administrators, proponents tied the work to established fields of study, whereas to secure the
support of philanthropic groups, it was necessary to broadly define the activity’s value in relation
to varied and changing social causes (p. 92).
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Government support for gardens in public spaces waned during the Great Depression,
when agricultural revitalization focused attention on struggling farmers, but “Victory Gardens”
again popularized the activity as patriotic during World War II. This time, the objective was not
so much to garner food but to promote “healthier diet, exercise, recreation, distraction from
worry about loved ones in battle, and civic beautification” (Lawson, 2005, p. 161). During this
time, youth gardening became a vehicle to promote civic responsibility and identification with
specific cultural norms. Interest in US urban gardening waned for a time, during the mid-century
shift to suburban life, with its ideal of individual home ownership and private garden (or more
likely lawn) space but surged in the 1970’s, when a constellation of urban quality of life issues
intensified, leading to renewed attention to neglected public spaces (Cabib, 2011).
U.S. urban gardens in the 1970’s
During the social upheaval and fiscal crises of the 1970’s, an association developed
between community gardening and progressive or radical political ideals. The period’s gardening
movements centered on the rights of residents, especially in underserved urban areas across the
country, to assume control of vacant land abandoned by landlords and municipalities, using them
to gather, improve the safety and beauty of their neighborhoods, increase access to healthy,
affordable food, and develop models of collective activism to address intersectional social justice
issues (Lawson, 2005, p. 163). At a time when many communities experienced a sense of having
been abandoned by authorities, “ordinary” residents joined together across demographic lines to
self-initiate positive transformation of their surroundings, one lot at a time.
In New York City, the federal government initially supported this work, establishing the
Urban Gardening Program that at its height offered funds and consulting to 150,000 city
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gardeners annually, including school children (Lawson, 2005, p. 163). The program was
defunded in 1993, as a period of economic prosperity bolstered urban development, placing a
premium on once-abandoned lots, some housing community gardens, like the one in Brooklyn
where the Campus Road Community Garden stood. Areas previously ignored by municipalities,
banks, businesses and other investors became (in part due to the sweat equity investment of
gardeners, artists and other residents) thriving communities, primed for gentrification. Because
of this recent memory of struggle, current participants in contemporary community and youth
gardening have often focused on building leadership and participating in political action related
to food and land access, environmental justice, and community control, as a direct result of their
involvement in gardens (Ferris, Norman, & Sempik 2001, p. 567). Initiatives like these offer
youth and adults opportunities to build grassroots community, redefine their relationships with
public land and by necessity to increase political awareness and civic engagement.
The urban “sustainability” movement and the emphasis on STEM education
In the last two decades, in formal education settings across the United States, the
popularization of the concept of “sustainability” as a strategy to mitigate the impact of global
environmental crises, and the increased emphasis on STEM education as a strategy to complete
in an increasingly technological global economy, have offered new opportunities for advocates
to promote garden based learning.
In 2010, around the same time that the Campus Road Garden was slated for demolition,
the GrowNYC School Gardens 5 initiative was established via funding from the Mayor’s Office.
Linking the GrowNYC6 agency, the NYC Parks Department’s GreenThumb 7 initiative, and the
5

https://www.grownyc.org/school-gardens
https://www.grownyc.org/greenmarket/market-guests
7
https://greenthumb.nycgovparks.org
6
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Department of Education’s Office of School Food,8 this coordination of resources, technical
support, and training to NYC school gardens reflected years of advocacy by teachers, researchers
and community members who had literally rallied around the concept of “sustainability.”
Growing awareness of the climate crisis, the need for green economies training, and the role of
green space in community resiliency compelled policy makers to acknowledge the broad
potential of school and community gardens. In the decade since, the movement for urban
gardens has continued to gain traction across the U.S. The Edible Schoolyard and schoolyard-toplayground models have led to school and community gardens that connect and benefit both
schools and the neighborhoods in which they sit, while the Grow to Learn9 initiative, now part of
GrowNYC, has supported a network of over 800 school gardens in all five boroughs.
Role of the NYC DOE
The New York City Department of Education, the nation’s largest public schools system,
has responded, structurally and symbolically, to the urgency and demand for youth eco-literacy.
While a “nature study” curriculum does not exist, and environmental studies is an optional rather
than required Regents subject, the system has since 2016 included an Office of Sustainability, 10
which “has awarded over $400,000 to 120 schools across all five boroughs” to fund
“recycling/waste reduction, energy efficiency, water conservation, environmental education,
green team support, and gardening/hydroponics projects.” Additionally, in a system of
approximately 1,700 schools, “Over 50% of our school buildings have access to school gardens,”
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https://www.schools.nyc.gov/school-life/food/school-meals
https://www.grownyc.org/blog/tags/grow-learn
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https://www.schools.nyc.gov/learning/programs/sustainability
9
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which, “Support instruction on gardening and the local food system; Promote healthy eating
habits; Increase student consumption of more fresh and locally-grown produce.”
Schools employ a range of developmentally appropriate garden education models at each
grade level: For instance, PS 152 and PS 315 in Flatbush, Brooklyn, have access to a
“schoolyard-to-playground” garden adjoining their schools. Newly renovated by the Trust for
Public Land11 via Participatory Budgeting, 12 Vital Brooklyn,13 and other public funds, the space
offers play areas, outdoor classrooms and two gardens, all open to the community when school is
not in session. Community Roots students from nearby Midwood High School helped advocate
for and will use this space. Students at Brooklyn Academy for Science and the Environment 14 in
Prospect Heights, Brooklyn engage in field studies and project-based research in biology,
chemistry and conservation at nearby Prospect Park and Brooklyn Botanic Garden, 15 where
faculty also attend professional development. The High School for Public Service 16 in Crown
Heights, Brooklyn includes a 10,000-square-foot youth farm located on school grounds and
established in collaboration with community partners including BK Farmyards. Students who
tend the space learn about organic farming methods and help to manage a farm stand where they
sell produce to a surrounding community known as a food desert, with high rates of nutritionrelated health issues.
In Bergen Beach, Brooklyn, NYC DOE has also established the Genovesi Environmental
Study Center,17offering K-12 programming and teacher training focused on nature appreciation,
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https://www.tpl.org/schoolyards
https://council.nyc.gov/pb/
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https://www.ny.gov/programs/vital-brooklyn-initiative
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https://www.basehighschool.org
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https://www.bbg.org
16
https://www.highschoolforpublicservice.com
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https://www.schools.nyc.gov/learning/student-journey/experiential-learning/genovesi-environmental-study-center
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experiential learning, ecological consciousness, environmental stewardship and critical
awareness of local and global environmental issues with attention to “a richer comprehension of
causes, connections and consequences.” With 7,000 feet of indoor space on more than an acre of
land, the facility houses gardens and greenhouses, aquatic and land animals, an apiary and
multiple science labs. The Center links curriculum to STEM fields, currently a major educational
policy priority, in alignment with NYC Science Scope and Sequence and Common Core
Learning Standards.
That said, it is unclear how impactful on youth these opportunities for youth gardening
and nature education within the school system actually are. The publicly available sustainability
initiatives budget, for instance, does not break down how much funding is spent on gardening
versus waste recycling or energy conservation, and “access” to gardens, may mean many things,
particularly within a system implementing austerity measures in the midst of fiscal crisis.
Informal garden-based education
Across New York City, outside the school system, the last two decades have seen a
resurgence of community gardening initiatives. Frequently emerging in under-served
communities, where affordable fresh food and job opportunities are limited and lots lay vacant,
they bring neighbors together to claim and steward these spaces as food oases and build diverse,
intergenerational community, solidarity and resilience. Some specifically aim to develop youth
leadership, agricultural and entrepreneurial skills. Two such projects, initiated in Brooklyn
slightly earlier than Community Roots, provided inspiration and solidarity when the group
visited their sites to learn and volunteer. East New York Farms!,18 established in 1998 in
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cooperation with the non-profit United Community Centers, comprises a network of
intergenerational, culturally affirming community gardens on formerly vacant lots in Central
Brooklyn. Youth interns and adults practice sustainable farming, operate farm stands, and
educate community members on healthy food production, preparation and preservation. Red
Hood Farms,19 linked to the non-profit Red Hook Initiative, encompasses two farm sites,
including the first established at a New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) development.
Red Hook offers youth internship and work opportunities at the farm sites, in a school workshop
program, and at weekly farm stand and CSA initiatives.
Discussion
I came to youth gardening nearly two decades ago, with significant experience in both
gardening and youth education, but no formal training linking the two practices and few living
models readily available. I initially understood little of substance about the radical NYC urban
gardening movement of the previous generation, when organizers, artists, eccentrics, and other
community members carved food-production and gathering spaces from vacant lots in the East
Village, South Bronx, and other areas of the city. I knew less about liberatory, land-based
agrarian movements across the Americas, Africa, Europe, and Asia, in which people fought for
autonomy and survival in powerful resistance to global neoliberal agrarian reforms and land
grabs by multinational corporations (cf. Florence, 2012; Oliveira & McKay, 2021; McMichael,
2012; Sassen, 2013).
At that time, I had not heard about the epidemic of farmer suicides in India, Australia and
elsewhere, catalyzed by ecological, economic and technological disruptions to commercial and
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subsistence farming (cf. Bryant & Garnham, 2015; Thomas & De Tavernier, 2017). The Latin
American peasant movement La Via Campesina 20 and the African Greenbelt Movement21
founded by Kenyan Wangari Matthai (Florence, 2012) were unknown to me. Closer to home,
names such as Majora Carter, who founded Sustainable South Bronx 22 in 2001, and Winona
LaDuke, founder of White Earth Land Recovery Project, 23 whose fight for Native land
sovereignty in the US dated back to the 1970’s within the American Indian Movement, were
unfamiliar to me. As a result of the struggle over the Campus Road Garden, these names,
organizations and movements (and too many others to recount) have gradually become of critical
interest to me, as I learned how they were connected and how they related to forces shaping my
life and those of young people, colleagues, friends and community members, in tangible yet
unseen relationships between food systems, land and place, oppression and struggle. I was
determined to better understand these relationships, to teach about and act on them.
However, in first developing the program, I drew on narrower ideas about nature study,
urban youth, and community. These, I believe, were largely remnants of the traditions described
in the preceding sections of this chapter that I had not yet recognized nor examined critically. As
I began to investigate the history of youth gardening and greening projects to inform my practice,
I gradually came to realize tensions, struggles and oppressions encompassed within them. My
encounters with these narratives, my own experience of community gardening, and my exposure
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to critical theoretical traditions during graduate study came into conversation, deeply informing
my shaping of the program.
Gardening and the deficit narrative
My formal research began in the Brooklyn Botanic Garden archives, where extensive
documentation of early urban youth gardening resided, some of which informed this chapter.
Written by city officials, philanthropists and civic activists, the rationales these materials offered
for promoting youth gardening varied: increasing food production, improving urban
environments, encouraging healthier eating, stimulating creativity, satisfying curiosity about the
world, teaching science or the arts, “channeling youthful energy,” and diverting young people
from “vice.”
Perhaps because of my own positioning, I did not at first recognize what they frequently
(though not always) shared: a White-racialized, middle-class lens, through which gardening was
viewed as a way to add or restore what was missing, deficient or corrupt within the youth for
whom they were advocating and the environments in which the youth lived. Garden education
was held up as a way to socialize, assimilate or “save” urban youth, who were frequently cast as
victims or threats. That is to say, many early U.S. urban youth gardening initiatives were shaped
by the same concerns that led to the emergence of the state common schools system: those of a
dominant Protestant society seeking to unify an increasingly diverse country within its own value
system and culture, as well as by the growing influence of industrialization and Capitalism
(Kaestle 1983, p. x). At times school gardens, like the common schools themselves, were thus
sites of assimilation.
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I initially failed to interrogate some of the gaps in the narratives that accompanied the
deficit perspective: the absence of youth voices, for instance. I realized in writing this chapter
that only in Montessori did I find reference to the critical insight the adult teacher gained to
challenge her own views by watching and listening to youth (and even there, no actual youth
voices). Voices of indigenous people, people of color and immigrants, their contributions to food
systems and cultures, and to agriculture, their particular challenges in urban environments or
during times of deprivation, were also absent. An implied assumption of these narratives was
indeed that suppression of this multiplicity of voices was part of the point: gardening was a
method of socializing and “taming” young people to conform to accepted standards of behavior.
Similarly, I did not initially notice the absence of concern for laborers in the food system, for the
suffering of animals, or for the devastation of planetary ecosystems, invisibilized by euphemisms
about “trade” and “the conquest of nature,” whose full import I did not yet understand.
I did encounter some exceptions. The 1911 report of the School Garden Association, for
example, included a strong assertion by member V.E. Kilpatrick concerning the individual’s
right to land access: “A city that does not provide for a growth that will permit each family to
have its own outdoor garden is not meeting its manifest responsibilities.” It also included a
critique of rote learning and routine in the school system: “American school has brought about
this willingness to live like bees in a hive...Everywhere...children are...forced in herdlike bands
within narrow confines to go through a routine…to carry out some scheme of discipline or
education so called” (p. 8). Such views did not appear to be common, however.
Despite evolving narratives about youth and urban spaces, deficit assumptions have not
been entirely rooted out of contemporary urban youth gardening initiatives. Two images, taken
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over 100 years apart, speak poignantly to this point (Figure 3). The first, from Children’s
Gardens (Miller, 1904) shows indigenous adolescent girls at Kamehameha school in Hawaii,
then a US territory. Likely diverse in culture, as the people of Hawaii are, they are uniformly
dressed in the customarily designated female garments of their European colonizers and are
tending a tropical landscape stripped of its native flora, likely to be re-ordered according to a
Europeanized notion of a garden (Figure 3). The remodelings of both the young women and the
place itself operationalized the settlers’ cultural and agricultural conquest by identity-erasure.
The second image, found on June 10, 2021, on the website of a San Francisco’s based “Green
Teens” initiative, 24 shows a group of POC youth, flanked by what appear to be two white nearpeer leaders. “More than 900 youth have benefited from the program since it started as the Youth
Tree Care program in 1995,” reads the accompanying text, adding, “We look forward to
continuing to dedicate our time and skills to serving San Francisco’s youth for years to come.”
This language frames the youth as beneficiaries, as opposed to contributors, to this interaction,
and also positions them as add-ons to a program ostensibly devised to beautify urban
communities. That is to say, despite what may well be a valuable learning experience for young
people, the language and model employed simultaneously reflect vestiges of both the Banking
Model of Education (Freire, 1970), in which educators deposit knowledge into the minds of
learners, and the “service-learning” model of youth development, in which young people earn
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their experience, and receive the socialization they purportedly require, by providing free labor
in public spaces.
Figure 3: Youth Gardening in Hawaii, around 1904, and in San Francisco, 2021

In early iterations of Community Roots, I also likely enacted this reasoning at times,
unconsciously adopting frameworks that emphasized the “broken” in urban landscapes,
introduced “extraordinary” community projects as being outside the norm, and urging young
people to “contribute” to their communities. While well-intended, these emphases were
somewhat lacking in youth-perspective, in critical analyses of the social conditions shaping their
worlds, and in emphasis on youth empowerment. As institutional pressures forced me to
“justify” my investments in the summer gardening activity, my initial structuring of the program
reflected aims for the work that I had internalized--or at least knew instinctively to represent to
program evaluators--without thorough, informed interrogation.
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For example, the first formal iteration of Community Roots was designed with a
“community service” grant in mind, implying a relationship between the young people in the
program and the society at large that positioned them as bearing responsibility for improving
their communities. After realizing the association between the concept of “community service,”
and even “service-learning” and the “juvenile offender” framework, I began to consciously seek
more affirming, youth-centered frameworks, beginning a process, now shared with youth and
adult thought-partners, of continuous reframing.
Gardening in place: experience and student-centered pedagogy
There were a few examples in the early literature. In the European progressive tradition,
for example, Montessori spoke of children as her teachers, challenging the traditional view of the
teacher-student dynamic that situated adults as authorities and youth as passive or deficient
recipients of instruction. In reference to the affordances of garden-based education specifically,
she wrote: “Our experiences have led us to a number of conclusions different from those which I
myself once had, and we have been led to these by children who have been left free to make their
own choices.” Prefiguring critical pedagogy, Montessori positions adults as stewards, and
children as drivers, of learning experiences. John Dewey also promoted gardening as a way to
link hands-on learning to practical, real world applications and draw on lived experiences.
Later in my graduate work, I encountered critical pedagogy, beginning with Freire’s
Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1970). For me, Freire offered a compelling perspective on the
teacher-student relationship, and that of the classroom to the lived experiences of learnerteachers and teacher-learners. I began to view my goals and practices within a spectrum of
possibilities that included the “banking model” of education that I and my students had largely
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been socialized to as well as the possibility of liberatory pedagogy for “critical consciousness”
that we might move toward through explicit analysis and action (praxis) together on and in both
our classroom and our world. This framework was pivotal in shifting my focus, aims, and
engagement of young people as co-constructors of Community Roots.
In David Greenwood/Gruenwald, I encountered the idea of “critical pedagogy of place,”
extending the Freirean framework to environmental education and suggesting the possibility of
“decolonizing and reinhabiting” places (2003). In recent years, as I stepped back from teaching
Community Roots, I have continued to work with colleagues who have taught and mentored in
the program to understand and incorporate Indigenous critiques of this conceptualization (Tuck
and Yang, 2012), problematizing and deepening our enactment of “place consciousness” with the
recognition that places have histories of struggle as well as present moments that must be
reckoned with. Probing into the heart of this question of place, I and my youth and adult
collaborators have begun to grapple with the recognition that the concept of place in our culture
is rooted in “settler” logics of ownership, extraction and oppression that must be visible-ized and
challenged if place based education is to realize its promise of radical change (Seawright, 2014).
Additionally, I have been influenced by Foucault’s (1970) explorations of surveillance
and regimes of power in institutional settings--prisons, asylums, schools--structured to produce
fear, obedience and conformity by their configuration of spaces, cyclical imposition of
examinations, grading and placement. I have sought with the youth and adults in the program to
visualize together how these structures operate in our lives, particularly in our classrooms, and
how we might shape our learning experience to navigate around and outside them. Garden-based
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education has offered a teaching and learning space rich with possibilities to disrupt the physical
and curricular constraints of traditional classrooms.
Conclusion
In developing Community Roots, reflecting on the process, and understanding the
program’s impact on participants, the historical perspective on youth gardening has been helpful.
By illuminating the contexts in which young people have been engaged in urban gardening, it
offered me a grounding in how youth gardening has constructed young people’s relationships to
our society and to the natural world. The same activity has served to impose social conformity
and homogenization from above or to build grassroots community, celebrate difference, and
elevate youth leadership. It has positioned human beings at the top of the evolutionary chain,
separated from the “natural” world, entitled to dominate and exploit its “resources” or as part of
the natural world, responsible for stewarding and respecting its systems.
Community Roots could not have evolved into what I currently conceive of as a “critical
and transdisciplinary eco-justice course” without my understanding of youth gardening models
that preceded it. At the same time, I might never have pursued that direction at all had I not
experienced firsthand the struggle over land that strained and thus exposed the relationships
between people, land and an institution of the state whose interests came into conflict. In the
transformational intellectual and spiritual work that began for me in that moment and continues
to the present one, the contributions of youth participants and mentors, adult instructors and the
Urban Environmental Research Coven have been instrumental. These individuals, and the
critical-transdisciplinary framework as enacted in Community Roots, will be the focal points of
subsequent chapters.
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CHAPTER 3
CRITICAL TRANSDISCIPLINARITY AS DEVELOPED AND ENACTED IN
COMMUNITY ROOTS
At the core of the problem is an obsolete factory model of schooling that sorts,
tracks, tests, and rejects or certifies working-class children as if they were
products on an assembly line. The purpose of education...cannot be only to
increase the earning power of the individual or to supply workers for the everchanging slots of the corporate machine. Children need to be given a sense of the
unique capacity of human beings to shape and create reality in accordance with
conscious purposes and plans. (Boggs, 2012, p. )
In this chapter, I will discuss design framings that I (and other instructors and youth
program mentors) have built on to shape the curriculum and pedagogy of Community Roots, and
I will describe how they have been enacted in the program. This work has occurred
collaboratively, in ongoing development of a model of socio-environmental teaching-learningengagement that incorporates participatory, experiential, contextualized, learner-centered and
agency-oriented practices. In connecting the various approaches, I have employed the
conceptual framework of critical-transdisciplinarity, or “crit-trans,” (Strong et al., 2016) as an
overarching heuristic. Articulated in collaboration with colleagues in the Urban Environmental
Studies Research Coven, this framing has been useful to me in conceptualizing how the various
approaches connect at a nexus of related principles.
After delineating my own understanding of crit-trans, including its derivation from
critical pedagogy and transdisciplinarity, I will introduce the additional theoretical constructs that
have contributed to the unique crit-trans approach of Community Roots. Next, I will offer an
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overview of the program, referencing how these approaches are enacted via the crit-trans
framework. This chapter is intended in part to provide context for the youth and adult reflections
on their experiences in the program that are narrated and analyzed in subsequent chapters.
Defining “crit-trans”
As the term suggests, the crit-trans framework combines and extends tenets of two major
fields: critical pedagogy (Cf. Freire, 1970; Darder, 2003; Hooks, 2003; Kincheloe, 2008; Shor,
2012) and transdisciplinarity (Cf. Piaget, 1972; Nicolescu, 2007; Bernstein, 2015). The
framework was articulated in 2016 by the Urban Environmental Studies Research Coven, a
diverse sisterhood of teachers, academics, and researchers with shared interests in liberatory
approaches to pedagogy, of which I am a member. It is intended to inform teacher and learner
resistance to neoliberal educational logics that emphasize “market-based,” and “efficiencyoriented” educational policies and practices, reproducing educational and social inequities
through meritocratic narratives and emphasis on competition (p. 325).
We use the term “neoliberal enclosure,” referencing the privatization of public land
during early-Modernity, to describe the ways in which neoliberal reforms “constrain and
‘enclose’ spaces for learning” in contemporary schools (p. 325). “Enclosure,” in this construct,
is more than a metaphor; it is a set of market logics, applied discursively, symbolically and
materially, in multiple sectors that fundamentally shape reality. Neoliberal enclosure
encompasses disinvestment in and/or privatization of public education as well as healthcare,
water and public land/spaces and other common goods. In public schools, it manifests in rigidly
enforced disciplinary boundaries and ideas about what “counts” as knowledge and also by the
lack of connection and accountability of public schools and colleges to the communities in which
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they sit.25 On another scale, it has manifested in the ways that nations have been colonized
and/or enclosed by borders designed to keep Others out, including refugees whose status as
refugees--the conditions they are fleeing--were created by or benefit people inside those borders
and others in similar positions.
As conceptualized by the Coven, the “crit-trans” heuristic aims to promote teaching and
learning that resists figurative and literal enclosure via six principles: “(a) Contextualize and
historicize knowledge; (b) Challenge assumptions of neutrality and objectivity through critical
inquiry; (c) Decenter hegemonic notions of knowledge production; (d) Situate place and space;
(e) Privilege process over product; (f) Promote participatory teaching, learning, and research”
(Strong et al., 2016). Together, these principles suggest pedagogical approaches that transcend
disciplinary and academic boundaries, resist narrow definitions of what counts as teaching,
learning and knowledge, and enable interrogation of neoliberal and postcolonial logics and
manifestations themselves, with direct reference to how they shape lived experience. In the
following sections, I will clarify my own understanding of “critical-transdisciplinarity.”
Critical pedagogy
In my understanding, drawn initially from Freire’s (1970/2018/2000) landmark Pedagogy
of the Oppressed, the crit-trans framework’s grounding in critical pedagogy implies that within a
crit trans framing: 1. The classroom is seen as a site of social and political engagement, which
are integral to teaching and learning. Learning experiences are understood to inculcate views of
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As Sylvia Wynter has argued, the rupture of disciplinary enclosure, as called for by Franz
Fanon (1976), is an essential condition necessary in order for human understanding to move
beyond the current conception of what it means to be human. As the basis of all economic,
social, humanitarian, and ecological crises, this conception, which demands the idea of an
“Other,” must first be addressed in order to resolve the pressing global issues that threaten the
survival of human and all planetary life. (Gagne, 2007).
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the world and habits of mind that learners internalize and enact as they develop in their roles as
participants in society. Teaching/learning are therefore never “neutral” transmissions of
information but rather function to domesticate learners to adapt to the world as it is or,
alternatively, encourage them to imagine how they might want to change it. As Freire (2000)
conceived it: “Education either functions as an instrument which is used to facilitate integration
of the younger generation into the logic of the present system and bring about conformity or it
becomes the practice of freedom" (34). 2. The role of educator confers authority that may be
used to help build learners’ understanding of how their lives are shaped by prevailing economic,
social and epistemic structures. Freire called this process “conscientization” and considered its
pursuit a primary goal of liberatory or revolutionary pedagogy. 3. Within such learning
experiences, individuals develop a sense of agency as they apply what they learn actively, in the
immediate reality of their communities and experiences, particularly to resist multiple forms of
oppression--what Freire referred to as “the praxis.”
Transdisciplinarity
At its most general, I define transdisciplinarity as knowledge and knowledge-production
not limited by disciplinary boundaries nor by academic (i.e.: disciplinary) territorialism. My use
of transdisciplinarity in Community Roots initially emerged instinctively from my positionality
and experience as a teacher, learner and community member and took several forms: 1. While I
possessed a background in language and literature, I recognized, in teaching Community Roots,
that content and modes of inquiry drawn from other disciplines were key to exploring with
young people the science, ecology and social dynamics of gardening-in-community. 2.
Community Roots attracted youth whose own interests varied, including physical sciences,
political science, history, the arts and languages. Many also brought lived experiences connected
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to program themes. As they shared these, I recognized how invaluably their perspectives
extended the program’s learning possibilities, and I sought ways to leverage these affordances.
3. I recognized that much of what I viewed as important to this particular learning experience
was not defined within academic disciplines at all. Rather, it was held as contextualized,
embodied “people’s” knowledge, to be found within youth participants, their family members,
adult instructors, and other “ordinary” individuals we engaged with, whose lives and work
connected to program themes. 4. The questions my students and I posed became increasingly
complex and could not be answered within neatly siloed disciplinary boundaries. Thus, my
exploration of multi- and extra-disciplinary knowledges guided my development of Community
Roots in the direction of transdisciplinarity, a construct extensively theorized by Nicolescu
(2005), Nichita (2011), Colpaert (2018) and others.
The Critical-transdisciplinary approach of Community Roots
“In looking at social movements and the furtive, generational work to create quality
education for children seen to be lesser from the view of colonialism,” wrote Patel (2019) “it is
vital that teachers embrace what learning actually is, and what it requires.” In initiating
Community Roots, I was not conscious at first of pursuing what Patel has called a “fugitive
practice” of introducing knowledges and ways of knowing that have been “maintained and
protected even when it has been forbidden” (p.1). I knew only that I was searching for a
combination of environmental and civic education that would enhance young people’s caring and
agency around environmental issues. Together, however, my exposure to critical pedagogy and
my experiences with transdisciplinary inquiry led me in the direction of developing a program
that 1. Welcomed, incorporated and drew connections between knowledges from across and
outside academia; 2. Privileged young people’s knowledges, lived experiences and questions,
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recognizing youth participants as co-creators of the learning-teaching experience; 3. Visible-ized,
interrogated and attempted to unsettle hegemonic power relationships and dynamics, both in and
outside of the classroom, to encourage youth agency; 4. Encouraged application of knowledge
co-created in the program to spaces outside the classroom, in students’ families, communities
and schools, as well as in mine. This approach proved to be more powerfully transformative
than I imagined.
How crit-trans differs from traditional neoliberal schooling
While individual teaching and learning experiences may include a range of practices
more or less consistent with “crit-trans” pedagogy, I understand the overarching crit-trans
approach as contrasting with that of traditional schooling, wherein generally: 1. Knowledge is
siloed by disciplinary boundaries, reflected in the division of days into periods labeled by subject
and in standardized exams that define each discipline’s “body of knowledge.” 2. Classrooms are
structured by a physical and symbolic binary opposition of teachers to students: Teachers possess
disciplinary and intellectual authority and transmit information, while students receive
information and are expected to discern and produce “outcomes” from it based on preconceived
teacher or curricular expectations. 3. The classroom and the world of lived experience are
viewed as separate and distinct spaces. This dynamic encourages student passivity, as youth are
conditioned to please and meet expectations of instructors rather than grapple with their own
questions; lack opportunity to make and interrogate connections between disciplines; sense that
academic learning is irrelevant to lived experience; develop a view of learning as an unpleasant
but unavoidable gateway or obstacle to economic opportunity. My sense of these contrasts
between traditional and “crit-trans” learning spaces derives from my own experiences as a
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learner as well as many years of learning from youth about their perceptions of schooling
experiences, some of which will be discussed in upcoming participant narratives.
Frameworks that informed the crit-trans approach in Community Roots
During its initial, informal phase, I sought frameworks I could use to structure and define
“the gardening program.” While I was excited by the program’s possibilities, including the
affordances of unstructured discovery, I sensed the program’s vulnerability in its setting and
climate. Positioned at the literal and symbolic periphery of an institution increasingly shaped by
austerity, it was viewed as a marginal activity, which threatened to limit the time and other
resources I was permitted to devote to it. I would require a recognizable mission and
demonstrated interest from youth and schools to continue. I hoped that in accomplishing this
structuring and definition, through which I planned to highlight the program’s environmental and
civic educational goals, I could also preserve the program’s sense of free exploration. In the
following sections, I discuss some of the frameworks I drew from, their relationships to each
other, and the elements of each that I chose to incorporate. While I have grouped them in order to
facilitate their placement in conversation, these groupings are not intended to be limiting or
definitive.
Learner-centering frameworks: Experiential learning, ecofeminism and culturally-affirming
environmental pedagogy
A major critique of traditional environmental education is its centering of White, middleclass narratives, foregrounding “wild” extra-urban natural spaces, echoing settler fantasies about
the “pristine wilderness” and emphasizing travel and leisure as the appropriate modes of
appreciating nature and the environment. Such approaches ignore the different imaginaries that
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diverse populations bring to their relationship with the natural world, based on their histories,
cultures, and the ways that identity and personal experiences shape their perspectives and
relationships with the land. Additionally, they ignore the varied presence of nature in urban
environments as well as the environmental conditions and inequities (from disinvestment or
gentrification to public safety or over-policing) in communities that may be quite relevant to
urban youth. The results are racialized and gendered ideas about who the environmental
movement is for, and who is safe in/entitled to explore natural or unfamiliar environments at all.
Experiential framings. In attempting to respond to these critiques while developing
curriculum and pedagogy for/in Community Roots, some of the framings I drew on included
what I have termed “learner-centered” frameworks. These have included, first and most broadly,
experiential learning (cf: Dewey, 1938; Kolb, 2014;) that I understand as conceptualizing the
learning process as involving a cyclical or iterative relationship between the learner’s prior,
concrete experience and abstract ideas and concepts, mediated by new experience/
experimentation, and followed by reflection that connects the prior and new experience in light
of the new concepts. In Community Roots, I and other instructors have tried to enact this
approach by encouraging participants to share and connect their lived experiences and interests
to the topics and ideas introduced in the course, using research and dialog to motivate and guide
learning.
Ecofeminist framings. Second, based in part on the number of female students who have
typically made up the majority of Community Roots participants, we have drawn on ecofeminist
frameworks. These have provided powerful models for environmental activism and inquiry
drawn from diverse women’s experiences and identities, affording students a sense of the key,
oft-ignored perspectives that women bring to intellectual inquiry. For example, Lorde (1984)
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articulated the importance of female solidarity across differences to combat intersectional
oppressions and violences against women and the planet. Mies & Shiva (1993) have similarly
linked economic marginalization and physical violence against women across the globe with
extraction and violence against nature/the environment, within a critique of patriarchal-neoliberal
science that views humankind (read: “mankind”) as separate from and entitled to exploit both.
Gough et al. (2017) have urged that gendered approaches be central to environmental inquiry, as
the global, intersectional oppression of women must be addressed as part of any (effective)
global environmental agenda. Stovall & Baker-Sperry (2015) have identified traditionally
“female” spaces, such as the kitchen, as important sites of environmental inquiry and radical
environmental resistance. In Community Roots, these and other eco-feminist constructs shape
learning and make powerful impacts, as youth reflections in later chapters will suggest.
Culturally-affirming framings. Third, in terms of learner-centered models, we have
drawn on culturally-affirming pedagogies. Incorporating these framings began with my
acknowledgement that as a White, working-class, middle-aged woman, I lacked sufficient
understanding of the experiences, beliefs and environmental issues that mattered to many of the
specific, culturally diverse Community Roots students, some of which differed in important ways
from mine, and that I was approaching my interactions with them via many unexamined
assumptions based on my own positionality. Indeed, it has been widely noted that the concept of
“environmentalism” itself is one of many operating in spaces of teaching and learning that reflect
White, middle-class ideologies and assumptions that may exclude or alienate students from a
range of backgrounds (Curnow & Helferty, 2018).
Ladson-Billings (1995) noted that for Indigenous and African-American youth, a
disconnect between classroom and home cultures has correlated with lower student performance
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in school. She advocated pedagogies that incorporate students’ cultures and expertise, allowing
them to experience success in school; retain cultural pride and competency; and attain the
“critical consciousness” to comprehend and challenge their social positionalities and oppression.
More recently, Blanchett-Cohen and Reilly (2013) have documented that disparate experience,
values and, in some cases, political interests challenged White educators to effectively teach
students of color. They called for support for teachers to learn to incorporate local realities and
students’ input in co-developing student-relevant curriculum.
Speaking specifically to environmental education, Carter (2017) has noted a critical
disconnect between the White, settler concept of “environmentalism” and African-American
students’ inherited understanding of their relationship to land, via intergenerational narratives
about enslavement, and forced/stolen labor used to develop “American” land and produce food
for White landowners. In his view, environmental education requires not only understanding but
renegotiation of the terms, purposes and beneficiaries of the work. As an example along these
lines, in Community Roots, incorporating learner-centered pedagogies has resulted in a
reorientation over time of the key topic of land. Inquiry has moved away from ideas about
preserving the “wilderness,” towards a focus on topics including histories of land/labor theft
from BIPOC communities, the impacts of urban gentrification on Black and immigrant
communities and the possibility of restoration of land ownership to African-American and
Indigenous communities as an element of reparation.
Development-oriented frameworks: Moral Education, Service Learning and Social Justice
Youth development
Civic education. Early in the development of Community Roots, I recognized that while
the activity of gardening could be framed in many ways, including as vocational or science
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education, I was more interested in other dimensions of the work, ones having to do with
exploring what it meant, and how to think about and foster, being together in community. The
conceptual framings I initially found most helpful in this work included Dewey’s (1909) notion
of “moral education,” as not limited to imparting ideas about moral principles, but as
encompassing how all the subjects taught and all the ways of interacting between individuals in
learning settings embody and instill moral relations. I additionally was exposed to Goodlad’s
(2004) framing of the “public purpose of schooling in a Democratic society which, similar to
Dewey’s, emphasized the importance of the moral dimension of education to prepare individuals
to uphold democratic freedoms at both personal and societal scales. Finally, I found appealing
Noddings’ (1984) idea of the “ethics of care,” in education, framed as a relational and essentially
feminine stance of teachers toward learners, guided by ongoing commitment to each student’s
well-being for contextual and personalizing approaches that nurture each student’s growth. In
Community Roots, though at times I surely failed, I sought ways to both acknowledge the ethical
implications of content to young people’s lived experiences and to model a caring stance,
curricularly and pedagogically.
Service Learning. As discussed previously, an early model I drew on, in part to pursue
funding, was a National Service Learning Clearinghouse model. The name “Community Roots,”
evoking gardening and community-building, was devised for this proposal. The model promoted
iterative application of action and reflection in real-world situations, to build learner empathy,
understanding and “character,” improve community life, and prepare youth for civic
engagement. Combining action and reflection, the model suggested Freire’s (1970) notion of
“praxis,” met conditions for high school service credit, which could aid students, and emphasized
service, making institutional acceptance likely. I established a partnership with the college’s
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Early Childhood Center to facilitate engagement between program participants and toddlers in
the Center’s daycare program, and framed this interaction as a service-learning opportunity.
While adopting its terminology and some design elements provided structure to the
program, affordances to students, and institutional legitimacy, some associations of the model
concerned me. “Service learning,” was framed in the model as a “character building” experience
that inculcates “respect” and promotes social stability, sharing common language with
“community-service,” a way of describing contributions made by “criminals” or “delinquents” to
repay their “debt to society.” Clearinghouse goals, I later found, included to “enable students to
understand the necessity of” the American criminal justice system “in a developed society”
despite the fact that “too many of our youth will be subject to penalties assessed through this
system.” Over time, the model’s aim, to inculcate respect for existing institutions and structures
of power, conflicted with my own dawning critical consciousness. While “social justice”
initiatives were listed among the possibilities for service-learning in the Clearinghouse
document, tensions existed in my view. Additionally, the tools espoused by the Clearinghouse:
voting, policy advocacy, and volunteer work, can be slow to produce social change and not
universally accessible to youth, particularly those who are undocumented. For these reasons,
while Community Roots retains elements of the model, it has largely been supplanted.
Social Justice Youth Development. Social justice youth development established a
clearer goal for learning outcomes. Drawing on the intellectual and strategic legacy of
democratic people’s movements, social justice youth development (SJYD) aims to empower
learners to affect positive, personally meaningful social change in their communities. SJYD
expands the scope and impact of the learning experience beyond classroom walls and into the
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civic and political realms of lived experience, to redress economic and power inequities, develop
and privilege youth leadership, and to encourage collective, grass-roots mobilization to
immediately address social problems (cf. Ginwright & Cammarota, 2002; Iwasaki, 2016).
The SJYD model had additionally been employed in youth-centered urban farming
initiatives that influenced Community Roots. In Brooklyn, among the oldest and most successful
examples is East New York Farms!, whose mission is “to organize youth and adults to address
food justice in our community by promoting local and sustainable agriculture and community-led
economic development.” Operated by community members in conjunction with the United
Community Centers CBO since 1995, ENYF! trains high school-aged interns on organic farms
located on formerly vacant lots in one of New York’s most underserved and low-SES
communities, building agricultural, nutritional, entrepreneurial and community-building skills.
In early years of the program, Community Roots participants visited ENYF! often, learning from
youth interns about their experiences while volunteering on one of their urban farm plots.
Environmental Education frameworks: Education for Sustainability, Eco-literacy,
Environmental Justice and Eco-Justice
While the interdisciplinary field of environmental studies has long existed, environmental
education of U.S. high students is typically limited to one or more science classes, appealing
mainly to students who identify as science-leaning and narrowing the scope of environmental
inquiry to science fields. While the “environmental sciences” construct emerged simultaneously
with the popular ecology movement of the 1960’s and 1970’s, research has suggested that
traditional environmental science education (ESE) has limited impact on students’ socioenvironmental awareness, and civic environmental capacities. Goodwin et al (2010), for
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example, concluded that traditional, classroom-based ESE does not significantly change young
people’s sense of self- efficacy nor their belief in collective action around environmental issues.
Education for Sustainability. Reaching a similar conclusion, Strife (2010) proposed a
shift from the environmental education paradigm to “Education for Sustainability” (EFS), a
solution-oriented approach that promotes changes in behavior and policy, via democratic
processes, to safeguard planetary life. Strife recommended that curriculum be co-constructed
with learners, to derive questions and activities meaningful to them, thus encouraging
engagement. Additionally, she recommended outdoor experiences connecting science to local
conditions. Chawla and Cushing (2007), whose research linked youth experiences of nature to
later pro-environmental action, made similar recommendations, envisioning a model of EFS that
prepared youth for democratic participation via experiences of success meeting learner-chosen,
action-oriented environmental goals. Importantly, they also argued that impactful ESE depended
on students’ encountering similar pro-environmental messages in multiple areas of their lives, a
condition that culturally responsive educators have argued is unlikely, particularly in culturally
diverse settings.
Still, in developing Community Roots the concept of EFS was influential to me. That
young people could build a sense of agency in the process of choosing and enacting interventions
in the world, again, recalled Freire’s (1970) concept of praxis. Encountering this construct
reinforced my intention to build student-generated action plans into the program as final projects,
to elicit the agency-building engagement preferred in this model. At the same time, EFS was
framed in the literature I encountered as an approach to science education. As I didn’t consider
myself a scientist, nor conceive of Community Roots as a science program, this factor initially
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concerned me, although ultimately it reinforced my motivation to approach the work from a
transdisciplinary perspective.
Ecoliteracy. A transdisciplinary approach, ecoliteracy education emphasizes
connections between the natural environment and all knowledge-making: “All education is
environmental education,” wrote environmental scientist and Center for Ecoliteracy board
member, David Orr. Ecoliteracy’s proponents have conceptualized the world in terms of
interconnectedness, or systems thinking (per physicist and Center for Ecoliteracy founder Fritjof
Capra) promoting a “holistic” approach to study, considering relationships between system
components rather than parts in isolation, and promoting the “healthy community” at multiple
scales, from a school to a regional food system. The importance of ecoliteracy has additionally
been extended to the political realm: “Ecological illiteracy aids and abets environmentally
regressive governments…All forms of public education that undergird such a government
agenda…are essentially corrupt regardless of any other merit they may possess (Pyle 2008, p.
157).
A well-known instantiation of ecoliteracy education, the Berkeley, California-based
Edible Schoolyard Project, 26 founded by Montessori teacher and chef Alice Waters, incorporates
an ecologically sustainable organic garden and kitchen-classroom into the school's curriculum
and lunch program. Every student helps maintain the garden and composting system, as well as
preparing and consuming food grown there. In addition to encouraging young people’s
consumption of vegetables and their curiosity about ecological systems, its objectives are to
“inspire personal and social responsibility.” For me, the systems-orientation of this model was
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https://edibleschoolyard.org; https://www.edibleschoolyardnyc.org
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an early introduction to transdisciplinarity, leading me to consider how to emphasize
interconnectedness within and between food, economic, social, and other systems.
Ecojustice and Environmental Justice Education. While these framings are
sometimes used interchangeably, I understand “environmental justice” education to describe
inquiry at the nexus of environment and equity, for example, the comparative impacts on
vulnerable communities of conditions related to global warming, and “ecojustice” education as
advancing the perspective that all living things, not only humans, have innate rights to lifesustaining environments (cf. Bowers, 2001; Martusewicz, Edmundson, & Lupinacci. 2014).
Within an eco-justice framing, human life is conceived as part of a larger system of planetary life
(Kahn, 2006; Martusewicz and Johnson, 2016).
Like other framings discussed here, these conceptualizations propose corrections to the
limitations or contradictions of traditional environmentalism, which has on one hand treated
humans as separate from the rest of the natural world and on the other failed to acknowledge the
different experiences and values that shape different people’s environmental associations. Both
framings helped me to consider the emphases I wished to place in Community Roots. On one
hand, the concept of environmental justice allowed me to frame environmental inequities as
human rights issues; on the other, the concept of ecojustice afforded a way to extend the notion
of rights to non-human life, as for example, when considering the impact of industrial farming on
both human health and animal suffering. The eco-justice stance was particularly important for
me as an emerging, justice-oriented, environmental studies educator to consider, as its extension
of rights to non-human beings both built on and critiqued Freire’s anthro-centric conception of
social justice (Kahn, 2006) on which my own approach was based up to that point.
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Place conscious frameworks: Place-Based Environmental Education; Land Pedagogy 27 and
Indigenous Perspectives
Place-based environmental education. As I developed my identity as a schoolcommunity garden-based environmental educator whose perspective was not mainly scientific, I
appreciated place-based education (PBE) approaches that afforded a broad conceptualization of
environmental teaching and learning, extending beyond the silos of disciplinary sciences and
contextualizing inquiry in specific, local settings. Greenwood/Gruenewald (2008) has described
place-conscious environmental learning as a central field of human knowledge-making and
called on academics to “’reinsert’ the land into our critical educational theories” (p. 146), uniting
critical and environmental education. Place-based education proponent David Sobel (2006) has
similarly called for “educational biodiversity” as an answer to “generic textbooks” that “provide
the same homogeneous, unnutritious diet [of]…State-mandated curriculum and high stakes
tests…[that] discourage an attention to significant nearby learning opportunities. Educational
biodiversity falls prey to the bulldozers of standardization.” Place-conscious education, in this
view, restores the relevance of education to learners, thus awakening the potential of education
via learner agency to consciously and responsively shape reality.
To draw on and direct this powerful potential, place-based environmental education has
therefore countered universalizing approaches to knowledge, what Vandana Shiva (1993)
decried as “monocultures of the mind,” with what Gruenewald/Greenwood termed a “critical

“Land Pedagogy,” which centers Indigenous relationalities to specific lands is distinct from the “Land Ethic,” put
forth by Aldo Leopold (1949) which emphasizes the relationship of humans to all planetary life: “The land ethic
simply enlarges the boundaries of the community to include soils, waters, plants, and animals, or collectively: the
land... [It] changes the role of Homo sapiens from conqueror of the land-community to plain member and citizen of
it. It implies respect…” (p. 204).
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pedagogy of place” (2003). Drawing on critical and place-based theory, Gruenewald/
Greenwood called for pedagogy that “decolonizes and reinhabits” environmental teaching and
learning, undoing, “the damage done by multiple forms of oppression” and establishing
“culturally responsive,” place-specific teaching practices whose goal is to “learn how to live well
together in a place without doing damage to others, human and non-human” (148-9). Along
these lines, Rahm (2002) described how place-based urban farming with high school students led
to powerful “emergent learning opportunities” that arose as youth authentically engaged with
nature, peers and neighbors in a space to which they felt connected. Fusco (2001) documented a
powerful instance of urban environmental PBE in an after-school science activity with homeless
youth that led to an intergenerational neighborhood gardening collaboration that deeply impacted
the whole community.
Decolonizing approaches: Land Pedagogy and Indigenous Perspective. Recent
iterations of Community Roots have been influenced by land pedagogy, which centers the
experiences, histories, perspectives, epistemologies, presence and futurities of Indigenous
peoples (Tuck et al, 2014). Within environmental education, land pedagogies have introduced
compelling critiques of contradictions within both traditional and place-based environmental
pedagogies. A central assertion has been that environmental education, embedded within
broader educational, economic, social and political systems, has often reinscribed the
epistemologies, interests and relationships (of people to land, place, and other people) forced by
European settler-colonial culture on the global region now known as “the Americas.”
Tuck and Yang (2012) argued that: “Because settler colonialism is built upon an
entangled triad structure of settler-native-slave, the decolonial desires of white, non-white,
immigrant, postcolonial, and oppressed people, can similarly be entangled in resettlement,
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reoccupation, and reinhabitation that actually further settler colonialism.” Thus, “critical”
environmental frameworks, such as Gruenewald/Greenwood’s “decolonizing and reinhabiting”
pedagogies of place, could unintentionally reproduce settler-colonial tropes while seeming to
challenge them, by treating “decolonization” as merely a metaphor for progressive educational
projects, rather than an actual call for indigenous repatriation. The “reinhabitation” thus
produced would be that of settlers, who would simultaneously fail to acknowledge themselves as
such, a strategy that land-theorists have referred to as “the settler move to innocence” (cf. Bang,
2014; Paperson, 2014; Tuck et al, 2014).
Bang et al. (2014) nevertheless identified environmental education as a “site of
contestation” that holds great promise for “potential transformings” because of its focus on
“epistemologies and ontologies of land” (7). Tuck and Yang (2012) indeed described an “urban
land-based environmental science project” whose “re-centering” of Indigenous perspectives
allowed Indigenous youth participants to witness the “land re-becoming itself” (3). As they
participated in facilitated walks on the streets of Chicago, they noted where its original wetlands,
filled in by colonizers centuries before, were continuously reestablishing themselves, as were
Indigenous, wild tobaccos. The settler-scaped city was thus continuously re-visibleizing itself,
both as the Indigenous place called “Shikaakwa” (disturbed but in a constant process of
reasserting itself) and as “Chicago,” a native place where settlers had unsuccessfully attempted to
erase Indigenous presence.
La Paperson, aka Yang (2014), has advanced a “ghetto land pedagogy” theorizing the
complex, constructed identities of “White” European settler-colonizer, Indigenous “native,” and
enslaved African as integral to establishing and maintaining unequal power relations in the U.S.
and other North American nations. “Settler nations,” he wrote, “are those where colonial
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invaders never leave but instead claim to have become the new native, and to possess absolute
sovereignty over all life and land within a territory.” Paperson’s framework is particularly
powerful in theorizing the “settler’s” environmentalist discourse of “terra sacer, or
sacred/accursed land, to describe ghettos as wastelands ripe for rescue by ecological settlers”
(115), thus reproducing the settler doctrine of manifest destiny as a justification for occupying
stolen Indigenous lands. As with the learner-centered approaches discussed earlier, land-based
and Indigenous perspectives have expanded the way Community Roots participants explore the
topics of land (as well as ideas of what counts as knowledge) and the question of whose visions
and interests environmental education and advocacy should center.
Combination of frameworks
As the preceding sections suggest, the frameworks that I and subsequent Community
Roots instructors have drawn on offer multiple possibilities for teaching and learning and
encompass a number of commonalities as well as tensions or contradictions. Most of the
approaches, for instance, leverage learner experience, suggest ways to connect lived experience
with deeper understanding of the world, and invite learner agency (as opposed to promoting
accumulation of information only). At the same time, they vary in primary focus and breadth
and in some cases critique or extend one another. The critical-transdisciplinary framework,
while neither encompassing nor superseding the rest, has allowed these approaches to be
practiced in conversation, highlighting their commonalities and exploring their tensions without
necessarily requiring resolution. In its own emphasis on open-endedness and learnercenteredness, expressed in the tenets, “privilege process over product” and “promote
participatory teaching, learning, and research,” the crit-trans framework permits learners to
explore, question and build on multiple concepts, to grapple with tensions, and to be comfortable
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with uncertainty. Figure 4 conceptualizes the “Crit-trans” framework as placing academic and
extra-academic ways of knowing into critical dialog, with emphasis on key focal points that
include environment, experience, place and historical-political situatedness.

Figure 4: Author’s conceptualization of Critical Transdisciplinarity as enacted in Community Roots

In the following sections, which offer an overview of the program’s structure and
curriculum, I will refer back to the frameworks discussed, highlighting some of the
commonalities and tensions.
Community Roots program structure
Community Roots has continuously evolved in response to new constructs, changing
institutional constraints, and adult and youth participant contributions. While it has been offered
in a fairly consistent format since 2005, meeting 3-4 times weekly in 3-4 hour sessions, for 6-8
weeks, funding and other constraints have led to an increasingly condensed and intensive format,
reducing the total number of hours from over 100 to approximately 72. Still, with a typical
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college course meeting just 45 hours, the program has afforded time for sustained and intensive
engagement in a variety of interconnected activities encompassed by four overarching
categories: 1. Small-team, mentor-led gardening in local spaces (an early childhood center, a
schoolyard playground garden and at times a college campus garden); 2. classroom discussions
co-facilitated by adult instructors, youth mentors and program participants; 3. weekly trips to
places around the city (food co-ops, farm markets, up-cycling projects, participants’
neighborhoods, urban nature oases, etc.) to meet “ordinary” people addressing environmental
issues with extraordinary interventions; and 4. independent research on topics chosen by
participants and leading to action-oriented capstone projects.
Originally an informal activity, Community Roots was gradually structured, first as a
service-learning program, then a pre-college sustainability course, and most recently a college
credit environmental studies course with an intensive field component. Each summer, it enrolls
20-25 rising high school juniors and seniors, who are mentored by 3-4 undergraduates with
previous experience as participants. Activities are co-facilitated by an adult instructor, program
mentors, participants, and periodically by visiting speakers. Each week’s activities are linked by
an overarching yet broadly inclusive topic or theme connected to urban gardening and selected to
structure classroom-community-learner connections. A discussion of these interconnected
themes: “Community,” Food Systems,” “Land, Water, Place,” “Consumer Culture and
Alternatives,” “People’s Movements," and “Action,” will clarify how the conceptual
frameworks, as part of a crit-trans approach, are instantiated. A recent syllabus is included as
Appendix D for further reference.
Enactment of topics/themes
Week 1: Community
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Originating in a neighborhood garden and shaped in the context of collaborative struggle,
Community Roots has foregrounded the theorizing and building of community as a foundational
activity. Place-consciousness, Indigenous, and justice-centered approaches to community
building, and critical pedagogy, have each played important roles in this work. In recent years,
we have begun the program by exploring the meaning and significance of community in our
lived experiences, considering some of the factors (place, identity, gender, ethnicity, age,
purpose) that communities may share, reflecting on the communities we each identify with, and
theorizing what makes communities feel safe, empowering and fair (or limiting, hostile and
inequitable).
Introducing elements of critical theory, particularly the contrasts between “banking” and
“liberatory” pedagogies, we have asked participants to conceptualize the class as a community
and reflect through this lens on their prior learning experiences: How was learning connected to
their lives and communities? In what instances did they feel that learning enhanced their
understanding of the world? To what extent did they feel their knowledge and interests were
encouraged and valued in the classroom, especially in relation to those of the teacher? Turning
to the present, the group has engaged in co-development of strategies to establish a classroom
community in which all participants have a meaningful stake and voice and feel respected in
expressing them.
During this process, we have interrogated and practiced unsettling the power dynamics of
the teacher-student relationship. A key methodology used is a basket-weaving technique taught
to Coven members by Abenaki scholar/teacher/activist Judy Dow28 that incorporates Indigenous
history and perspective and embodies anti-colonial conceptualizations of teaching and authority.
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https://dawnlandvoices.org/collections/items/show/288
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We have presented Dow’s use of the cultural practice of basket weaving in-community, used in
her work as a teacher and her scholarship on the genocide, erasure, and continued presence of
Indigenous people in North America. The class has then circled or gathered in groups throughout
the classroom and, using recycled containers, salvaged yarns, and found objects, created baskets
that “map” aspects of their identities or experiences through color, shape, pattern and texture,
while chatting informally or around prompts. Volunteers have then narrated their baskets, to
introduce themselves and practice communication of abstract ideas through concrete design
principles.
By physically disrupting the traditional classroom configuration and engaging all
participants in informal interaction in this activity, we have unsettled ideas about classroom
“expertise,” or perhaps rendered each of us experts--in narrating our identities. Basket weaving
thus not only has challenged individuals’ creativity and analytic skills, but shifted distribution of
perceived power in the room from one “authorized” lecturer to many craftspeople engaged in
communal activity. Introduced in the context of Dow’s activist-scholarship, basket weaving has
unseated ideas about how, where, and by whom knowledge may be created, stored and
communicated. Additionally, it has initiated ongoing attention to an aspect of both Native and
“American” history that is missing from many young people’s education, and belied the
misconception of Native American absence from contemporary life and relevance in education,
scholarship, and activism. Finally, this activity has expressed key aspects of the crit-trans
approach, by contextualizing a learning experience culturally, historically and politically; by
emphasizing the (transdisciplinary and kinetic) process of knowledge- and community-building
and by demonstrating that knowledge may be created, embodied and communicated in informal,
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cultural practices as well as in textbooks, as a way of decentering hegemonic understandings of
knowledge and knowledge production.
A second approach introduced during this week, Restorative Justice (RJ) has provided a
structure to promote mutually respectful communication. Ashley, a former participant-turnedmentor, and Maxine, a Coven associate who has most recently taught Community Roots,
introduced RJ to Community Roots based on their own prior experiences. A broad term for a
variety of practices, RJ developed internationally, in Canada, New Zealand and the United
States, where members of hegemonic Eurocentric and marginalized Indigenous cultures coengaged to produce culturally responsive justice practices. Its core principles are to “right
wrongs” and demonstrate “respect for all” where a dispute has arisen, through a communal
assessment of “harms, needs, and obligations,” in order to protect individuals while uplifting and
building community (Zehr, 2015). Ashley and Maxine have employed RJ’s “circling” practice,
in which a “talking piece” and facilitation afford all participants opportunity to speak and be
listened to with respect, in order to structure daily conversation in Community Roots. They thus
build trust and prepare the group for difficult or “courageous” (Singleton, 2014) conversations
that tend to emerge throughout the program, as some of the narratives will demonstrate.
Week 2: Food systems
A focus on food systems leverages participants’ personal associations with food to
promote critical inquiry. By conceptualizing the food we eat as a tangible manifestation of
complex local, national and global food systems, we have linked our immediate experience with
structures that impact our lives and connect us in meaning- and value-laden ways to often unseen
human and non-human others around the globe. During this week, participants have continued
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to build community through sharing of daily, fresh communal meals (incorporating ingredients
from the gardens where possible); reflected on their associations with food, family, and culture in
photo-journals; experienced the process, labor and excitement of growing food in community;
and explored the economics, ethics, and politics of food through readings, films and discussions.
Topics have encompassed the relationships between food access and personal and community
health and between food production and ecological issues, such as global warming; social justice
issues, such as oppression of undocumented food workers; and ethical issues, such as patenting
of the genetic material in seeds and treatment of humans and animals in industrial farming.
The program’s experiential emphasis has been particularly important here. In the
gardening component, participants spend the first week observing conditions of each team’s
garden plot (i.e.: light, space, and water-access considerations), organizing and preparing their
planting areas, and learning essentials of soil and plant ecology, climate zones and seasonal
planting guidelines. In the second week, they have typically moved to co-planning design and
stewardship of these areas to reflect their visions. In these informal spaces, with near-peer
mentors facilitating, participants have been afforded relaxed and unfettered inquiry, allowing
them to build trust and confidence through exchanges of ideas, negotiation and shared
experimentation. Our objective is in part for them to transfer this ease with active participation
and experimentation into the classroom.
An activity for this week has often been a trip to Union Square Farmers Market in
Manhattan, for many participants a first or rare instance of travel outside Brooklyn and/or on the
N.Y.C. subway system, thus a significant experience in itself. This has also presented an
opportunity to safely explore an unfamiliar environment, crowded with produce and plant starts,
artisanal foods and crafts, and a cross-section of New Yorkers and tourists. Teams receive funds
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for food and plant purchases and investigate the space using their curiosity and the lenses
encountered in the program. They note the labeling of foods, ask vendors how items were grown
or prepared, and seek advice on plants suited to their gardens’ conditions. Building on this
experience, participants have also visited a nearby gourmet market and a traditional supermarket,
later debriefing to compare prices, presentation, packaging, availability of “ethnic” foods, and
other elements among the three spaces, then beginning to theorize explanations for the
similarities and differences.
This activity is rich with opportunities for participants to engage the conceptual framings
introduced by week two. From the perspective of ecoliteracy or sustainability, for example, a
locally-harvested carton of eggs may be considered a more “responsible” (and fresher, healthier)
purchase than one that has travelled from the Midwest, contributing to carbon emissions and
losing nutritional value. From an eco-justice perspective, a carton of eggs may instead be
viewed in terms of conditions in which the chickens who produced them were raised. From an
environmental justice perspective, one might ask about the conditions egg-processing workers
were subject to, why the Midwest factory farm eggs are less expensive in New York than those
locally raised, or why so many options are available to consumers in lower-Manhattan compared
to many neighborhood supermarkets in Central Brooklyn. One might also ask, as participants
have, whether the idea of environmentally-conscious consumption is a construction of White,
middle-class culture that holds little relevance to most people trying to feed their families on a
budget. It is a critically important question that in Community Roots has generated a myriad of
answers, rather than a definitive one.
Week 3: Consumer culture, and alternatives
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As a consequence of the pervasive neoliberal logic of extraction and production, humans
are increasingly positioned as consumers in every aspect of our lives. In Community Roots, we
have explored the implications of this positioning, analyzing the products and ideas we consume,
who produces them, and whose interests our consumption of them serves. We have investigated
how our patterns of consumption are related to both environmental degradation and social
oppression and what sorts of agency are and are not possible in resisting participation in these
patterns. We have journaled what we and our families buy during this week, the waste we
generated, and how we disposed of it. We have experimented with disrupting our habits,
composting our food waste, for instance, crafting new and upcycled items, and investigating
alternative modes of consumption. Each summer, we have reflected together on what this
attention to the seemingly mundane can teach us about ourselves and the world.
Given the predominance of female participants, mentors and instructors in Community
Roots, the week’s inquiry has frequently drawn on conceptual framings derived from
intersectional- and eco-feminisms. Participants have been eager to discuss how ideals of
femininity and beauty oppress women in constructing us as consumers: first, by establishing
appearance as a surpassingly important measure of female worth; second, by establishing
unnatural, unhealthy, racialized, age-ist, and often unattainable standards of female beauty and
“hygiene;” third, by selling us the (often expensive, irritating and/or toxic) products we “need’ to
hide or correct our “flaws;” and fourth, by thus implicating us in the exploitation of humans,
animals and/or natural resources connected to the manufacturing of these products we are
pressured to consume.
Because Community Roots participants have typically reflected diverse backgrounds and
experiences, the topic has afforded an important context in which to explore the concepts of
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intersectionality and difference within systems of oppression. For example, what commonalities
and differences can we identify in how the beauty industry depicts women from disparate
cultural backgrounds? Can we see parallels between this and other forms of oppression? The
week has often concluded with a popular lab in which participants craft cosmetics using garden
herbs combined with easily obtained store-bought ingredients (coconut oil, cocoa butter,
arrowroot, and essential oils). In considering the implications of the “do it yourself” (DIY) ethic,
participants have explored pertinent questions: In what ways have they experienced
unrecognized oppression in relation to the culture of consumption? In what ways might they
disrupt that relationship? How might they, and perhaps others, benefit from this disruption?
In exploring alternatives to neoliberal consumption models, Community Roots has often
visited the Park Slope Food Coop (PSFC) 29 in Brooklyn (of which I am a member). The nation’s
oldest member-owned cooperative, its mission statement: “Good food at low prices for working
members through cooperation since 1973,” references its origins during the 1970’s fiscal crisis.
A group of neighbors, frustrated that no supermarket would invest in their low-SES community,
organized to purchase fresh food 20 miles away, at Hunts Point Market in the Bronx (the city’s
major hub for regional food distribution). They would transport it to Brooklyn, divide and
distribute. As the group expanded, they rented and later purchased space to open a store, in what
is now one of New York City’s most inflated real-estate markets. The decision to buy the space
afforded PSFC financial flexibility to maintain core principles that include cooperative
ownership, utilizing member labor, solidarity pricing, ethical sourcing, waste reduction, and
community investment.

29

https://www.foodcoop.com
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A key aspect of processing the visit to PSFC has been noting that, notwithstanding its
ideas, the coop community struggles with tensions reflective of our society. Its location (in what
is now a predominantly White, middle-class neighborhood), member investment requirement,
and monthly work demands are viewed by some as exclusionary to people of color and/or
individuals without available time to contribute labor. Additionally, despite its expressed
commitment to diversity, equity and inclusion, members have described experiences of
racialized bias (Welch, 2010) and gendered microaggressions, and staff have claimed that
coordinators sabotaged formation of a workers’ union (Graham, 2019). At the same time,
member labor allows the coop to provide food and labor to a local soup kitchen and food pantry,
and food waste to community composting projects. Members teach free community education
events, and lend technical support to nascent cooperatives, to which the coop also had loaned
funds. The organization is testament that “ordinary” people can organize and initiate viable
alternative models of community and commerce, even amidst a powerfully prevailing culture of
consumption, profiteering, and exploitation. Touring the space, sampling food and speaking to
staff and member-workers about the history and culture of the coop has been a generative
experience for many participants.
Week 4: Place, land and water
Springing from a local community gardening project, Community Roots has inclined
towards place-conscious and learner-centered environmental inquiry almost since its inception.
The conflict that arose in the program’s early years, around use of the city-owned college land
where the Campus Road Community Garden stood, intensified and complicated the program’s
relationship to land and place. Drawing attention and inquiry to the college’s responsibility to
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the community in which it was situated, this struggle laid bare a broader reality: that
contestation, theft, and displacement involving land have long been major (global)
environmental and social justice issues impacting communities’ survival.
Participants’ experiences around land, place and environment have led to fruitful inquiry.
On one hand, they have described senses of place-connection and safety relating to their homes,
families and sometimes neighborhoods; on the other, experiences of alienation or displacement,
due to gentrification or hostile immigration policy and enforcement, lack of youth-centered
spaces and, not infrequently, aggressive policing have been shared. Each instructor and class
have launched a unique exploration of land and place, directing inquiry towards geographies
meaningful in participants’ lives or considering how local settings have historically been shaped
by conflicts over land--its aesthetic, symbolic, financial or strategic value, its fertility, water or
mineral rights, its disputed ownership.
As discussed earlier, challenges (and affordances) presented by urban environmental
education have included decoupling the White, middle-class association of nature with
wilderness, the centering of urban communities and their particular environmental issues, and the
reluctance, in some cultures or families, to allow youth to explore unfamiliar environments for
safety reasons. Given these factors, a focus of the week has been to reconsider the assumption
that the city is devoid of nature and to afford youth increased familiarity, confidence, and sense
of entitlement to navigate urban spaces. Trips to nearby waterways for ranger-led kayak trips
have been popular, as participants recognize that such spaces both exist and can be reached by
public transportation, that activities are welcoming and free, and that they can master the skills to
participate in them. The young people’s narratives are replete with references to the impact of
these experiences on them.
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In terms of the crit-trans approach, community walks during this week have constituted a
powerful example of “decentering hegemonic notions about knowledge production” that also
centers learners and their communities. Community walks have taken many forms and paths in
Community Roots. Youth have shared photo essays of their neighborhoods, mapped food stores
and green spaces, and explored communities around the college in teams, photographing who
and what they encountered. Raven, a participant who returned as a mentor, led the group via
subway one recent summer to Brooklyn’s historic Coney Island, her family’s home. Key to her
perspective was her family’s experience during Hurricane Sandy and in the aftermath, when
local government and private developers engaged in the opportunist practice of “disaster
Capitalism” (Klein, 2007) as an instrument of gentrification that changed her community forever.
Developed as a Victorian seaside resort, the area was known in recent history for its
neglect by the city and investors and as the site of a beloved but decaying amusement park.
Hurricane Sandy slammed Coney Island in 2012, flooding streets, decimating waterfront
structures, and strewing the area with sand and debris. Raven’s family fled their ground floor
apartment in the complex where her father worked as superintendent and found temporary refuge
on a higher floor until it was safe to return and begin clean-up. In the aftermath,
compounding trauma to the community, damaged properties were purchased at disaster-sale
prices by developers, forcing out tenants and small businesses who would never return, unable to
afford the higher rents of renovated and newly-built spaces. Raven showed the class where her
family’s hair-dresser shop once stood, the community garden permanently closed due to
contamination by sea-water, and the vacant lot that she tried, unsuccessfully, to gain access to in
order to start a new neighborhood garden.
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Amaya also introduced a critical dimension to the class’s consideration of how land and
place matter to environmental inquiry and action. Drawing on decolonizing, Indigenous and land
-based approaches, Amaya led the group on an extended community walk, making visible some
of the partially-erased and distorted histories that underlie present day New York City. Crossing
the East River into lower-Manhattan by train, she led the class to the N.Y.C. Stock Exchange,
whose imposing architecture, police barriers and large “bull” market statue stand as symbols of
the powerfully influential, state-protected interests governing the global exchange of capital.
After taking in the present configuration of the space, Amaya asked the class to imagine
it as it was 400 years ago, lush with vegetation and long-inhabited by Lenape-Delaware people,
who called the island, “Mannahatta” (Sanderson, 2013; Sadri, 2020). She showed them a nearby
monument depicting the “sale” of the land to the Dutch, a narrative contested by the Lenape,
whose ancestors were ultimately forced to migrate, based on a series of broken treaties, west to
Oklahoma and to assimilate, leaving the impression that they had “disappeared.” Amaya then
asked the class to imagine the place as it looked 300 years ago, as the site of a public market
selling provisions, household goods and enslaved African people (Anthony, 2015). Contrary to
popular narratives confining the institution of slavery primarily to the Southern United States, it
is widely documented that New York and Brooklyn were once among the largest slave-owning
areas in the nation, thus economically dependent (Staples, 2001) on stolen African labor. Having
historically situated their conversations about land and place, participants grappled in subsequent
discussions with questions of how the country’s economic and social foundation on stolen land
and labor should inform conversation and action around land in relation to environmental and
social justice in the present and future.
Week 5: Agency--individual change and people’s movements
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In developing Community Roots, I wished to offer youth opportunities to experience a
sense of agency via engagement around environmental issues meaningful to them. I had myself
experienced this when I joined the Campus Road Community Garden and Park Slope Food
Coop, leading to a series of changes that gradually transformed my life and my impact in the
communities where I lived and worked. My belief in the importance of agency, particularly
collective agency, intensified during the community garden conflict, when I experienced the
complex emotions (from fear and frustration to hope and determination) that accompanied my
first engagement in political conflict. During that time, many Community Roots students
publicly spoke in support of the gardeners, humbling me with their clarity and fearlessness. I
reasoned that encouraging youth agency, whether around personal or socio-environmental
change, meant understanding more about both what mattered to the specific young people who
enrolled in the program each year and how people have individually and collectively worked
towards social change in the past.
This realization partly motivated my decision to begin co-planning and co-teaching
Community Roots with youth mentors who had participated in the program. I believed that
opening space for youth to lead and shape Community Roots would benefit program participants,
who would appreciate and perhaps wish to emulate near-peer mentors with backgrounds similar
to their own; that mentors would feel safe and confident in honing their leadership skills in a
shared and familiar teaching environment; and that I would learn more about what mattered to
the youth connected to Community Roots and how to support them. My initial, fruitful
collaboration with “Iris,” which resulted in our deepening the critical approach to Community
Roots, encouraged me. Youth mentors have since played integral roles in the program, choosing,
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planning and facilitating activities; advising participants on their projects; and encouraging
interested students to join the academic year eco-internship program or return as mentors.
Community Roots has also explored activism, as manifested in individual and collective,
local and global socio-environmental actions and movements. Reading Rachel Carson’s Silent
Spring (1962) for example, we have contemplated the courage required to use one’s position as
she did, speaking as a scientist to expose industrially-produced threats to living ecosystems
(despite the personal, sexist attacks and ridicule she endured from threatened industry operatives
in response). We have watched documentaries, such as A Fierce Green Fire (Kitchell, 2012)30
and Water Wars (Burroughs, 2009),31 that introduced the scope and history of global
environmental rights movements, the “ordinary” individuals who participated in them, and the
strategies and philosophies they have employed.
Community Roots participants have also had invaluable opportunities to speak with
diverse individuals, a majority women, whose advocacy or activism around a range of
environmental issues has been courageous and effective. They have gardened with local
landscaper and mother Susannah Laskaris, whose decades-long advocacy was largely
responsible for the transformation of a local parking lot into a school-community playground,
which now houses a garden used in the program. They have met with young women from the
Rockaway Youth Task Force, organizing community members to increase youth voter turnout,
improve housing equity and end discriminatory policing in their area. They have met with selfproclaimed “grandma” Ling Tsou, who became a local anti-fracking activist to protect clean
water access for her grandchildren.

30
31

https://www.afiercegreenfire.com
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1509836/
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Most recently, the class met septuagenarian folk musician and activist Bev Grant,32who
shared her own photographs documenting the women’s, environmental and anti-war movements,
Black Panther and Young Lords party community work, and Cuban post-revolutionary era. She
emphasized the intersectionality, interrelatedness and solidarity that evolved between these
groups based on their common, though different, experiences of oppression, and their building of
a unified front that energized them and prompted intensive interference, intimidation and
misinformation campaigns by authorities.
Diverse, intergenerational role-models offer participants the perspective that
environmental and social “activists” and advocates can and do look like them (or their sisters,
cousins or grandmothers), that people’s movements are for all people, and that different kinds of
and degrees of agency are available to them. Clearly moved by her historically contextualizing
narrative and photographs, participants asked Bev Grant how she felt seeing the progressive
social change she and her peers had fought for as young people begin to be reversed in recent
years, particularly during the Trump presidential administration. “It’s hard. And you just keep
going,” she told them.
Week 6: Action plans
Early in Community Roots’ development, I introduced “action plans,” culminating
projects for which students chose an environmental topic of interest to them, designed a related
action, and carried it out during or after the program. Taking a process-oriented approach,
instructors have typically begun discussing and preparing participants from the start of the
program to consider what focus, type and scale of action they may wish to consider. These
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https://bevgrant.com; https://www.bevgrantphotography.com
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elements are up to them. Participants have been encouraged to begin with an inventory: what
issues matter to them? What leverageable resources are available to them in taking action about
these issues? What obstacles or unanswered questions present challenges to action? Once
participants have selected the issues meaningful to them, they have continued to investigate them
and to develop their ideas through formative assignments, group workshopping, and
individualized mentoring.
In our experience, both personal acts, confined to oneself or one’s immediate family, and
larger, collective advocacy can be equally meaningful to participants, providing that they devote
ample thought to the process itself. Final projects have included joining with family members to
explore and celebrate inherited food culture through shared meal preparation; initiating changes
in consumption and waste practices in the home; creating interactive digital spaces in which
youth can connect around food and culture, health and beauty, liberatory pedagogy or creative
pursuits; performances of original poetry or music; neighborhood cleanups; joining community
advocacy or Participatory Budgeting efforts, and many others.
Conclusion
The preceding discussion was intended to elucidate the logics and processes that
informed development of the Community Roots garden-based environmental education program.
Because the program developed over time, through a series of iterations, in response to changing
learner and instructor input, and within social and institutional contexts, the frameworks
incorporated have been multifaceted, varied, and at times in tension with one another or with the
changing affordances and constraints of the program’s contexts. It is my hope that the
description of this process and logics has helped to clarify why. Additionally, I have offered a
snapshot of how the “crit-trans” approach, linking multiple conceptual frameworks and placing
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them in conversation, looks in our class. It is my hope that these sections have provided
appropriate context for understanding the youth and adult participant (i.e.: student, mentor, and
teacher) narratives in the data analysis chapters that follow.
For additional context, I have shared a digital image of the Community Roots classroom,
an art-education lab we have been allowed to use in recent summers, during a typical day.
Rather than seated in rows facing one direction, participants gather around several large art
workspace tables taking up two thirds of the room. The remaining third (which will appear in a
later image) contains sinks and a long counter at which food is prepared. Participants here are
engaged in group discussions, while mentors Raven and Alex (back right, at podium) prepare to
present materials on a Smartboard and Amaya and Ashley (back center, near screen) listen and
observe. (Figure 5)

Figure 5: The Community Roots’ classroom as manifested in a college art-teaching lab room (author’s photo)
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYTIC FRAMEWORKS, RESEARCH METHODOLOGY, AND SELECTED FINDINGS
All that you touch
You Change.
All that you Change
Changes you.
The only lasting truth
Is Change.
-

Octavia Butler (1995) The Parable of the Sower

In this chapter, I will introduce qualitative frameworks that informed my research
orientation, design and process, and my methods of data collection and analysis in investigating
the experiences of youth and adult participants in Community Roots. In undertaking this
research, I have been interested in better understanding: 1. How have youth and adult
participants experienced their engagement in Community Roots, particularly in relation to
specific aspects of the “critical transdisciplinary” framework? 2. How would participants
compare their experiences in Community Roots to prior teaching and learning experiences? 3.
What other prior experiences, or aspects of their identities, did participants view as significant to
their engagement in specific aspects of the program? 4.What, if any, growth, development, or
change did individuals perceive as arising via their engagement? Given these interests, I have
drawn on sociocultural and critical social theory focused on relationships between learners and
experience, opportunities and constraints of learning environments, and development of
consciousness, identity or agency, especially in relation to experience. I have also drawn on
qualitative methodological research frameworks that actively engaged participants in reflecting
on, interpreting and sharing their experiences.
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Identifying frameworks
As I was interested in understanding how learners and teachers actively engaged with
elements of the crit-trans learning environment, one that I considered learner-centered and
liberatory, I began with foundational conceptualizations of the role of education in a democratic
society (Dewey, 1897, 1902, 1915, 1916, 1929) and pedagogy for conscientization via “praxis”
(Freire, 1970). Additionally, I also looked to a construct for visualizing the disciplinary and
constraining structures of institutional education (Foucault, 1979), in order to conceptualize
participants’ classroom experiences, in and outside of Community Roots. I then identified
contemporary extensions of these constructs, as applied specifically to environmental education
(Greenwood, 2003, 2004, 2005; Furman and Greenwood, 2004). These oriented my inquiry
around investigating how the learning environment of Community Roots, and others the
participants have experienced, encourage or constrain learner and teacher agency and leverage
their experiences, as well as and how these individuals engaged in these environments
As I formulated ideas about what, and how, I wanted to learn about participant
experience, I chose data collection and representation methods informed by the concepts of
bricolage (Berry, 2006; 2015) and grounded theory (Charmaz, 2008) that would allow me
flexibility to leverage the research affordances available to me and pursue emergent themes
throughout my process. I additionally drew on participatory methodologies, (e.g.,
Krishnaswamy, 2004; Powers and Tiffany, 2006; Cammarota & Fine, 2008; Bergold and
Thomas, 2012; Bellino, 2016;) that would structure the research process to the extent available as
a collaboration between myself and both youth and adult participants. I drew on narrative theory
Polkinghorn, 2007; Bamberg, 2012) as well as critical ethnography (Beach and Vigo-Arrazola,
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2020) and critical autoethnography (Starr, 2010; Holman-Jones, 2016; Tilley-Lubbs, 2016;
Adams, 2017; Reed-Danahay, 2017; Ohito, 2019) in order to contextualize participant data
within narratives. In analyzing the narratives, I employed the concepts of “affordances” (Gibson,
1977; Adams and Gupta, 2017) and Transformative-Activist Stance (Stetsenko, 2011; 2017)
which offered fruitful interpretations compatible with the foundational assumptions I had
adopted.
In the first half of this chapter, I will outline the foundational concepts of Dewey, Freire
and Foucault that informed my views of the empowering and constraining potentials of learning
environments. I will additionally introduce extensions of these constructs by
Gruenewald/Greenwood and others specific to environmental education. In the second half of
the chapter, I will outline the research design frameworks I drew on as well as describing my
research process. I will then describe the analytic frameworks I used and briefly summarize my
findings, as context for the narratives to follow in upcoming chapters.
Foundational Frameworks: Dewey, Freire and Foucault
John Dewey and the role of experience in education
“Development does not mean just getting something out of the mind. It is a development out of
experience and into experience that is wanted” (Dewey, 1902, p. 24)
“Out of experience and into experience.” Dewey conceptualized human development
as occurring via intentional interaction with reality. He theorized that to promote intellectual,
social and moral development, learning opportunities must draw on individuals’ prior
experience, encourage them to actively engage with new experiences, and allowing them to
apply themselves in “real world” contexts. In his formulation, learning was both intellectual (“of
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the mind”) and experiential, integrated within the same process. Human development occurred
as individuals participated agentically, that is, actively, intentionally, and with a sense of their
capacities, in incorporating and building on their lived experiences in shaping the external
world.
Reflective attention. For Dewey (1915) experience was instrumental to a process of
development he called “reflective attention,” a constructive and critical thinking that, “comes
fully into being when the child entertains results in the form of problems or questions, the
solution of which he is to seek for himself” (p. 146). Reflective attention involves an active
grappling with meaning, as opposed to rote or passive learning, and contains transformative
possibilities: a learner who develops these habits of mind can apply them to material reality,
assessing its conditions and determining to change them.
Moral education. Directing moral development through education was also crucial to
Dewey, who urged learning experiences where interaction with others led learners to recognize,
and build relationships around, shared interests as well as differences. This would orient them to
the idea of a “common good,” which Dewey viewed as essential to democratic life. Dewey
refers to this concept in Section 7 of Democracy and Education (1916) as, “a form of associated
living in which…each has to refer his own actions to that of others…” by navigating tensions
between one’s own rights, needs and desires and one’s complex relationship with equal and
autonomous others and their entitlements. He called this learning to live ethically in community,
“the moral education,” noting that it, “centers around the conception of the school as a mode of
social life, that the best and deepest moral training is precisely that which one gets through
having to enter into proper relations with others in a unity of work and thought” (1915, p. 4). In
this framework, school functions to incubate democratic citizens in developing critical social and
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ethical dispositions. I would extend this function to include out-of-school educational
experiences, such as Community Roots.
Social change. For Dewey (1915), education should involve “a freeing of individual
capacity in a progressive growth directed towards social aims” (Section 7). Schools should
assume active responsibility for promoting social justice, or
in every way-materially and pedagogically-enable all youth regardless of
economic status--which also means changing traditional ideas of culture,
traditional objects of study, and traditional methods of teaching and discipline…
until [students] are equipped to be masters of their own economic and social
careers.
He added that fostering change in this way was the desired alternative to destabilizing changes
that would otherwise result from long-term, widespread oppressions: “An education for a
democratic society is an education that leads to social change without…social disorder.” His
vision of education reform is based on pragmatic hope for gradual, progressive change, in part
to prevent social upheaval.
Constraints: rote learning, disciplinary enclosure and social control. Dewey
critiqued the prevalent, efficiency-based practice of rote learning, which he believed failed to
engage human imagination in the present and produced lastingly passive mindsets: “We get used
to the chains we wear, and we miss them when removed,” he wrote. “It is possible for the mind
to develop an interest in a routine of mechanical procedure if conditions are continuously
supplied which demand that mode of operation and preclude any other” (p. 36). If schools are
incubators for social and civic dispositions, then uninspired and over-controlled learning
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environments interfere with not only individuals’ learning processes but their capacities to
advocate for themselves or others in shaping the world.
The strict division of knowledge into disciplines concerned Dewey, who viewed the
practice as constraining learners’ capacities to connect fields of content and modes of inquiry,
limiting ways to understand and act in the world: “The child’s universe has unity; he goes to
school and various studies divide and fractionalize it.” Connections are obscured, learning
reduced to irrelevant abstractions, and the youth’s perception of the world devalued in favor of
someone else’s, which a learner is expected to adopt or be stigmatized. Dewey also raised
concerns about discipline in the sense of controlling human behavior through “the pressure to
perform as expected out of a fear of ridicule rather than out of authentic learning or excitement”
(1902, p. 37). Thus disciplinary control constrains the individual’s capacity to understand and
act from his or her own motivations in the material world.
Paulo Freire and Liberatory Pedagogy
“Education either functions as an instrument which is used to facilitate integration
of the younger generation into the logic of the present system and bring about
conformity or it becomes the practice of freedom” (1970, p. 16).
Education for liberation vs. domination. Freire characterized all educational projects
as having one of two purposes: liberation or domination. Emerging during the counter-cultural
movements of the 1960’s, in a Brazil deeply polarized by socioeconomic status, his model was
meant to prepare learners for participation in society and engagement in social transformation
through intervention in the material world: “Perception without action is mere subjectivism...
One must act upon reality in order to transform it” (p. 52). His liberatory pedagogy, grounded in
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work with disenfranchised peasants, is equally relevant in contemporary urban U.S. education
contexts.
Education and experience. Like Dewey, Freire centered both the learner’s prior
experience and unfolding human experience in the world within the project of education.
Education as the practice of freedom--as opposed to education as the practice of
domination--denies that man is abstract, isolated, independent, and unattached to
the world; it also denies that the world exists as a reality apart from people.
Authentic reflection considers neither abstract man nor the world without people,
but people in their relations with the world. (1970, p. 81)
Freire’s conception of “liberatory” pedagogy, like Dewey’s “moral education” for “social
change,” was conceived as learning connected to the world of experience with the intent to
transform reality.
Learning as collaboration. Freire referred to a dialectical relationship between agency
and theory as “the praxis,” or “reflection and action directed at the structures to be transformed”
(1970, p. 126). Within educational praxis, he centered active learner participation and teacherlearner collaboration: “A pedagogy of the oppressed must be forged with, not for, the
oppressed” (p. 48). Teachers must possess content knowledge and pedagogical skill, but they
must also learn from their students and not over-control the learning process or outcomes: “To
achieve praxis…it is necessary to trust in the oppressed and their ability to reason. Whoever
lacks this trust will fail to initiate...dialogue, reflection and communication, and will fall into
using slogans, communiqués, monologue and instructions” (p. 66). In Freire’s view, as in
Dewey’s, education was always political, and thus should be dialogical: knowledge must be co91

constructed by learner-teachers and teacher-learners. If not, learners would not develop the
autonomy necessary to interpret and change reality in their own interests (and teachers would not
develop understanding and respect for students).
Critical consciousness. For Freire, balancing direction of learners’ attention with
cultivation of their independent critical faculties was essential. A “revolutionary” educator must
guide inquiry towards students’ life-material, particularly the contradictions that must be
examined to develop “critical consciousness” (p.75), or understanding of structures of oppression
shaping their lives and perceptions. Freire promoted a “problem-posing” model, in place of the
prevalent “ banking model” of education (similar to Dewey’s promotion of “reflective attention”
vs “rote learning”). The banking model, a manifestation of oppressor/oppressed relations
reflected in teacher-student relations, "acts to submerge human...consciousness,” he contended.
“To no longer be prey to its force, one must emerge from it and turn upon it.” (p. 51). Problemposing could guide learners out of oppressed habits of mind towards critical consciousness, in
preparation for revolutionary action.
Agency. Freire’s (1970) problem-posing method required open-ended inquiry, without
predetermined learning outcomes, demanding that learners actively grapple, in dialog with
teachers and each other, to co-generate meaning. A condition of liberatory education was the
development of learners’ (and teachers’) sense of agency, the belief that one is entitled and
equipped to understand and change reality. In “banking” education, conversely, “The more
students work at storing the deposits entrusted in them...the more they accept the passive role
imposed on them, the more they tend simply to adapt to the world as it is and to the fragmented
view of reality deposited in them” (p. 73). Like Dewey, Freire believed that learning experiences
that presented opportunities to actively evaluate truth claims, co-construct knowledge, act and
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reflect in real-world contexts would inculcate agentic capacities that learners could apply in daily
life. “Critical intervention of the people in reality through the praxis is needed” (p. 53).
Power relations. Freire held that a constraint to liberatory pedagogy was the
contradiction presented by teachers’ and students’ relative power, in and outside the classroom.
Typically representative of the dominant culture and class (as well as being classroom
authorities) teachers might well fear critical inquiry that could implicate them in oppression of
their students or in broader, social contexts (1970, p. 73-4). Simultaneously, students longprevented from experiencing their own agency in society and school might struggle to trust
themselves or their teachers if allowed greater autonomy: “The oppressed, having internalized
the image of the oppressor and adopted his guidelines, are fearful of freedom” (p. 47). For
Freire, schools could not be incubators of revolutionary change until the inherent teacher/student
conflict of interests was resolved by renegotiating teacher-student relations: “[It]requires that
one enter into the situation of those with whom one is solidary. It is a radical posture” (p.
49). In his view, both oppressed and oppressor must engage in liberating themselves and each
other, in a process of recognizing their own and each other’s humanity and autonomy.
Liberatory pedagogy was thus in large part a power renegotiation.
Foucault: Technologies of control and regimes of power
Institutions as modern locus of control. French philosopher-historian Michel Foucault,
Freire’s contemporary, also focused attention on power relations. In Discipline and Punish
(1975) Foucault catalogued the subtle but powerful institutional structures and practices for
social control that had emerged as more visible, corporal forms of punishment became
unacceptable in Western societies during the Enlightenment. He argued that all modern
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institutions, including schools, were designed to categorize and control individuals, essentially
by enforcing what is or is not “normal” or acceptable, to reify hegemonic hierarchies of power
(p. 74). Famously posing the question, “Is it surprising that prisons resemble factories, schools,
barracks, hospitals, which all resemble prisons?” (p. 228), he concluded: “In its function, the
power to punish is not essentially different from that of curing or educating (p. 303). In his
framing, schools were above all else among the earliest institutions individuals encountered in
life where they began to be sorted into categories that they then internalized and embodied.
Technologies of control. Amplifying Dewey’s assessment of how youth may be
“shamed” in schools, Foucault described training and punishment “regimes” used to “correct
defects” as integral to the purpose of schools. Foucault identified control “technologies,” such
as the “normalizing judgments” of educators, the shaming of those who do not master what is
assigned, even the public use of rewards (pp.179-80). Others included the examination, the
“ranking” of students, and the archiving of information about them (in report cards, transcripts,
and “permanent records”) that “captures” individuals, rendering each into a “documented case”
(p.191). In his view, all state institutions, regardless of their stated purpose, are designed
primarily to control individuals and maintain hegemonic interests.
The Panopticon and the impact of surveillance. A central motif (and disciplinary
technology) in Discipline and Punish (1975) “the Panopticon” was a design-principle developed
in 18th century England by Samuel and Jeremy Bentham, as a more “humane” replacement for
public torture, to maintain control in prisons. The Panopticon consisted of a central tower, from
which a guard could invisibly observe prisoner cells placed around the building’s periphery. As
they could not know when they were being observed, prisoners must always assume they were
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watched, forcing them to self-monitor and comply with regulations out of a constant, internalized
sense of surveillance. “The Panopticon,” Foucault wrote, “is a machine for dissociating the
seeing/seen dyad; in the peripheric ring, one is totally seen, without ever seeing; in the central
tower, one sees everything without ever being seen” (p. 212). The prisoner, accordingly, “is the
object of information, never a subject in communication” (p. 211). Foucault compared the
“panoptic” prison model to technologies used to physically or otherwise surveille individuals in
institutions, like schools, for the purpose of “domestication.”
Discipline(s) as enclosure. Like Dewey, Foucault probed the multiple meanings of the
term “discipline” in his analysis of schools as sites of social control. First, as a means of
socializing individuals into patterns of behavior considered acceptable, “Discipline functions…to
order human multiplicities,” (p. 218). Second, in its role in the production and circulation of
knowledge, the academy used disciplinary siloing to manage access to and impact of
information. Ensuring that knowledge was deployed in service of hegemonic interests, he
contended, “sometimes requires enclosure…the protected place of disciplinary monotony”
(p.141). Indeed: “There is no power relation without the correlative constitution of a field of
knowledge, nor any knowledge that does not presuppose and constitute at the same time power
relations” he argued. (p. 27). Disciplinary enclosure was thus crucial, in his view, to maintaining
hegemonic interests.
The roles of teacher and student. Foucault viewed institutions as designed to discipline
authorities, at each level, to ensure they upheld and imposed sanctioned logics. In schools,
teachers and administrators are, for instance, responsible for maintaining control of students by
enforcing academic performance and behavior standards, while being surveilled by those
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“above” them administratively. For Foucault, teachers, like factory managers, were essentially
“supervisors, perpetually supervised,” serving as “mechanisms of power…linked from the inside
to the economy and to the aims of the mechanism in which it was practiced” (p.176). Like
Freire, Foucault implicated the teacher-student relationship as a constraint to learner agency, but
he viewed both teacher and student as objects of external control, rather than as being at odds
based on class-positions.
Discussion of Dewey, Freire and Foucault
As theorists whose ideas I encountered early in my development of a researcher stance,
Dewey, Freire and Foucault influenced my orientation insofar as their commonalities and
divergences highlighted key focal points and tensions. Dewey and Freire offered models to
understand how teaching may promote agency towards social change, although Dewey alluded
to progress while Freire referenced revolution. All three described ways that educational
structures and practices may constrain learning and agency, though Foucault (1970) focused
almost entirely on this function of schooling, which he viewed as central and intentional. In
further reviewing the works I discussed in the previous section, I noted eight themes that appear
across all three authors’ work (treated similarly or differently). These are summarized in Table
1, and a discussion follows.
Table 1: Dewey, Freire, Foucault--convergences and divergences in relation to eight common themes

Author
(emphasis)

Dewey
(social change)

Freire
(liberation)

Foucault
(social control)

1.
Experience

Education should
incorporate learner’s
prior/new experience in
learning process to

Learning should draw directly
on learner’s life-material
through problem-posing
methodology to understand
reality

Institutions decide
whose experience is
acceptable, reward
conformity and punish
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promote ethical and
intellectual development

deviance, for social
control

2.
Agency/
Action/
Engagement

Agentic, real world
learner engagement is
critical to human
development

Active intervention of learner
in reality is to be encouraged
to promote selfdetermination

Institutions socialize
and normalize to
control individual
engagement

3.
Critical
thinking

Development of critical
thinking skills should be
key aim of education

Reflection (in praxis) is
central to education for
liberation

Authorized use of
siloed disciplinary
knowledge, as
performed on testing
regimes, is the
objective of schooling

4.
Solidarity
consciousness

Schools should promote
“moral education” for
“common good” via
engagement w/“equal
others”

Learning should promote
“Conscientization,” based on
understanding of shared
humanity

Schools, like all
institutions, are
designed to classify,
separate and control
individuals

5.
Social
change/social
control

Education should
promote progressive
social change without
social disruption

Education has the potential
to promote needed
revolutionary action

Education is designed
for maintenance of
hegemony

6.
Passive
learning

Rote learning should be
avoided for the passive
learner habits of mind it
produces

“Banking Education” is a
mechanism of oppression

Testing, grading and
arrangement of
learning spaces are
“regimes of control” to
produce conformity

7.
Teacher student
relationship

Teachers should draw on
learner experiences and
respond to learner
interests

The teacher-student
relationship is shaped by
class contradictions that
must be unsettled or
dismantled

Teachers and students
are both controlled by
mechanisms of

8.
Freedom vs.
Liberation

Learners should be
offered intellectual
freedom to promote
democratic dispositions

Education should promote
liberation from oppression

Schools are
institutions, designed
to socialize and
maintain control

Again, the overlap and variations between Dewey, Freire and Foucault were generative
for me. I noticed that all alluded to the powerful potential of education to limit and control
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individuals’ perceptions and their intellectual, moral and agentic development. They
additionally recognized teachers as potential or actual obstacles to learner development though
they ascribed this to different reasons: sense of authority (Dewey); class conflict (Freire) or
institutional (state) control that limits teacher autonomy (Foucault). Dewey and Freire both
suggested that teachers ultimately had an interest (realized or not) in unsettling power-relations
with learners and promoting intellectual and agentic development to bring about social change.
Of interest to me were precursors, in all three writers’ work, to the idea of disciplinary
siloing as a means towards social control. I saw this as a mechanism of what the Urban
Environmental Studies Research Coven has called “neoliberal enclosure” (Strong et. al 2016)
and in resistance to which we conceived the crit-trans heuristic. I was also interested in the
conceptualizations of “moral education for the common good” (Dewey) and “conscientization”
(Freire). I have employed these in theorizing what I have called, “solidarity consciousness,”
essentially the sense that one has a responsibility to others, an interest in their struggles, and an
obligation to consider one’s possible implication in them, based on our shared humanity and
interconnectedness. In incorporating their ideas to probe youth and adult experiences in
Community Roots, I wondered: how had teachers and students experienced the sense of freedom
and unsettling of power relations inherent to the “crit-trans'' approach? Its transdisciplinarity?
How would they conceptualize their engagement with aspects of the crit-trans framework? Their
use of personal experience in the class, and vice versa? What references to agency,
consciousness, or transformation might arise?
Linking environmental and civic education with critical theory
Several strands developed by Dewey, Freire, and Foucault have been extended to apply
to (critical) environmental and civic education relevant to my research. In the following section,
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I will discuss these connections and their implications in conducting research involving
Community Roots.
(Environmental) education for a democratic society
In centering education’s potential to prepare participants for agentic engagement in
democratic society, Dewey raised concerns about nationalist and industrialist logics in education
that he viewed as conflicting with “the moral education,” of youth around dispositions needed to
cooperate and compromise with others, in and outside classrooms (1897; 1916). Furman and
Gruenewald/Greenwood (2004) extended this analysis, foregrounding the socioeconomic
impediments discouraging civic and environmental education. In their view, U.S. schools,
shaped by neoliberal discourses, emphasizing the nation’s international status and the preparation
of workers for competition in the global economy, have led to increasingly narrowed curricula
and measures of success. These emphases afford few opportunities to connect academic content
with students’ lives and specifically with environmental issues facing their communities. The
resulting disconnects, they imply, are deliberate: young people who made these connections
would potentially implicate and resist capitalism’s socio-environmental contradictions and their
impacts on their communities.
Siloed and narrowed curricula marginalize ecoliteracy and environmental education
Furman and Gruenewald/Greenwood identified siloed school curricula as a major
challenge to meaningful environmental education. Rather than being encouraged to understand
the world as an interconnected set of systems, what Dewey (1915) referred to as “a unity,” they
argued that youth are conditioned to view it as a set of separate, finite fields of knowledge
(disciplines). Building on Dewey, Freire and Foucault, Furman and Greenwood argue that
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siloing of disciplines from each other and from lived experience constrains learners’ use of
knowledge to build understanding of the world and to actively and ethically engage in changing
it. Instead, learners’ intellects are focused on mastery of discrete content measured by
performance on standardized exams, what Foucault (1970) referred to as “regimes of testing.”
Additionally, discourses about “access” to educational opportunity in schools mainly center
marketable career paths in specific STEM or finance disciplines, without regard to their social or
ecological consequences. Furman and Gruenewald/Greenwood argued that in this atmosphere,
the field of environmental studies is both fragmented and devalued.
Connecting social justice and ecological justice
In seeking to reframe the importance of environmental studies to learners, and amplify its
impact in the world, Furman and Gruenewald/Greenwood looked to social justice discourses,
arguing that in dialog, ecological and social justice discourses could establish a powerful
“socioecological justice” framework and “critical pedagogies of place.” The resulting
approaches to teaching and learning would prioritize, “educating for a ‘relational self’...grounded
in the awareness of interdependence among all cultural and biological systems” (p. 65). The
“relational self” construct extends Dewey’s “moral education” and Freire’s radical solidarity
(and potentially my concept of “solidarity consciousness”) beyond human relationships to
ecological ones. It connects learning to learners’ communities, thus rendering other communities
and their concerns more immediate. It recognizes the impact of actions taken in one place on
human and non-human systems elsewhere. A “relational consciousness” prepares individuals to
enact ethical environmental principles within the complexity and conflicts of an increasingly
globalized and consumption-oriented world.
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Community accountability, action research and distributive leadership
Greenwood and Furman have argued that a major constraint to place-based education are
schools’ limited conceptualization of “community accountability,” pertaining only to improving
academic indicators of success rather than building deeper relationships between schools and the
communities in which they sit (Greenwood, 2005; Furman and Greenwood, 2004). Schools,
they argued, have a responsibility to make local conditions focal points of academic inquiry and
advocacy, adding critical and civic dimensions to education and tangibly transforming
communities. Given environmental education’s linkages to personal, community and ecological
health issues, Greenwood and Furman stressed it as an ideal site for this work. They envisioned
a revitalized environmental education producing “distributive leadership,” or socioenvironmentally conscious youth, prepared to enact change from multiple locations in place and
profession. Greenwood (2005) lamented that instead, environmental education’s
institutionalization as an academic discipline has ironically limited its curricular flexibility and
potential impact, as it became subject to standardized curricula that limited place-based and
action-research opportunities.
Discussion
Gruenewald/Greenwood and other critical, place-centering theorists have influenced both
my design and research frameworks. In terms of research interests, these framings have focused
my attention on investigating how participants in Community Roots make sense of their own
experiences in relation to environmental and social justice issues meaningful to them.
Additionally, they have called my attention, through the concept of “distributive leadership,” to
understanding how participants’ engagement in the program may have contributed to their sense
of environmental agency or leadership.
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Research orientation, methodology and selected findings
In the second half of this chapter, I will introduce qualitative research frameworks that
informed my research orientation, design and methods of data collection and analysis. I will
then discuss selected findings that will be illustrated in subsequent data chapters.
Researcher Positionality
Many decisions I made in regard to methods stemmed from my unique and loaded
position in relation to the context in which I planned to conduct research. I was interested in
understanding the experiences of both youth and adult participants, including myself, in a
program and learning environment in which I had a deep, extended involvement. Additionally, I
had at times engaged as a teacher, program-director, employee, learner, and community member
in this context, which linked my personal, professional and community lives. I thus viewed
myself as a participant-observer, with multiple positionalities, for whom the research presented
complex dynamics (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Researcher Positionality: a linkage of personal
and professional worlds (the Campus Road Community
Garden and the Community Roots program) produced a
unique and loaded researcher identity. Photo credits: (top
right) author’s photo and (bottom right) Victoria Gagliano.
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Despite the challenges presented by my researcher positionality, I was eager to pursue
inquiry that I viewed as having important implications and resolved to undertake it if and when I
felt ready to engage in this new role advisedly and responsibly.
Naturalistic qualitative inquiry
My introduction to qualitative research began with paradigms proffered by Lincoln and
Guba for “naturalistic” inquiry within “rich” contexts, with a case study approach. Given my
deep, personal embeddedness in the context I wished to study, I judged this orientation
appropriate. In contrast to “rationalistic inquiry,” the naturalistic approach acknowledges and
permits: multiple perspectives, understood holistically and relationally; plausible rather than
definitive explanations; the reality that inquirer and “respondent” influence one another, and the
recognition that values shape all aspects of inquiry (Guba & Lincoln, 1982).
The authors further distinguished “critical,” “constructive,” and “participatory” modes of
qualitative inquiry that each foreground and leverage specific aspects of the paradigm (1994;
2011). Additionally, they addressed validity in qualitative research, framing the construct in
terms of contextual “authenticity,” “educative” and “catalytic” impact of the inquiry process on
researchers and respondents, and ethical relationality to participants and context. Validity in this
context rests largely on the question of how the researcher attends to participant voice and
representation and employs reflexivity in the process (Lincoln and Guba, 2011). The paradigm
the authors developed over time, drawing on a broad tradition of qualitative research and
grappling with many of the issues that concerned me as a researcher, suggested a way forward
for my own work. In describing my research process, as well as the impact of the process on my
consciousness, I will address how I attended to these concerns.
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This general research orientation led to a methodological orientation around the concepts
of “bricolage,” grounded theory and participatory research methodologies. Additionally, it
shaped data collection and presentation incorporating narrative analysis, critical ethnography,
and critical auto-ethnography, using narratives I crafted based on participant interviews. Finally,
it guided my interpretive analysis of the narratives I created, using the concepts of “affordances”
and Transformative Activist Stance. Together, a combination of these methods resulted in the
adult and youth participant narratives and interpretations that I will share in the following three
chapters. In addition to introducing the research frameworks, I will discuss how they informed
my research decisions and process.
Bricolage
In undertaking research on Community Roots, the conceptualization of the researcher as
“bricoleur” (Kincheloe & Berry, 2004; Berry, 2005, 2016) appealed to me. As Berry (2005)
explained, “bricolage,” a French expression, describes someone who creatively improvises
construction of an object (such as a house) with whatever materials happen to be “at hand,”
employing “many different tools,” and with “no blueprint” (88). The concept of bricolage, more
stance than specific method, offered an apt metaphor for research undertaken from my unique
positioning, as a middle-aged, fully-employed graduate student in education, with no previous
research experience, intent on inquiry within an out-of-school activity that I oversaw, wherein I
hoped to engage with students as co-researchers. The “bricolage” offered me the possibility to
“Start from what you know and where you are” (Berry, p. 94) using affordances at hand.
Constructivist Grounded Theory for critical inquiry
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Charmaz (2016) has advanced a research stance whose “pragmatist goal of democratic
social reform links constructivist grounded theory with critical inquiry” and promotes,
“methodological self-consciousness to turn a deeply reflexive gaze back on ourselves and the
research process as well as on the empirical world” (p. 2). In attending to the social impact and
ethical considerations of research activity, the stance aligned with my foundational orientation in
Dewey’s and Freire’s work. I also appreciated the idea that within this stance, the researcher’s,
“open-ended, emergent method fosters developing a critical stance” (p. 4) that, “favors starting
inquiry with a broad research topic and following specific research questions arising from issues
in the field” (p. 10). Because I began my inquiry process with general questions, and wished to
remain open to potential trajectories for inquiry, I was excited by the idea that “critical
qualitative inquiry can develop long after researchers begin to pursue their initial research
questions” (p. 4). Finally, as I was determined to engage in research with young people that
would amplify their voices and stories in their own words, I appreciated the idea that the
approach “brings people and their perspectives into the foreground...We move back and forth
between stories and analysis” (p. 14).
Participatory inquiry
Early in my process, I realized that I wished to collaborate with young people, rather than
conduct inquiry about them, in undertaking research involving Community Roots. Initially I
aspired to base my dissertation on a co-created, participatory action research (PAR) project (e.g.,
Cammarota & Fine, 2008; Bellino, 2016) in which young people and I would co-investigate
topics connected to the program over an extended period to build our understanding of a social
issue and organize an action for social change (Cammarota and Fine, p. 5). I soon realized that,
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given all our circumstances, managing this endeavor would place unrealistic demands on myself
and the youth. I therefore adjusted my expectations to allow the possibility of varying degrees of
co-researcher participation in what would become my dissertation work. At the same time, I
invited youth and adults connected to the program to join me in forming a loosely organized
research group that would permit shifting membership and levels of involvement. We would
undertake smaller research projects, experiment with participatory methods, learn about
ourselves and each other, build trust, inform program development and co-author presentations
to share (in class, conferences, or public spaces) about what we learned.
In scaling back my expectations for my dissertation work per se, I thus still retained a
commitment to incorporating participatory strategies that I felt were important in reminding
myself to center and elevate youth voice in my work, affording youth participants opportunities
to learn and benefit from participation, and building mutual trust and understanding. The general
principles I followed are widely recognized and included involvement of the community being
studied in research design, data collection and analysis, including opportunities for researcher
reflexivity (Bergold & Thomas, 2012); use of an iterative research process and flexible design to
permit different degrees of participation (Powers & Tiffany, 2006); focus on trust-building and
process (Krishnaswamy, 2004). As I describe the research process later in this chapter, I will
reference these participatory strategies and how they were enacted.
Narrative Analysis
I was moved to employ participant narrative in my research process in part based on my
background in language and literature: I earned degrees in English and comparative literature,
studied romance languages, and taught English literacy, composition, and literature at the
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college, pre-college and high school levels. Quite simply, I was excited by the idea of crafting,
reading, sharing and co-interpreting participants’ stories as told in their words. Additionally,
narrative analysis aligned with my orientation to participatory and emancipatory teaching,
learning and research.
Polkinghorne (2007) defines narrative research as the study of stories that researchers
obtain from others in effort to understand aspects of their experiences (Bamberg, 2012).
Particularly used in combination with critical and grounded theory, narrative analysis can be
useful in foregrounding participants’ ways of making sense of their experiences and actions,
drawing connections between the experiences of different individuals, and calling attention to
researchers’ roles in interpreting narratives, making it possible to place multiple truths into
conversation (Riessman, 1993; Kohler-Riessman, 2000). For my purposes, I believed that
narrative analysis would allow research participants to actively choose how and what to share
with me and additionally provide me, as a researcher, opportunities to build interpretive
reflexivity into the research process.
(Critical) ethnography and autoethnography
Because I planned to engage in research within a community I was part of (although
positioned differently from others) and to draw on interviews, field observations and various
artefacts, I turned to ethnographic research methodologies. Given my critical orientation, I
specifically sought those ethnographic frameworks that inclined towards critical inquiry,
bringing to “story-telling” the “powerful intellectual and political commitments of critical
theory” (Holman-Jones, 2016, p.1). A primary issue raised by these framings, for me, was to
what extent, and how researchers recognize our co-research participants, particularly youth, as
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what Beach and Vigo-Arrazzola (2020) call “public intellectuals” (p. 9), an extension of
Gramsci’s (1971) conceptualization of “organic intellectuals.” Following from these
assumptions and concerns, as I thought out my research plan I prioritized respect for the stories
participants would share with me, incorporation of their ideas, questions and interpretations
along with mine, and maintaining focus on both the potential impacts of the research process on
participants and the ethical implications of my research findings.
Additionally, as I planned to share my own experiences, and in order to address my
researcher positionality, I turned to critical auto-ethnography. Starr (2010, p. 1) described
critical autoethnography as an approach that enables researcher “conscientization,” catalyzed by
the researcher’s becoming, in essence, a research participant. Tilley-Lubbs (2016, p. 269)
posited a similar researcher transformation, occurring as a result of both sharing one’s own
narrative and assuming an intensely reflexive stance, making visible the cultural positioning that
informs one’s research stance. Reed-Danahay (2017, p. 145) asserted that critical
autoethnography attended to the “dichotomies of insider/outsider,” by including the researcher as
an object of inquiry. Finally, Tilley-Lubbs, contended that critical autoethnography encourages,
“the researcher, more than likely a member of the dominant culture...to understand herself as an
oppressor” (2016, p. 269). Ohito (2019) suggested that autoethnographic research specifically
allows white teachers (and I would argue researchers) to recognize how they “embody”
Whiteness and thus unintentionally may reproduce traumas enacted against bodies of color in our
practices. Significantly, Adams (2017) asserts that critical autoethnography can also permit the
researcher, “through an internal transformation,” to establish a new relationship with the
oppressor identity that permits “self-forgiveness” (p. 80).
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Discussion
In combination, the approaches summarized above have informed my thinking and action
throughout my research process. They have provided, on one hand, a set of logics (particularly
collaboration, reflexivity, reciprocity and consciousness-building) and on the other, flexibility to
leverage the unique affordances available in my context (bricolage), to begin with broad
questions and to pursue emergent themes (Grounded Theory). They have guided me to attend to
pragmatic, intellectual and ethical questions and concerns. Their implications for navigating the
ethical concerns of my research activity and relationships has been particularly important to me,
as I hope the narratives I will share in upcoming chapters will make clear. In the following
sections, I will describe my research process with reference to the approaches described above,
to provide context for the narratives to follow.
Engaging in research
In preparing to undertake research involving Community Roots, my intention was to
enact a participatory and reciprocal model of inquiry. That is, I planned to collaborate with both
youth (student and mentor) and adult (instructor) participants in mutually challenging, reflective
and beneficial engagement, within an open-ended research initiative where we co-generated and
-analyzed data about our experiences, including my own. I recognized both youth and adult
perspectives on the program as essential, both for their expertise (in their own experiences and in
relevant areas where they possessed knowledge) and for their positionalities (individually and in
relation to me as elder and program director). My intention was to co-create a research
experience that both would affirm all participants as intellectuals capable of co-constructing
knowledge (Beach and Vigo-Arrazola, 2020, drawing on Gramsci, 1971) and promote all
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participants’ (including my own) ongoing “conscientization” (Starr, 2010, drawing on Freire,
1970).
A collective process
To that end, we co-created a research process and culture reflecting our common
interests, commitment to adult-youth collaboration, and fluctuating availability. In 2016, I
formed a research group that over time included five youth (“Alex,” Anabeth,” “Ashley,”
“Johanna” and “Raven,”) and two adult (“Amaya” and “Maxine”) co-investigators, who were
current or former Community Roots mentors or instructors. Over two years, while debriefing or
planning for the program, and sometimes prompted by RFPs for conferences at which we wished
to co-present, we met in shifting configurations, based on our availability, for semi-structured
discussions around aspects of the program significant to us. We collectively formulated
questions, experimented with conceptual framings and applied these to program-related artifacts
and data. Based on the knowledge generated in these discussions, we planned and refined
classroom activities, and also crafted a series of conference presentations. In addition to
engaging in ongoing program development, we presented at seven conferences on topics ranging
from intergenerational learning and near-peer mentoring to youth environmental leadership and
innovative environmental pedagogies. Several of the adult and youth participants also drew on
these collaborative research activities to inform their own, separate projects and presentations.
(Figure 7)
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Figure 7: Ashley, I and Raven reading and annotating research materials in preparation for a
conference presentation. Photo credit: Rosemary Martinez

Identifying themes
As I noted common focal points, tensions and diverse perspectives emerging in our
conversations, I became interested in more systematically exploring participant experiences and
proposed a larger research project, anchored in semi-formal interviews with participants. I
shared with the group that I wished to find out what elements of their experiences in the program
youth and adult participants perceived as being significant to them and what elements of their
experience they identified as being important in the ways they engaged in the program. I shared
a broad set of questions (included as Appendix A) that I thought would allow participants to
address these questions, without “leading” them to particular conclusions. Based on the group’s
suggestions, I refined them. A broad set of questions, summarized in Figure 8, guided our work.
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Figure 8: Research questions

Designing and implementing a research plan
We next began spending some of our time together co-generating ideas about the
research process. Initially, we considered conducting paired-reciprocal interviews and practiced
techniques with each other, in brief, recorded conversations. However, based on the time
required to prepare for, execute and transcribe interviews, and each of outr shifting availability
over time, we eventually decided that as the project’s one consistent participant and principal
investigator, I would facilitate and transcribe the conversations and would craft narratives from
them. I would then share these with the persons interviewed and invite feedback. After
interpreting them, I would again invite and incorporate feedback from the interviewees and other
members of the group.
In late 2017, I chose as a potential focus group fourteen youth participants (aged 18-25)
who had returned as mentors, eco-interns, co-researchers or guest presenters, and the three adults
who, in addition to myself, had taught in the program. I contacted the individuals who were not
in the research group, to explain the research goals and gauge their availability and willingness to
participate in individual, semi-structured interviews. I emphasized that participation was entirely
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voluntary, their honest perspectives appreciated, and that anyone’s wish to opt out at any time
would be respected without question. All three instructors and eleven of fourteen youth
ultimately participated (one youth was involved in an intensive internship and declined to
participate, one was busy at college, and I chose not to include one due to her being under age
18). In early 2018, I drafted and shared teacher and student questions and invited feedback.
After incorporating the feedback offered by a few interviewees, I began audio-taping
conversations in February of 2018. I also asked each participant to select a pseudonym (in order
to anonymize their responses), and to create and share with me short, written “bios,” introducing
themselves in any ways they chose. This interview process concluded in summer 2019.
Emergent themes
As I transcribed our conversations, themes and connections to the crit-trans framework
began to emerge, including: engagement with prior and new experiences; affordances of both
homogeneity and diversity in learning environments; impact of role-models on participants’
strivings; relationships to place and space; freedom/constraint; agency, identity, and
transformation. Some emerged in both youth and adult participant narratives, while others did
not. In representing these reflections, I crafted narratives based on what I viewed as their
dominant themes, foregrounding participants' own words as much as possible. I did so in order
to reflect each person’s complexity, and contextualize their comments, rather than extract and
treat their experiences primarily as instantiations of research findings. I also encouraged and, if
they shared it, incorporated their feedback. I also drew on artifacts such as my field notes, course
syllabi, photos and participant writing and images. I thus employed a combination of
participatory, ethnographic, narrative and critical frameworks, participant observation, and other
qualitative methods that I came to think of as a bricolage or “methodological witches’ brew.”
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Identifying Analytic Frameworks
Based on the themes that emerged, I engaged in an iterative process of examining the
narratives in light of theories I had identified as being salient to the discussion of 1. how
participants experienced specific elements of the program; 2. what aspects of their experiences
participants identified as significant in shaping their engagement in the program; 3. how to
conceptualize the “transformative” nature of the engagement. I identified the concepts of
“Affordances” and “Transformative-activist stance,” discussed in more detail in the following
sections, as useful tools to analyze and discuss their responses.
Data Analysis Frameworks: Affordances and Transformative Activist Stance
The concept of “Affordances,” (Gibson, 1977; Adams & Gupta, 2017) or specific
learning and teaching opportunities presented by a particular pedagogical context, content or
approach, has provided a means to interpret aspects of the Community Roots experience that
youth and adults identified as significant. The Transformative Activist Stance (Stetsenko, 2011,
2017) has offered a means to discuss and theorize how both youth participants and in some cases
adult teachers made use of affordances to develop agency, activist identity, and/or what I have
called “solidarity consciousness” around issues meaningful to them. While I did not initiate the
conversations with adult and youth participants with these analytic frameworks in mind, reading
the resulting narratives through these lenses has provided additional clarity about their
experiences and particularly their senses of transformation.
Stetsenko: Transformative Activist Stance (TAS)
Building on frameworks established by Dewey, Freire, Vygotsky, Bakhtin and other
sociocultural and critical theorists, Anna Stetsenko (2017) has conceptualized a “Transformative
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Activist Stance,” or TAS, to theorize development of agentic identity within learning
communities. The framework posits a “co-constitutive” relationship between learner,
community, and material reality, mediated by individual agency within a process of identity
development. While Stetsenko primarily focused, in the piece referenced, on formal science
education, the TAS framework maps well onto other disciplines and settings to theorize
development of agency within learning processes.
A premise of TAS is that teaching and learning do not reflect the value-neutral,
unidirectional transfer of information with which they are typically portrayed (particularly in
STEM fields). In fact, “teaching-learning and science education are not about transmission of
knowledge and facts...but more radically, about agentive, authorial, authentic and activist
contribution by each learner, and each teacher, to what are the workings of science” (p. 35;
emphasis in original). In this sense, “knowledge and teaching-learning are deeply personal
pursuits of meaning and identity development, rather than purely cognitive processes of mental
computation” (Stetsenko, 2017; p. 41, emphasis in original). In the TAS construct, knowledge
production, shaping of disciplinary practice, and applications of knowledge in the world are
cooperative activities, in which learners and teachers are entitled to and capable of playing key
roles.
Stetsenko, in fact, has posited that “education is also, at once, about activism understood
as the right and ability to know for oneself within what is one’s own—unique, authentic and
authorial, as well as ever-emerging and shifting—quest to make a difference in the world” (p.
33). Stetsenko conceptualized activism as resulting from a dialogic and ongoing or iterative
process of identity development, engaging learners with the past, present and future conditions of
the material world or “exploring how the world is through the prism of how it came to be and
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how it could be, while simultaneously figuring out how they themselves can and already do
matter in these processes by making activist contributions” (p. 46).
Stetsenko has theorized that the processes by which learners develop and enact agency in
changing the world are both dialogic (occurring in community and potentially via contestation)
and co-constitutive as “people contribute to and thus change the world and its community
practices—while the world is reciprocally changing people through cycles of recursive
interactions—in individuals and communities struggling for a sought-after future that they
themselves envision, imagine, and commit to” (p. 38). Because knowledge is presumed to be
historically situated, open-ended and contingent (p. 35), every learning interaction changes/
shapes both the learner and the world. Via the TAS, learners (and teachers) may develop the
capacity and commitment to impact both learning-teaching and the world with conscious
intention, as they develop activist identities. Teaching-learning is thus “a collaborative endeavor
and a collective, open-ended quest for becoming—through activism” (p. 46).
Stetsenko additionally offered a sense of how learning environments may be structured to
encourage formation of a transformative activist stance. Such environments foster, she asserted,
“a kind of thinking that never finds itself at the end even though it posits an endpoint of where it
strives to arrive and commits to its realization” (p. 46). Additionally, they promote
establishment of “solidaristic communities,” which “are only possible if activism of...every
individual—as an ability to form one’s unique stance, position, and voice that make contributing
to communal practices possible—is socially and culturally co-constituted, nurtured, supported,
and sustained via collective practices and tools” (p. 40). In other words, to encourage
development of TAS, learning environments should be designed to afford every participant the
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safety and acceptance to struggle with meaning-making and the sense that his or her contribution
is “unique and irreplaceable” (p. 40).
Adams and Gupta: Affordances of informal learning environments
Teaching for transformation
Building in part on Stetsenko’s work around agency, identity and transformation, Jennifer D.
Adams and Preeti Gupta (2017) theorized the relationship between teachers and the affordances
of “ISI”s, or informal learning environments such as museums, in developing “transformative”
teacher identity. Adams and Gupta argued that: “The affordances in an informal institution
allow for particular ways of teaching and learning to teach and also allow for the possibility of
learning how to teach in transformative ways,” which they defined in terms of “student-centered”
approaches (p. 122).
In this context, Adams and Gupta showed particular interest in teacher development of
“Spielraum,” defined by Roth, Lawless, & Masciotra (2001) essentially as the ability to respond
in the moment to teachable opportunities, when there is little time to reflect on practice.
“Because ISIs are not bound by formal top-down assessments of learning and visitors enter with
individual learning and/or entertainment goals,” they contended, “these are prime contexts for
teacher candidates to develop Spielraum” (p. 125). In ISIs, they implied, the consequences to
teachers and learners of intuitive, spontaneous or experimental interactions are different from
those of formal environments. Because teachers develop their teacher identities in practice, they
contended, ISIs offer invaluable affordances to develop teacher identities that would be more
difficult to initially attain in formal environments, but once established, can potentially be
enacted there.
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Teacher identity and agency
In Adams’ and Gupta’s conceptualization, “Learning to teach is an ongoing process of
developing, maintaining, and re-creating a professional identity” (p. 123). As implied in this
quote, teacher agency is critical to developing a professional identity, and vice-versa; agency and
identity are co-constitutive within an ongoing and iterative process. As the authors formulated it,
Throughout a teaching career, a teacher creates and re-creates what it means to be
a teacher through her pedagogical choices and alignment with like-minded
professionals (Deneroff, 2013), through ongoing professional learning
experiences, interactions with students and other educators, actual teaching,
reflections on self-as-learner; an ecology of learning interactions and experiences
that continuously shape their identity as an educator. (p. 123)
Thus the teacher continuously exercises and builds agency in the process of actively negotiating
the affordances available in her environment, in turn shaping the environment and its
affordances. As Adams and Gupta stated: “Agency allows one to transform how one uses
affordances within a field and across settings thus transforming the learning opportunities
available” (p. 124). This framing extends Stetsenko’s (2011, 2017) learner-focused
conceptualization of TAS to theorize development of teacher agency in learning environments.
Discussion of analytic frameworks
As guidelines for interpreting the reflections of youth and adult participants in
Community Roots, the concepts of “Transformative Activist Stance” and “Affordances” were
illuminating. I initially identified these constructs both because they aligned with my initial,
generative question (What did we mean when we spoke about our experiences in Community
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Roots as “transformative”?) and because they referenced some of the themes (identity, agency,
freedom and constraint) that emerged in the interviews I conducted. In applying these constructs
to the narratives I created, including my own, I achieved additional clarity about the experiences
being shared. Compelling stories became even more so, as certain details rose to the surface in
new relationships to one another, based on the interpretive frameworks. In this way, a series of
anecdotes became narratives of identity formation.
Conclusion: Selected Findings
Reading the narratives iteratively, through the lenses of these analytic frameworks, led
me to several preliminary findings, summarized below:
1. The opportunity to explore the reciprocal, co-constitutive relationships between course
content and lived experience constituted a major affordance for both youth and adult
participants
2. Participants actively leveraged this, and other affordances, to develop individualized
Transformative-Activist Stances in relation to course content, their embodied
knowledges, their ways of seeing, engaging with and moving through physical and
learning spaces, and their visions and hopes for the future.
3. Participants demonstrated personal agency in developing or strengthening their senses of
learner, teacher and personal identity in relation to environmental issues, as defined
by and as meaningful to them.
4. Conventions associated with formal learning environments, such as regimes of testing
and grading and authoritative teacher identity, often palpably constrained learner and
teacher agency; informal elements mitigated these constraints.
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5. Some participants articulated and/or demonstrated a developing sense of "solidarity
consciousness," defined by me as a recognition of others’ shared humanity and an
attendant responsibility to address others’ struggles and well-being, which manifested in
unique ways based on each individual’s positionality, identity and experience.
6. During the validation phase, when those who had shared their reflections were invited to
read a preliminary dissertation draft, one participant expressed a sense, based on longterm observation, that not all identities and experiences had been consistently and equally
centered in Community Roots. This individual’s observation offers a critical
counterpoint to the experiences and expressions of solidarity consciousness voiced by
several other participants. It additionally reaffirms that inviting and developing capacity
to mediate all participants’ experiences must continue to be a priority, in alignment with
the TAS framework’s assertion that each person’s active and authentic input is essential
to development of every participant’s transformative-activist stance.

In discussing the youth and adult narratives, mine included, in the remaining chapters, I will
continue to reference these frameworks while explaining and expanding upon these findings.
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CHAPTER 5
AGENCY AND IDENTITY IN YOUNG PEOPLE’S REFLECTIONS
In this chapter, I will share seven of the eleven narratives I created based on interviews I
conducted with youth who had enrolled in Community Roots and returned as mentors, interns or
in other supporting roles. In analyzing the young people’s reflections through the lenses of the
frameworks, I have separated them into two groups: The first, which I will share in this chapter,
I have collected as “reflections on agency and identity.” These stories suggest the individualized
ways that youth leveraged specific affordances of the program’s crit-trans approach, actively
engaging with them in the process of developing senses of agency or identity around
environmental issues meaningful to themselves.
Overview of interview process
Between February 2018 and August 2019, I conducted 30–90-minute, semi-structured
conversations with eleven young people (aged 18-25) who previously participated in Community
Roots. Each had enrolled in the program between 2010 and 2019 and subsequently returned to
mentor (n=9), co-teach (n=1), serve as academic year eco-interns (n=6), or offer guest lectures or
panel presentations (n=3). Five contributed to conference presentations about Community
Roots, and four participated in the group process that informed my dissertation research, as
described in Chapter 4. The open-ended questions I posed (Appendix B) invited interview
participants to reflect on aspects of the Community Roots experience they had found significant,
aspects of their prior (academic and personal) experiences or senses of identity that they felt had
shaped their engagement in the program, and related, open-ended or clarifying questions. Each
participant also selected a pseudonym by which they are identified, to anonymize their
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responses, and created a short “bio” introducing themselves, which I have drawn on in their
narratives. I have shared the narratives in chronological order, based on enrollment year.
Analysis of narratives
After transcribing the reflections and noting emergent themes, I crafted narratives from
each person’s reflections, drawing primarily on their own words and in some cases my field
notes, course materials, and other artifacts, for additional context or clarity. In analyzing the
narratives, I used the “critical-transdisciplinary” conceptual framework (Strong at al., 2016) to
characterize the activities and program elements they referenced as significant to them. I also
used the theoretical constructs of “Affordances,” as expanded on by Adams and Gupta (2017) in
addition to the Transformative Activist Stance (Stetsenko, 2017), as outlined in Chapter 4, to
discuss and theorize the dynamics of the experiences described. I shared the narratives with the
participants whose stories they tell and invited them to share feedback, such as corrections to
factual errors, responses to my interpretations, or questions that arise in reviewing them. The
feedback I have received thus far has been incorporated into the current text.
“Cheri”: Strong female role models
Empowered women predominate in Cheri’s narrative, beginning with her mother. Cheri
enrolled in Community Roots with her two best friends the summer following her sophomore
high school year, hoping to enjoy an active, social summer while “learning something new.”
Cheri’s father had insisted she apply for a science course since her family regarded STEM fields
as the most prestigious pathways to lucrative careers, and she was expected to pursue one.
Seeing that Cheri truly wanted to apply to the “gardening class,” however, her mother allowed
her to change her selection after her father signed the application.
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Initially attracted by the thought of spending outdoor time with her friends, Cheri told me
that her experiences that summer “changed my life!” by shifting her attitude from:
“Sustainability--who cares?” to: “How does gardening connect to all these other topics?!” Cheri
felt for the first time that she was learning something in a class that was truly meaningful in her
life outside school. She began engaging her family in conversations about food and health while
shopping, preparing and eating meals, activities that connected the women in her family and
served as cultural touchstones to her Guyanese heritage.
As her knowledge and excitement grew, she engaged in more “adult” ways, as she called
it. For example, while her father dismissed her new-found interest, Cheri was not dissuaded.
Instead, she discussed her views and questions with her sister and mother during food
preparation; and when she returned to the program as a mentor, asked to be responsible for
shopping, preparing and serving fresh daily meals. Cheri described feeling a growing sense of
“independence,” particularly as she transitioned into the role of mentor, that she attributed to
having discovered and chosen to pursue an interest in food systems for herself, as opposed to
being required to learn it.
A second factor Cheri credited with her growing independence was the course pedagogy,
which engaged participants with content in ways that encouraged what she called “critical
thinking.” Cheri defined this as introducing multiple perspectives into dialog and allowing
students to reach their own conclusions about them. She felt that in her typical high school
classes, critical thinking was reduced to a set of tropes students were expected to perform for
exams, as opposed to developing truly critical (i.e.: discerning or analytic) habits of mind. She
recalled how, in her last high school years, a particularly rigid regime of teaching and testing
became prevalent in the school system. Cheri watched “teachers who used to be great” having to
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follow uniform, scripted curricula. In English classes, this meant that instead of reading
complete texts, students spent months re-reading excerpts, mainly to learn strategies to display
“reading proficiency” on State exams. “It was SO boring,” she recalled, “and you could tell [the
teachers] were not happy about it either.”
Connecting the domestic and academic strands of her narrative, Cheri emphasized the
importance of the strong female role-models she encountered in Community Roots to her
emerging sense of confidence. She recalled being “absolutely knocked out” by Iris, who was
“passionate” about environmental justice and “clearly wanted to make others feel that way, to
impact and guide them.” Of Iris and co-mentor Jasmine, she said: “To have these young,
powerful women of color teach us in such a way, for the first time, inviting knowledge on you,
not being judged as in school, allowing students to reach conclusions!” Cheri emphatically,
“didn’t want to leave this environment” and recognized that she was developing her own passion
for “the food piece.”
In her mentoring role, with growing knowledge of food and health, and a recognition of
the importance of her own experiences, Cheri recalled feeling an enhanced sense of agency. She
felt newly capable, she said, of taking part in conversations, having informed opinions, and
expressing who she was as a person, on college entrance essays, for instance. She also
developed a sense of “responsibility” to help establish a classroom “where students have a hand
in their learning.” She began to think of herself as a teacher--but not a traditional one, a
distinction she insisted on. In a photo from the summer she returned as a mentor, Cheri beams
with pride and pleasure as she prepares a healthy meal in our classroom, while the program
participants, returning from the gardens, wash up for lunch (Figure 9).
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Several years after Community Roots, aged twenty-one and pursuing a graduate
pharmacy degree, Cheri described herself as “a Black woman from Guyana, South America,”
whose “goal in life is to help people become the best versions of themselves by helping them
successfully manage their healthcare to make them overall healthy people.” Cheri expressed
disappointment that in her chosen field she has encountered a culture of hazing, exclusion and
depersonalization that she views as contributing to reproduction of racialized and gendered
inequities. Having been accepted to an elite, private pharmacy program, which will leave her
with substantial student-loan debt, she has also encountered a dearth of Black peers, mentors and
instructors to offer understanding, support and inspiration similar to what she encountered in
Community Roots. Concerned that the culture of professional instruction in her “helping”
profession offers scant attention to the gendered and racialized experiences and requirements of
Black students, Cheri plans to help expand professional mentoring for Black women in health
professions, “who will come along after me and have these same struggles I am experiencing.”

Figure 8: Cheri prepares a meal as participants return from gardening (author’s photo)
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Discussion of Cheri’s reflections
In Cheri’s reflections, I recognized clear examples of her leveraging of affordances to
develop a Transformative-Activist Stance based on her established and deepening personal and
academic identities and on issues of interest to her. Cheri’s strength of will was apparent even
before entering the program, especially in situations where her agency was challenged. As a
female and minor in her parents’ home, for example, she was expected to comply with their
(particularly her father’s) wishes. This was equally true for decisions involving career choice
and for selection of extracurricular activities during summer vacation. Rather than accept her
father’s wishes, however, Cheri approached her mother, who exercised her own agentic
resistance and encouragement of Cheri’s interests, by aiding Cheri to pursue her desired course.
In Community Roots, Cheri was inspired by new female role models, who were
“passionate” about pursuing their interests and treated enrolled students as authorized subjects,
capable of evaluating and co-producing knowledge. Seizing on this affordance, an instantiation
of the crit-trans element of “participatory teaching and learning,” Cheri asserted her own
strengthening sense of agency, requesting to manage food in Community Roots when she
returned as a mentor. She continued to build on this identity, pursuing a profession that both
satisfied the familial value of STEM fields and touched on her interests in food and nutrition.
Importantly, even when Cheri encountered challenges in her environment, she redoubled
her commitment to enact positive change. For example, when she felt disempowered within a
racialized, exclusionary and unsupportive school and field, she deliberately asserted herself,
persisting in her pharmacology program and planning to leverage her future position to mentor
others like her. As envisioned by Adams and Gupta (2017) and by Stetsenko (2017), each time
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Cheri asserted herself in this way, she also subtly transformed her environment, expanding what
was possible for her to achieve in that space. During graduate work, Cheri's sense of agency
enabled her to assess her environment, recognizing that her treatment reflected its structural
racism, not her shortcomings. Within her determined stance, that realization, in turn, became the
inspiration to establish a mentoring program that will support a more positive future experience
for young people like herself.
“Raven”: A space of belonging
“The land knows you, even when you are lost.”
― Robin Wall Kimmerer, Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge, and
the Teachings of Plants (introduced to Community Roots by Raven)
Raven joined Community Roots as a rising high school junior. Enrolled in a competitive
high school STEM track, she was “not doing well,” academically, so her guidance counselor
suggested she recover science credits over summer. Opting against traditional STEM courses,
Raven chose Community Roots based on positive associations she had about gardening in
connection with her family and Caribbean heritage. Raven remembered eating callaloo and other
traditional Jamaican vegetables her grandmother prepared. She also recalled bonding with her
father, raised in Puerto Rico, while helping him build raised garden beds in the backyard of their
Coney Island housing complex, where he worked as a superintendent.
The course’s critical and transdisciplinary elements impressed Raven, who had
anticipated studying “straight botany, water cycles” and other “science-y” aspects of gardening.
She didn’t expect the course to “open my eyes,” to help her interpret “what goes on in the real
world,” transcending what she had come to expect of STEM courses by offering “a whole lot
more,” particularly “the justice issues.” The pedagogy felt unlike what she had previously
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experienced: there was “lots of student input” from the perspectives of specific young people in
the room. In class, for example, Raven shared the story of her family’s flight from their home
during the severe flooding of Hurricane Sandy, and of dramatic changes to her low-income and
working-class coastal community in its aftermath. During the “Land and Place” unit, her lived
experiences anchored analysis linking climate change, food insecurity and the opportunistic
process of disaster capitalism (Klein, 2007) that led to rapid gentrification of her community.
These approaches allowed Raven to connect to key aspects of her personal identity. In
childhood, she was “a big fan of Captain Planet,” a cartoon in which “Gaia,” embodying the
spirit of the Earth, endows a transnational group of youth (the “Planeteers”) with special powers
to protect her by collectively manifesting the super-entity “Captain Planet.” Raven privately
nurtured a sense of purpose that incorporated this story, which she felt most of her friends and
family could not understand. Encountering Community Roots, she felt she had found a place of
belonging, where others shared her interests. Raven viewed the program as a safe place to
realize, “a life-long passion” and recalled being, “on fire.” She wanted to spend more time in
this environment, increase her knowledge and use it to make a difference in the world. As she
gained understanding, she developed a sense of agency: “that I can do something” about the
environmental injustices and threats that concerned her, “as opposed to being just, like, there.”
After completing Community Roots, Raven responded to an email I circulated and
applied for an internship with Teens for Food Justice (TFFJ),33 a non-profit promoting youth
leadership and food access in underserved communities. There she learned to build and maintain
a hydroponics system and worked with middle school youth. We also arranged a summer
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https://www.teensforfoodjustice.org
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internship at Bluestone Farm and Living Arts Center,34 a biodynamic farm we visited during
Raven’s first summer. Overseen by nuns connected to a school I attended as a child, Bluestone’s
ministry is land-stewardship and transmission of “living arts” knowledge. Raven learned about
biodynamic farming and helped to care for a cow, who calved while she was there. During high
school and college, Raven returned for three summers as a Community Roots mentor and led the
academic year eco-internship program for two, sharing what she was learning with near peers.
Raven continued to advance her knowledge and skill through internships, work and
college, where she pursued a major in sustainability and environmental science. These
experiences afforded spaces for her to develop, connect and apply her multiple interests and
talents (including science, sustainability, design and construction, visual media, teaching and
data analytics) and contributed to a solidifying focus on her long-held “passion.” Now a college
senior, Raven has several years of full-time experience in her chosen field: until the Covid-19
pandemic, she worked at TFFJ managing a middle school hydroponic farm. Mentoring and
teaching younger people, getting to “share my passion,” Raven told me, brought her a great sense
of validation.
In her notebook from the course, which Raven still returns to periodically, she showed
me a cartoon she drew her first summer, depicting her interpretation of Freire’s “Banking Model
of Education” (Freire, 1970). In the picture, an eager, smiling teacher prepares to deposit
academic STEM content into the open cranium of a guileless, receptive student, whose t-shirt
reads: “you are the bank.” The caption reads: “It’s like we open our skull up and the teacher puts
something in there. Then you withdraw it for tests, like the Regents.” (Figure 10)

34

https://bluestonefarmbrewster.com
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Figure 10: Raven’s illustration of the Banking Model of Education (used with artist’s permission)

Discussion of Raven’s reflections
Raven’s reflections depicted a young person’s intensifying application of agency, as she
pursued and leveraged opportunities to be affirmed in a privately held sense of identity that she
had thus far felt unable to fully express. As I re-read her narrative, I clearly recalled her first
summer in Community Roots. A fifteen-year-old rising 11th grader, who often stayed after class
to ask questions or help straighten the art lab where we met, she struck me, my co-teacher and
the mentors as quiet and uncertain but curious, eager and talented. It did not occur to me that she
was “not doing well” in school, though I did sense she had found something in the program’s
environment that was missing for her in school. Based on the TAS construct, I have recognized
that Raven, who presented as shy or lacking confidence, was in fact actively seeking affirmation,
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community and opportunity to grow the sense of environmental agency and identity she
nurtured.
Raven continued actively pursuing her socio-environmental identity in different spaces,
gaining confidence and commitment as she thoughtfully chose studies, research, work,
community, and volunteerism that matched it. She promoted the Participatory Budgeting effort
that led to construction of a playground-garden, near her school and used by our program
(officially opened to a community desperate for outdoor space on Labor Day 2020, during the
Covid-19 pandemic). As a mentor, Raven processed her knowledge in Community Roots, for
instance connecting her lived-experience of climate-related flooding and her growing academic
knowledge of environmental science to concepts explored in the program, such as gentrification.
Within this ongoing and communitarian process, as described in the TAS, Raven’s increasingly
focused use of agency to pursue environmental interests meaningful to her transformed both
herself and the environments and communities she engaged with, based on an explicit belief that
she could help make a better future possible, “as opposed to just, like, being there.”
“Anabeth’: An overwhelming sense of freedom
“The oppressed, having internalized the image of the oppressor and adopted his guidelines, are
fearful of freedom” (Freire, 1970/2006, p. 47 ).
“Anabeth,” who described herself as “a 1st-generation American-born Chinese woman of
color,” was a rising sophomore in a rigorous high school STEM track when she enrolled in
Community Roots. “[F]orced to choose” a summer program by her parents, she knew which one
she wanted:
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I...remember the word gardens...I…imagined it...like all those community
gardening activities on TV and how happy they looked...I...wanted to try that, not
necessarily working with other people but...planting something and watching it
grow because my grandmother has a garden...and everything she touches…
magically grows.

Her initial motivation was thus based on positive, familial experience and associations.
Anabeth’s excitement shifted to uncertainty, however, when she encountered:

a lot more freedom given to students compared to traditional classroom settings...
the openness of allowing us to express ourselves and give our thoughts...bring in
our ideas and in turn teach each other. It was...almost overwhelming...We were
never given that kind of opportunity...in the classrooms as we were growing up.

Anabeth enjoyed her sense of freedom in the garden but was hesitant to trust it in the classroom:

[I]n the gardens...the feeling of openness really...showed itself. Like, in the
classroom we were given it, but I didn’t feel it. But outside we were given it, and
I felt it. [T]here was not...that kind of heavy presence as there was in the
classroom… I think it’s because...in a classroom...having that invisible
presence...it kind of translated from school classrooms to the classroom we were
in...even though it was not necessarily the same...It was like a habitual presence
...feeling like I...was...not necessarily in control.
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Anabeth’s description of traditional classroom culture as restrictive or oppressive called to mind
Foucault’s (1970) analysis of the panoptical phenomenon: feeling watched, even when one is
not, out of a sense of surveillance built into the structure of one’s environment.
Anabeth’s attraction to the garden spaces drew her into an eco-internship, but invited to
return as a summer program mentor, she was again doubtful:
I was like, “I don’t know if I’ll be able to do that. I don’t know if I’m qualified,”
in terms of skills and having such a leadership position. Because I’ve never
experienced that before, I felt like I would be very docile and that I wouldn’t help
in the program much...I remember spending quite a while thinking about it.
Despite being her family’s oldest sibling and a leader at home, Anabeth worked hard to find
confidence as a classroom leader. She was used to other people taking charge outside her home,
particularly in school, she said. Her first year as a mentor, she struggled to be social and
participatory in class, or to facilitate activities for her garden group. She gradually shifted from
familiar patterns of navigating as a “student” to those of a “leader” by watching the other
mentors, especially Raven, who she viewed as a strong leader who instilled commitment.
Anabeth noted and tried strategies others used, assessing the results and developing her own
style.
After being “constantly asked for input” in the program, Anabeth eventually came to
believe that her contributions truly mattered, at least in Community Roots. In her second year
studying environmental ecology at a state university when we recorded our conversation, she had
yet to find another learning environment that allowed her as much freedom, ownership and
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agency or attended to the classroom trust-building that would allow this kind of interaction.
After graduating college, Anabeth enrolled in a master’s degree program in education, with plans
to pursue critical and culturally affirming science pedagogies in middle school settings.
Discussion of Anabeth’s reflections
A striking aspect of Anabeth’s reflections was how clearly she articulated the trepidation
she felt in Community Roots when first confronted with its freedoms, particularly to share in
meaning-making. Anabeth (and others) described prior learning experiences in traditional
classrooms, where rote, unidirectional instruction was the norm and grades (which largely
determined a student’s college going opportunities) were based on faithful reproduction of
students’ lecture notes or textbook content. Faced with the request that she share her own
thoughts Anabeth’s mistrust called to mind the constraining impacts described by Dewey (1915),
Freire (1970), and Foucault (1970) of learning environments intended to control rather than
encourage human development. For Anabeth, who was motivated to join the program out of a
strong, personal connection to gardening, the feeling of liberation she recalled feeling in garden
spaces contrasted with the “heavy presence” she felt in the classroom, not imposed but carried
within her from other learning experiences. A key part of Anabeth’s transformation was
choosing to express and develop her identity, first as a learner and then as a leader, in a space in
which she initially, and reasonably, suspected she might not be completely safe in doing so.
In alluding to this transformation, Anabeth’s reflections also suggested the importance of
exchange, within a learning environment where each person’s contribution is recognized as
“unique and irreplaceable” (Stetsenko, 2017). Anabeth mentions how others helped her establish
a foundation to build on, while affirming that her contribution was valued. Thus, initially
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uncertain of her safety to share her thoughts in the “non-hegemonic” (experiential, critical,
constructivist and interactive) crit-trans learning environment of Community Roots, she came to
trust it, due to “constantly being asked for input.” Later, grappling to establish a personal
leadership style, both her experiences as an older sibling and the other mentors provided
experimental models for her.
Throughout this process, Anabeth’s own initiative, or agency, was clearly reflected in her
determination to meet the personal challenges the program presented, seek help from peers, and
ultimately choose a career in teaching. The latter suggested to me that Anabeth had established a
sense of activist identity, based on the affordances she encountered in Community Roots, that
she planned to intentionally develop as a teacher. In a photo that Anabeth and I placed into a
conference poster presentation about leadership development in the program, Anabeth is
kayaking for the first time, on a trip led by NYC park rangers, in nearby Jamaica Bay Wildlife
Refuge, which straddles Brooklyn and Queens, N.Y. Holding her paddle overhead as part of a
rowing technique she was practicing, she looks strong and confident (Figure 11). The caption,
from a bio she wrote for her action plan while enrolled in Community Roots, reads:
My name is [Anabeth] and I’m 16 years old. I am a Chinese-born American
living in Brooklyn...I am an upcoming senior...I enjoy listening to music,
watching dramas and caring for plants. I prefer staying at home rather than going
out. I want to go into an environmental major in college. I consider myself a
feminist.
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Figure 11: Anabeth kayaking in Jamaica Bay (author’s photo)

“Alex”: Reexamining tradition

A state university undergraduate when we recorded our conversation, Alex identified as,
“an Asian American tomboy studying Computer Science with interests in sustainable
technology.” She joined Community Roots after her sophomore high school year and returned to
mentor during both high school and college. Alex learned about the program when Anabeth,
who had participated the previous summer, invited her to join the school-year eco-internship.
Alex did so, “out of boredom,” thinking the Friday after-school activity would be a good “timewaster,” an excuse to end her week socializing with friends rather than going straight home.
Alex’s parents ran a laundromat, and she and her siblings typically headed there after school,
helping out and doing homework. At eco-internship, in addition to gardening and socializing,
Alex was intrigued by conversations that gravitated towards “political” and “racial” topics she
found interesting. She decided to enroll in the summer program the following July.
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Like others, Alex expected a “normal” classroom, with orderly student rows and a
lecturing teacher at the front. It felt novel to have discussions in which youth and adults “talked
critically,” particularly about education. She appreciated the “student based,” approach, with
plans outlined but ultimately shaped by participants, as they brought experiences and interests
into the classroom. Listening to peers with roots in the Caribbean, Southern United States, Asia
and Eastern Europe share their knowledge and perceptions, she felt the exposure to different
ideas broadening her own perspective. Most classrooms she had been in before (and since) were
neither culturally nor physically designed to promote this kind of exchange. “In English
classes,” she told me as an example, “they say there is no wrong answer, but it’s not true because
people still get shut down.”

Alex initially found the unsettling of traditional classroom power dynamics remarkable.
She attributed this to cultural traditions concerning authority figures, such as elders in one’s
family and schools, who are conceived as reflections of the authority embodied in Chinese
culture by dynastic rulers.

So...in Asian culture we were taught from birth respect, in a sense that as long as
someone is older than you or in a higher position...what they say is most always
right...[In] traditional classrooms, we always have this idea like, ‘Oh, you know,
well, the teacher is in the high position and the elder, so they should have more
knowledge’...But coming into the program...the goal is for both teacher and
students to share power and...exchange knowledge...ideas and opinions.
Even when a young person believed what an elder said was wrong, it would be considered
disrespectful in her culture to contradict them, she said. While Alex began to question the nature
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of authority before entering the program, because her own parents “weren't strict on it, so it
wasn't as bad,” these internalized beliefs made encounters with the affordances of liberatory
pedagogy challenging, especially in the beginning.
At the same time, Alex connected her parents’ and her own openness to some ideas
introduced in Community Roots to lifeways she viewed as integral to her culture and matters of
necessity in her family and community. For example, the concept we referred to as
“sustainability” was initially a new framing of environmental education for Alex. As she was
exposed to the concept “in real life,” however, during trips and activities, she came to understand
“sustainability, or whatever,” (as she called it) as merely a formal term for what was a “normal”
way of life to her. Growing one’s own food, no matter the place or conditions, for example, was
familiar:

So in my family we have...part...of our roof that my dad has buckets over, and every
summer he would plant winter melons and…other types of melons...and he would bring
us outside and we would, you know, do it together, water and...weed them. So coming in
I had a little bit of gardening experience…I enjoyed gardening because it was...bonding
time with...my family and...my friends who garden, and we would talk about stuff.

The culture of thrift was similarly familiar:

So we would always save every bag we have...Every little container, as long as it
was clean, we will save it because of ideas we might use it in the future. Food, as
long as we have even a little bit of leftover, it’s kind of like, ‘Oh, we can use it
tomorrow.’ So for us growing up, we learned not to be wasteful.
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The program’s emphasis on “sustainability” thus became an affirmation of her lived experience,
leading to recognition of an area of expertise she possessed.
Alex’s familial upbringing additionally prepared her to self-advocate in ways that
Community Roots promoted. Cantonese speakers raising their family in an English-speaking
country, her parents urged their children to develop multi-linguistic and interpersonal skills by
being outgoing. The autonomy Alex developed as a result helped her navigate the gendered
constraints she encountered as a female growing up within a traditional culture. Uninterested in
dressing like most girls she knew, or engaging in the same activities, Alex felt most at home with
boys, a source of tension with her mother. When Alex persisted in expressing her identity, her
mother eventually softened, telling Alex to “just be happy” and freeing her to, “find my own
self,” which Alex associated with (respectfully) questioning tradition. She noted that in the
program (where females have always predominated) both male and female participants “tend to
be open minded” about gendered dynamics. She therefore felt comfortable in this both unusual
and familiar environment, where all participants’ voices, as long as they were respectful of
others, were valued.
Returning as a mentor, Alex was no longer “wary” of sharing her ideas since she was
familiar with the program and other facilitators. In fact, having engaged in an environment
where youth and adults share responsibility “to teach and learn from each other,” she brought
new expectations to other learning spaces she encountered: “Sometimes teachers don’t want you
to speak,” she noted, behaving as if “they know everything” and refusing to acknowledge
“culturally-determined or other opposing [young people’s] views.” She observed that in her
experience, the educational system “limits student power” by strictly framing youth as
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“learners,” excluding them as experts in their own experiences and co-producers of knowledge.
She still struggled with the constraints of tradition at times, she said: “Even now, it’s so hard.
You get slammed for going against culture and tradition, and sometimes I can’t do it.” However,
she told me, she still uses what she learned in the program all the time, and her involvement has
made her “a better person...a better version of myself.”
Discussion of Alex’s reflections:
Alex’s reflections touch on a key aspect of the TAS: that developing agency involves a
coming into what is already nascent in oneself. Her description of the transformation that took
place within her, as a result of her engagement in the program, emphasized that she became not a
different person but “a better version of myself,” as she phrased it. Coming from what she called
a “traditional” culture, with gendered, age-related strictures, Alex approached the liberatory
aspects of the program in a spirit of conscious, critical reflection. That is, she recognized that
she was encountering a culture different from those she was accustomed to at home and in
school, and she identified specific points of convergence (“sustainability”) and tension (attitude
towards authority; gendered roles) between them that felt personally meaningful to her.

Alex then engaged in an active process of interrogation, in which she examined her
culture as well as that of Community Roots and, applying her intelligence and discernment,
arrived at a deeper understanding and more conscious relationship with both that contributed to
her unique sense of selfhood. That this sense of self was an agentic or activist self was implied
in her statement about traditional school learning environments, which she was able to recognize
as marginalizing or oppressing learners through specific techniques. In this framing, her final
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statement, that resisting authority is often “hard,” and that sometimes she is unable to do so,
implies that exercising her agency in the world is something she consciously continues to pursue.
“Damion”: Finding Safety in Spaces

Damion enrolled in Community Roots just after his high school freshman year, at the
start of an unimaginably difficult summer, when he and his family lost his mother to illness.
When we spoke, he described entering the program with positive associations connecting
gardening to their close relationship: “I had a little bit of a green thumb,” he said, “from trying to
grow houseplants and produce,” in the living space he and his mother shared in his
grandmother’s home.

Damion recalled a protective home life, reinforced by the loss of his mother, which left
him in his grandmother’s care. The theme of safety recurred throughout his reflections:

[H]onestly, I just stay in Brooklyn. And being a Brooklyn boy from the South, I
don’t explore what’s really out there...Especially because when I was young, I
was kind of sheltered, and my grandmother continued on with that. [I]t was
always, ‘Where are you? Come home by 6:00 p.m. before the sun is out.’ [G]oing
to Manhattan wasn’t anything that I did when I was younger.

In Community Roots, he told me, the most important skill he gained was confidence navigating
new environments:
Just exploring New York City...seeing what’s out there for me...Getting a lot of
freedom came from this program. I...stood my ground and started to feel like
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there were different places that I can go. Like kayaking today. Even now my
grandmother is a little bit skeptical of me going. (laughs) [T]his morning when I
reminded her that I was going, she said, ‘So I’m going to have to pray all day.’ I
was like, ‘Yes, you can pray, but I’ll be fine.’ So just getting that freedom was
essential and really came from this program.

Damion had returned to mentor in the program and was approaching his third year of living away
at college when we recorded our conversation. Cognizant of his family’s concerns for his safety,
likely based in part on lived experience with racialized discrimination and violence, he
appreciated the impact of experiential learning on his sense of confidence navigating new spaces
and encounters.

Damion also raised the topic of safety in relation to his grandmother, often alone when he
was away at college. He hoped to improve the soil in her backyard and establish planting beds
there, to create a “safe place” for her to spend time outdoors engaged in an activity whose value
they both appreciated:
My grandmother, she’s from the South, so she actually grew up...growing corn,
things like that. So she had...knowledge, but she didn’t continue on with growing
in her...backyard, which is kind of sad.... Out of the year she’s there more than I
am. So I want her to be able to go in her backyard and have something to do as a
hobby… I wanted that to be a safe space for her to go...and do some work of her
own.
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Confident in the knowledge he was gaining in Community Roots and in school, Damion was
eager to improve his grandmother’s environment and enhance her safety.
Damion’s concerns about safety also encompassed his extended family and community.
Based on personal observation, he understood them to be disproportionately impacted by food
insecurity and its impacts on health, as well as by the economic, physical and emotional toll of
gentrification. His encounter with experiential elements of Community Roots appeared to have
instilled in him not only a sense of personal safety but a sense that he was capable of applying
and sharing knowledge to intervene effectively in the world in ways meaningful to him. Damion
expressed a strong desire to teach others about the topics of food and health in particular, as a
first step in empowering them with tools to understand and attempt to improve their health.
In his participant bio, Damion described himself as, “an undergraduate at State University
of New York, pursuing a degree in Medical Technology with a minor in Psychology.”
Describing his interests, he wrote: “I spend my free time writing short stories and hiking
trailways in local state parks. Along with my newfound interest in freewriting, I have picked up
mindfulness and yoga.” Finally, he described his family: “I grew up alongside four siblings in
Brooklyn, New York. My blended family containing roots from Sudan, Puerto Rico, and Ireland
played a major role in my experiences and maturation.”
Discussion of Damion’s reflections
Damion’s reflections are interesting to me for several reasons. First, as the only male to
return as a mentor, his perspective on participating in Community Roots, while not universally
representative, is unique. Notably, while he mentioned two key female figures in his life, his
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mother and grandmother, he was one of few mentors who did not mention the significance of
gender or gendered role models in the program. Though it was not possible to draw conclusions
from this, I wondered how the absence of male leaders in the program might have affected
Damion’s experience. Second, Damion was the only mentor to mention safety as a primary
concern and increased sense of safety as an affordance of the experiential program components.
While we did not delve deeply into why, I surmised from his statement that he was, “a Brooklyn
boy from the South,” expected to be home before sundown, that his family’s protectiveness of
him was in part a reflection of trauma and fear, based on generational consciousness, or
experience, of racist and gendered oppression and violence. As a Black male, simply entering
spaces where others might perceive him as “not belonging” could place Damion at risk.
From this perspective, Damion’s narrative reflected his active/agentic use of the crit-trans
framework’s experiential affordances to claim his sense of entitlement occupying new spaces. In
doing so, Damion was actively grappling with several related and critically important
(socio)environmental justice issues. These include the safety or vulnerability of Black bodies in
public spaces and the unspoken assumptions about who “belongs” in the outdoors. In Damion’s
story, what began as the courage to explore “what’s out there for me” in the safety of the class
community built over time, as he ventured farther afield and more independently. Eventually, he
intentionally developed sufficient confidence to “stand my ground,” reassuring his grandmother
that he would be safe and claiming spaces and activities (hiking, meditation, kayaking, yoga)
frequently and legitimately critiqued as racialized and exclusionary. Like other mentors, Damion
then determined to leverage his own burgeoning knowledge and confidence to promote positive
change for others, in a personally meaningful way. From the TAS perspective, I see Damion’s
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assertion of himself in new spaces as a radical act, transformative of both himself and the spaces
he entered.
“Ashley”: “Out of experience and into experience”
Ashley’s bio read: “I was born in Aruba and currently live in Brooklyn. I’m majoring in
criminology and minoring in creative writing at [College Y], hoping to add another minor in
political science or law. I’m passionate about environmental studies, history, restorative justice
and being involved in community, and I’m very eager to learn new things.” During our
conversation, Ashley frequently described herself in relation to her ideas about experience.
Ashley joined Community Roots the summer before 12th grade, just a few months after arriving
in Brooklyn from Aruba, where she had lived all her life. Initially, she mentioned experience as
something external to herself that she felt she lacked when she arrived. During her reflections,
however, her perspective gradually shifted, reflecting a dawning sense of her experience as a
field to engage with and eventually as an internal quality, accessed by actively processing the
growing substance of her life, which she recognized as worthy of attention. This change
appeared to connect to a developing sense of identity and autonomy, catalyzed in part by her
engagement in Community Roots.
When Ashley applied to Community Roots, at a high school counselor’s suggestion, the
concept of “college readiness” was unfamiliar: “I didn't know what it meant because I had
never… done anything like that. They didn't have it in my country.” Environmental education
felt equally unfamiliar: “I've never known what gentrification meant...what compost meant...how
to garden...what...eating healthy meant.” Curious and hopeful that the experience might be of
value to her later, however, she applied and was accepted.
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Ashley imagined a classroom like those she had encountered in both Aruba and
Brooklyn: “sitting in front of a textbook...a teacher lecturing us...taking notes...I've been taught
in school for most of my years...the teacher's view is...what you...follow, and you don't...look
anywhere else or do anything else.” She therefore recalled surprise and excitement at the
course’s experiential components, especially gardening and field trips:
[W]hen I was outside...I understood more about what was happening inside the
classroom, and...all these things that's happening in the world that we're not aware
of. [G]etting to go on school trips, like the farmers’ market, I never had it in my
country, and I've never seen anything like it when I came to New York. I found
that extremely amazing.
These first memories of the program reflect Ashley’s initial assessment of her “lack” of
experience.
As she began describing the program’s youth-structured spaces, however, her allusion to
experience seemed to subtly shift:
[O]ur mentors and [instructor, Amaya]...allowed us to...navigate the spaces on our
own...to...explore...and to just...notice everything around us, and see...the space
that we're in at the moment...They...allowed us to take the lead...And, coming into
a space and environment that you just did something that's not ingrained in a text
book or...planning it out yourself and seeing...where it would go...I...like that
because that's what brought me...to be like, ‘Now I know that I have this
leadership skill in me.’ They...taught us to be independent, and that's what I
appreciated most of all the experiences outside of the classroom.
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In this passage, Ashley described experience as something generated through engagement, rather
than merely acquired, a subtle but important distinction that will be echoed by instructors as
well.
Ashley then described how the program’s components both reinforced one another and
afforded multiple opportunities for participants, collectively and autonomously (i.e.: free from
adult mediation and unanchored from the classroom) to process their experiences:

[Community Roots] allowed us to...go outside, interact with each other, interact
with nature, interact with a mentor, and then come back inside and do some
work...We talked...about what we've learned throughout this day, what we did in
our gardens. And after...you had these people who you could go out with, grab
lunch, talk about how amazing the day was, and what you found interesting.
Indeed, as Ashley suggests, much meaningful discussion and exploration occurred
outside the program’s physical and temporal boundaries and structures, as participants
and mentors formed friendships and initiated independent gatherings.
After her reflections on these aspects of the program, I asked Ashley what she felt she
had brought to Community Roots. She then seemed to more readily acknowledge the value of
the experience and perspective she possessed before she came to the program, and how they
shaped what she encountered there: “I brought myself, from Aruba...where I was brought up,”
she began. This was meaningful, she continued
because a lot of people don't appreciate what they have...and they don't
acknowledge the environment. And you know that’s...all we have. The trees that
support us with oxygen and life... All of the animals, we eat them, but people
don't understand that...they're becoming depleted. [I]f we keep on...continuing
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our same actions then there's going to be a consequence... But that's very
important to me because I appreciate what I have. I most importantly appreciate
nature and all that it’s given us... I’m very fond of the ocean, growing up on an
island surrounded by nothing but water...
Here, Ashley seemed to acknowledge that her prior experience and unique perspective actually
influenced who she was and how she engaged with (as opposed to being impacted by) the
program.
Ashley cited relatable mentors as giving her faith in her potential to develop: “[H]aving
these wonderful, young, intelligent, strong women who just...embarked on their journey in
college...discovering who they wanted to be and...find[ing] themselves throughout the process... I
feel like that was very significant to me.” Reflecting on her own return as a mentor, Ashley
explicitly acknowledged her own growth:
From where I stand now compared to where I was…the same expression I had...I
saw on other students' faces... And just watching them grow throughout the
program and develop into a person who we've gotten to...grow out of their
shell...the person who was at first shy in the class, now speaking up and being
more involved, wanting to interact with other students and getting to know the
mentors, and wanting to know more about what they've been taught, and asking
questions…it's really great!
Again, in this passage, Ashley’s description of learning and growth reflects a sense of
process and engagement in community, rather than merely a sense of acquiring
experience.
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Finally, Ashley shared how she felt as a co-researcher, when she, Raven and I presented
at a mentoring conference:
The overall experience...was great...getting the time to...reflect on...our past
experience...and sharing...not only what we learned from Community Roots
but...the things that we experienced and have endured...throughout our
lives...having our own space to talk...the opportunity to share my
experiences...to...put all of that in writing...and allowing other people to see it
and...learn from our experiences...
I was particularly struck, here, by how distinctly Ashley articulated that the experiential
substance of her life is equally as worthy of attention as what she learned in Community Roots,
both separately and as they inform one another.
Discussion of Ashley’s reflections
In reading Ashley’s reflections, I initially saw them as the story of a young person
“lacking exposure,” who gained confidence with increased experience and knowledge. Through
the TAS lens, my perception of the story shifted significantly. I began to understand Ashley as
someone who possessed significant life-experience but who lacked the belief that she was
authorized to process, learn from, and employ it for herself. Ashley’s description of how she
was conditioned to behave in school was particularly poignant: “I've been taught...the teacher's
view is...what you...follow, and you don't...look anywhere else or do anything else.” Indeed,
being afforded the opportunity to explore and process even simple experiences for herself made a
difference in how she perceived herself: “They...allowed us to take the lead...Now I know that I
have this leadership skill in me. They...taught us to be independent.” Ashley went on to
perfectly describe the shared, communal exchanges of ideas that Stetsenko (2017) theorized
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fosters TAS. In Ashley’s case this occurred between mentors, including Ashley, who processed
their experiences together as they socialized outside the program.
By the end of her reflections, Ashley had reached a point of recognition: She
acknowledged her own growth during the time in which she engaged in Community Roots,
additionally recognizing that shyness born of conditioning, not lack of experience, may have
impacted her early engagement in the program, as it did for students who enrolled after her. She
also acknowledged the value of her lifetime of experiences, including her deep connection to
nature, as an Aruban who grew up “surrounded by water.” Ashley reached this point not so
much through gaining more experience but through confidently reflecting on her experiences, as
someone capable of making sense of them for herself, as well as by processing them with other
individuals. I see in Ashley’s story a clear instantiation of development of TAS by a young
person exposed to an environment in which it is assumed that every learner’s voice is invaluable.
“Rae”: “You don’t feel that way in any other course”
Rae enrolled in Community Roots the summer before her senior high school year, excited
based on her prior interests in food systems, consumption and waste. Earnest about college
preparation, she had taken another course in our program and was expecting a similar routine:
“tests...lessons...we take notes. We know we have a certain section in our binder.” However, “It
was nothing like what I expected,” she said, describing a learning experience that connected the
classroom to her home, community, and world and engendered pride, responsibility, and
ultimately independence that she found compelling.
Prior to Community Roots, Rae could not recall course content being tangibly relevant to
her life outside the classroom: “I've never taken a class that focused on life, like the world we
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live in today,” she said, citing several ways that course content or activities related to her
personal or community life. As a young Afro-Caribbean woman, for example, Rae was excited
to encounter the “DIY” self-care esthetic during Consumer Culture week and to take home
inexpensive, non-toxic preparations we made in class as alternatives to lab-manufactured skin
and hair moisturizers marketed to women. During the Land and Place unit, she was electrified to
encounter the concept of gentrification and to discuss it with her mother. They had recently
noticed: “White people are coming into the neighborhood...There are...many apartment buildings
they're building between other houses. Like, you know...they came, they...took over…” That
week’s classroom activities, she said, engendered intensive discussion, in class and in homes, as
many participants lived in, or were being priced out of changing communities and were eager to
understand what was happening, why, and what action might be effective in response.
Both the program’s topics and the pedagogy, Rae said, made her feel, “grown up.” In
traditional classrooms, she said, “The teacher...lectures...about things that half the time we're not
even interested in…” triggering an automatic response to internalized conditioning: “It's in our
heads:...‘OK, so I know I have to copy this down. We're gonna get a test later on it.’" In
Community Roots participants were instead asked to probe their own responses and questions in
frequent, informal writing assignments that were incorporated into class discussions. “In school
I didn't really do journals, and if I did, they were in English class, not science,” she said, alluding
to disciplinary siloing as well as notion of science as a set of facts to be memorized, not to
critically engage with. Participants were also encouraged to generate their own topic and scope
for final projects, rather than being assigned one or provided a list to choose from. “I was able to
think...about something that I didn't have to be told to think about…[T]hat was pretty cool.”
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Rae noted that many forms of engagement were valued in the program, challenging
participants in various ways and offering varied opportunities to demonstrate effort and test their
abilities. “Working in the gardens, I felt as if I had more of a responsibility than I would ever
have in school,” she said. “I think the most surprising thing was not getting tests or quizzes...the
fact that we were...graded on participation, working in gardens...our journals...and...projects.”
She felt this approach afforded the mentors and instructor a holistic view of each individual,
rather than only a reflection of performance on standard assessments. “I feel like my professor
and my mentors...got a chance to know me...so I feel like the...grades were a good representation
of what I can do.”
Rae was proud of her capacities and appreciated being encouraged to bring aspects of her
identity to the program, particularly her sense of leadership and responsibility:
[A]t home I have a lot of...responsibilities...I have a lot of siblings so...I’m always
taking care of them and offering advice. I'm the oldest. So to be in Community
Roots and to be with my...peers...working together...I love that. We're taking
responsibility… It makes you feel as if...you're part of the community.
Returning as a mentor thus felt like a natural step, allowing her to transfer her experience as an
older sibling into a leadership position outside her home.
I knew what the mentors meant to me and...wanted to do the same….to make sure
that your information is factual...that you make them feel comfortable, that they're
able to speak to you about certain things. You also want to be mindful of things
that are going on around the students...so if they have any problems or if they're
acting different...you just have to...be mindful that they're there and they look up
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to you, and they will probably ask for advice… I'm a big sister. I feel as if I'm
responsible.
Rae described her involvement in Community Roots as “a continuous learning experience,”
concluding, “I still add on to what I learned as a student.” Entering her freshman college year
when we spoke, she wrote in her bio: “I am 18 years old and a college student at [University X] a
Human Biology major. I am from a Caribbean cultural background. I...enjoy helping others,
contributing to my community, and spending time with family.”
Discussion of Rae’s reflections
Through the lens of the TAS, I found Rae’s reflection interesting for the degree to which
she described the relationship between Community Roots’ course content and her lived
experiences as co-constitutive. On one hand, the topics and activities she encountered in the
class, which she viewed as the first to be relevant to her life outside school, palpably impacted 1.
how she chose to behave as a consumer (less dependence on manufactured beauty products) and
2. how she viewed and spoke with family about changes in their community. On the other hand,
Rae’s experience as a leader in the home translated into her enactment of the mentoring role,
which she engaged in from the stance of a responsible, older sibling. As one of the youngest
mentors in the program, Rae displayed a high level of confidence about her leadership abilities
that she clearly attributed to her position as eldest sibling in the home, one that came with “lots of
responsibilities.” It is striking how quickly and effectively Rae was able to leverage this
experience to build on her existing leadership identity, when faced with the affordance of a
classroom in which learning is made relevant to participant experience and all participant
contributions are valued.
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Conclusions
My initial question about participant experience in Community Roots was, in essence,
what do we mean when we (adult and youth participants) say we found the experience
“transformative”? In their reflections, these seven youth participants have offered some insights
into what it means, for each of themselves. On first reading their reflections, even as I saw
common themes and references to specific program activities and components emerge, it was
difficult for me to discern patterns. Applying the concepts of “Affordances” and
“Transformative Activist Stance” to the reflections made possible a process of meaning-making,
which continues to unfold.
What has emerged clearly for me thus far as a result of the framing I employed is 1.
While there are common themes, each participant engaged with the program’s framework and
affordances in an individualistic way, via ideas and experiences meaningful to them. These
included choice and ownership in knowledge pursuit and knowledge making; finding affinity in
community; developing autonomy; claiming spaces; recognizing the value of one’s lived
experiences; and others. All of these can be understood as environmental concerns specific to
youth, though often absent from the narratives of environmental education. 2. The variation
within participants’ engagement with the same course in itself reflects how each of them, as
individuals with unique experiences, asserted their agency in engaging in the program. That is,
they leveraged (sometimes created) various affordances, brought to the fore aspects of their
identities that they wished to build on, and exercised preference and intellect in ways that
meaningfully impacted their lives. Finally, 3. Among the most important affordances for
participants was being given spaces to interact safely and without the constant sense of adult
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surveillance and judgement, and being assured that their contributions were valued and
respected.
In the following chapter, I will share four additional youth participant narratives that
share, to different degrees, the common thread of “solidarity consciousness,” which I will define.
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CHAPTER 6
YOUNG PEOPLE’S REFLECTIONS: TOWARDS A
“SOLIDARITY CONSCIOUSNESS”
Not all of us have the same oppressions, but we empathize and identify with each
other’s oppressions. We do not have the same ideology, nor do we derive similar
solutions...But these different affinities are not opposed to each other...I with my
own affinities and my people with theirs can live together and transform the
planet (Anzaldúa, 2001, p. 141).
In this chapter I will share narratives I shaped based on four young people’s reflections. I
have chosen to present them together because of the participants’ references to a common theme,
which also emerged from several adult participant narratives. I have called it “solidarity
consciousness” and have described it as the sense that one has a responsibility to acknowledge
the experiences of others, and mitigate their oppression, based on a belief in our shared
humanity. In conceptualizing solidarity consciousness, I have drawn on Dewey’s (1916) idea of,
“the common good,” Freire’s (1970) concept of conscientization, Furman’s and
Gruenewald/Greenwood’s (2004) concept of “education for a relational self,” and others.
I view solidarity consciousness as a critical tool of resistance to neoliberal logics, and
thus an important teaching and learning goal. Against market-oriented framings that posit
austerity and promote competition; silo knowledge and devalue certain kinds of knowledge; and
reproduce social inequalities, solidarity consciousness centers the premises that all human beings
(and arguably all living things) have intrinsic worth, that basic rights (one’s own or others) must
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be protected. While solidarity consciousness is nuanced, and manifests differently based on
individuals’ positionalities, I would argue that there can be no environmental justice without it.
The participants whose reflections are shared in this chapter reference ideas and
experiences they encountered within the “crit-trans” approach of Community Roots that suggest
the formation to varying degrees of solidarity consciousness, from nascent manifestations to
more developed expressions of this disposition. These reflections point to ways that, particularly
by contextualizing learning historically and within learner and teacher experiences, aspects of the
critic-trans approach foreground the intrinsic worth and humanity of every participant and afford
the space and safety to consider the implications of that understanding on one’s stance and action
in relation to others who are consciously viewed in this light. I will share the participants’
reflections in chronological order by year of participation, for clarity. In creating narratives from
their reflections, I have touched on all or most of the themes they addressed, to preserve their
contextualizations of their stories, while highlighting the theme of solidarity consciousness.
Iris: A profoundly feminist sense of (in)justice
Iris vehemently opposed joining “the gardening program” or any other activity the
summer before her senior high school year, but her mother was determined that Iris would not
spend “another summer on the living room sofa, reading.” Application deadlines for most
summer programs had passed, but Iris’s mother got her on the waitlist for Community Roots and
insisted she attend when a spot opened up. Iris resisted by refusing to engage: she regularly
arrived late, wore fancy sandals she would ruin if worn for gardening, objected to reading or
writing assignments (which she normally enjoyed) or skipped class entirely. “It was passiveaggressive sabotage,” she recalled, laughing.
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Over time, however, the course’s themes “grew on me.” Initially, the experience of
growing food drew her in. Iris began wondering about her mother’s experiences growing up on
St. Vincent, in the Caribbean, and asked if she had grown her own food there. Food connected
her family to home and culture, and her mother responded “with all these stories” of home. As
we explored the politics and economics of food systems along with gardening activities, Iris
realized that she had never considered the importance of farming and food in her life--even
though food access and insecurity shaped her experience almost as deeply as her family’s food
culture. “It wasn’t just the gardening program anymore...It felt like something deeper, a deeper
politicization,” she said.
Initially, Iris’s interest was quite literally food access. Among the program’s most
influential experiences for her was a trip to the member-owned Park Slope Food Coop,35 of
which I am a member. Established in 1972, its motto: “Good food at reasonable prices for
working members through cooperation,” reflects an aspirational vision of mutual aid for shared
resilience. Offered to participants as a living example of alternative community and economy,
the co-op represented something more immediate to Iris: a place to find abundant, healthy and
appealing food for prices far below a typical supermarket’s. When her parents dismissed the
coop as being “for white people,” reflecting their own “lived experiences, that racism and white
privilege shape what foods are available to people” (Adams and Pieroni, 2019), Iris joined on her
own.

Impressed with what Iris could purchase there, her mother eventually followed, as did
Iris’s younger sister. When her parents later separated, the coop became an important element of
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https://www.foodcoop.com
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her mother’s strategy to gain economic independence. Since that time, Iris has observed with
admiration her mother’s gradual but deliberate transformation into what Iris called, “a passionate
feminist”: Once uncertain whether she could manage emotionally and financially on her own,
she steadily built confidence both in her own worth and in her capacity to support herself and her
daughters. Iris’s mother also encouraged them, including the youngest, then an outgoing,
curious and intelligent elementary schooler, to pursue ambitious goals meaningful to them.
When we spoke, Iris felt her mother was happier and more self-sufficient than she ever recalled;
her youngest sister had earned a scholarship to an elite, private middle-school and was ardently
planning her future.

During Community Roots, based on connections between her own experiences and
course content, Iris recognized with growing excitement and concern the connections between
inequities in the food system that had been her initial interest and other systems that governed,
“the basic needs of all human beings.” As we discussed access to food, seeds, water, land and
clean air, and examined threats to autonomy over livelihoods (farmers bankrupted by Monsanto
for “stealing” copyrighted genetic material) or bodies (pharmaceutical companies copyrighting
breast cancer genes to profit from resulting treatments that many women could not afford) Iris
was stunned by a growing awareness of the impact of money on every aspect of human lives. “It
was just scary, honestly, to learn about,” she said. For Iris, these inequities represented, “a deep
violation of human rights...of the intrinsic worth of every human being.”
Iris came to view access to justice as the course’s undergirding theme: “After
Community Roots, environmental justice became the main lens through which I filtered the
world,” she said. It became “an intellectual anchor” for further exploration along experiential
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and intellectual paths. Iris was eager to engage around issues she had encountered in the
program that she had come to care about. During the struggle over the Campus Road
Community Garden, for example, she spoke fearlessly at a town hall meeting at the college,
defending the garden from her perspective as a community member and future CUNY student,
whose family experienced food insecurity. “I think [the college] should expand the garden to
feed more people, not replace it with a parking lot!”

As she navigated college, Iris built on relationships established in Community Roots or
the garden struggle, engaging in multiple environment-oriented social justice projects. She spent
a month in New Orleans, engaged in youth-led farming, during a post-Hurricane Katrina
recovery effort led by the grassroots organization NY2NO.36 She became active in Sustainable
Flatbush,37 a local community organization we partnered with, whose work focused on greening
and anti-racism initiatives. She volunteered at Recycle a Bicycle, 38 an organization with whom
we volunteered over summer, and there helped to found a national youth cycling conference, for
which she was the keynote speaker. Finally, she mentored in and co-taught Community Roots
with me, a collaboration I will discuss in more detail in a following chapter. In each of these
instances, significantly, Iris encountered multiple female leaders with whom she developed
lasting connections. As an undergraduate, Iris designed her own transdisciplinary major in
“Critical Black feminist and environmental studies,” which incorporated both academic and
experiential components. She then completed a law degree at U.C. Berkeley with a focus on
“the intersection of civil rights and environmental protection” and is currently pursuing a
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doctorate in history at Penn State University. “I see the law as one tool to affirmatively protect
historically dispossessed and/or oppressed people and to uproot white supremacy, she wrote,
“and I might become a litigator or a law professor.”
Discussion of Iris reflections
Via the lenses of Affordances and the TAS, Iris’s compelling reflections crystallized into
a narrative about her cultivation of a personal, activist and feminist sense of agency, based on
experience she brought to the program, affordances she encountered, and those she chose to
pursue during and as a result of her participation. Iris’s comments on her initial, active resistance
to participating reflected a strong sense of agency at work from the outset. Encountering study
of food systems, particularly food insecurity, her personal connection to the material transformed
her sense of the program’s significance and engendered investment in acting (applying her
agency) around what she was learning. As predicted in the TAS framework, this sense of
connection and agency intensified with each instance of her applying her will to choose new
experiences and shape her pathway forward. Iris’s difficult experience with food insecurity
became in a sense an affordance, catalyzing her engagement in the learning experience,
positioning her as a knowledgeable expert, and providing a pathway to utilize what she was
learning to enhance her life as she chose.
What Iris described as “a deeper politicization,” I view as a dawning of solidarity
consciousness, rooted in recognition of both intersectional and analogous oppressions that
constituted, “a deep violation of human rights...of the intrinsic worth of every human being.”
For Iris, this disposition began to develop with her understanding that the same economic system
that shaped her family’s food access also shaped every aspect of human experience, including
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access to health care, control over one’s body and livelihoods, and many other conditions. Her
understanding of intersectional oppression deepened as she witnessed her mother’s struggle, and
ultimate success, in achieving independence and supporting her family. The breadth and
investment Iris showed in the activities she engaged in over this extended period of evolution
demonstrated a commitment to understanding and easing different manifestations of oppression,
both those affecting her personally and those affecting equally human and different others. Iris’
expressed intention, to “affirmatively protect historically dispossessed and/or oppressed people
and to uproot white supremacy,” reflects a conscious, continued impact of solidarity
consciousness on her life choices, rooted in her actively connecting her lived experiences with
ideas and experiences she encountered in Community Roots and chose later. This process may
be viewed as a co-constitutive evolution towards a Transformative Activist Stance, based on
engagement between Iris’s lived experiences and the Affordances of the learning environments
she shaped and that simultaneously shaped her.
Queen: “I learned there was something that I didn't want to...let go.”
Rising seniors in their nearby school’s competitive “Humanities track,” Queen and a
friend applied to Community Roots thinking it sounded like a “fun,” “non-STEM” course:
“flowers and gardens...I could do that for this summer.” She “wasn't expecting the different
things that we were going to learn about and how we were going to learn.” It was “the first time
I saw a syllabus...a whole schedule of everything that we're going to do...[In high school] it's
never...laid out for you.” The physical demands were surprising: “[I]t was hard work...95
degrees, 100 degrees! We didn't even have a nice water supply...we had to...weed everything,
and it was...physically strenuous.”
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Yet Queen appreciated the immediacy of the experience:
We went out...and saw the things...we’re learning about...how things actually
happen in the real world, and in different places and spaces. [In a] typical class
you ...learn about hydroponics...and...get tested on it, like, the definition…but you
wouldn't ever really see hydroponics…[E]verything was in theory, it wasn't
real…[L]ife is not like biology class…[We got to] understand…photosynthesis
and things that can disrupt [it], like watering leaves in the hot sun, and it'll burn
through it, you know? That’s pretty important [laughing]!..Before that,
everything was…you're in a desk...learning...from the textbook...[C]oming
from...a regular high school curriculum...I could not...have expected what
Community Roots was.
She was thus excited by the experiential course components compared to the abstract
learning experiences offered in her (highly regarded) high school.
Queen lamented that these kinds of experience went “undervalued” in school, as if
legitimate learning took place only in classrooms, dispensed by teachers and consumed by
students. Non-traditional learning activities were cast as excuses “to get out of” doing “real”
work. Queen considered meaningful learning as having tangible impact outside school and
described Community Roots as “a space where we're actually making things happen in the real
world!” In fall of senior high school year, she recalled, she could see the sunflowers her
Community Roots team had planted the previous summer, in the garden across from her school:
They were so luscious and big!...I could be passing by with my friends and be
like, “Oh, hey, we did that!”...I was...really proud…[I]t's cool [to] get an A on a
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paper...but...this was so different...doing something in the real world where people
pass by every day…(Figure 12)
Queen experienced a similar feeling when she joined a local Participatory Budgeting (PB)
initiative through a relationship with the program. When her team’s proposal to install benches at
a nearby shopping and transportation hub was voted for implementation, she thought: “I
could...really, actively change, within my government.” When she later moved to the Bronx,
Queen contacted the local PB initiative and joined an urban farm. “I was done with Community
Roots, but I still really wanted to do that type of stuff....I learned there was something that I
didn't want to...let go.”

Queen also appreciated the wide-ranging and intellectually challenging course content
and how connections between topics were elucidated. In school, subject matter was strictly
delimited: “[E]verything is very separate: “Oh, this is art class. This is geometry. This is pre-cal,
you know?” As a result, “You never get what makes everything what it is.” In Community
Roots, as in life, she said, economics, race, and spirituality might all inform the same
conversation. She cited “Water Wars” (Burroughs, 2009), a documentary we watched, depicting
the struggle over water in Cochabamba, Bolivia, where a multinational consortium obtained
municipal water rights and prosecuted locals for collecting rainwater:

[I]n a spiritual sense, how can an entity say that water belongs to them, or the
rain?...It was like all those [topics]...intersect there, where I really got to
see...those subjects that I would have otherwise learned, or probably already
learned...separately. I got to see...how it all comes in together in the real world.
For her, has been termed “critical-transdisciplinarity” was simply a powerful mode of inquiry.
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Queen also appreciated feeling welcome to bring key aspects of herself to the program,
including prior knowledge of history and social movements:
I'm Haitian, and history is...big to us...things that we've done as the first Black
republic...I came in with that learning...about...race and ethnic history…[I]n
Community Roots, I was...able to tie that in [as] I've never done before...Cause
and effect...I feel like everything...we learned about the environment...was like
“Ah-ha!” [B]efore...things were...in...separate spheres.
The crit-trans practice of situating, contextualizing and historicizing knowledge thus provided an
affordance, allowing her to connect to her own experiences as well as connecting ideas.
Encountering relatable role models was also a key affordance for Queen. Community
Roots presented her with both diverse female role models (“tons of girls...with...a bunch of
women leading the program!) and particularly Black, female near-peer mentors. Queen
remembered being welcome to present as her complete and authentic self: “a Black woman...of
Afro-Caribbean descent...showing up as who I was.” In her school’s specialized Humanities
program, for the first time since pre-school, she had been “the only Black girl” in some classes,
“a big culture shock...a horrible experience.” A year ahead of her in the same program, Iris was
an inspiration. “[She] was doing a lot! It was...nice to see...the different...things that I could
do...to see somebody who's been through...a similar thing...and how they got through...I was like,
‘Oh, right, you could do that.’”
Engaging with diversity in the program also constituted an important affordance to
Queen. She often encountered what she called “cookbook” teachers, who “already have
something...in a book...with the right answer...what you should think.” If a student’s answer
didn’t match the authorized one, “they'll be like, ‘Oh, that was a good answer...Anyone else?’”
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dismissing the viewpoint. “[I]n… traditional education, everybody’s agreed:...That’s the truth;
that's not. I like a diversity of opinions.” Queen valued being asked her opinions and pressed to
examine them in light of other perspectives: “[M]aybe [Iris] would be like, “Oh, really? But
what about this?” Yet, “We didn’t have a textbook [and] it wasn't like...there was something that
I was supposed to say...[I]t made me feel like we were equals…It made me feel like a grown up.”
The program’s embrace of diversity also prompted her to seek understanding of others’ different
experiences. A Pentecostal Christian, Queen noted that Muslim classmates were fasting for
Ramadan during the program. One young woman (“she was from the Ashanti culture”) shared
her reasons for keeping the practice. That year, Queen fasted with her classmates, and “in
solidarity, [for] spiritual reasons,” continued the practice. “I'm happy,” she said, that “I met
people who...were able to offer that to me.”
She concluded: “Community Roots...unfolded...a lot of different things on how I
see...and...connect the world. [I]t's basically the [standard] to me on how environmental justice
should be done.” Citing the youth leadership component, she said: “It was...crazy...for me that
you put all that trust in [the mentors] and...in us...I feel like that was...really dope, and that really
touched me.” The year she graduated high school, I had invited Queen to mentor. “I was so
surprised...I'm like, ‘Whoa...I'm not qualified!” She declined, but visited while in college, where
she earned a bachelor’s degree and awards in sociology. Queen twice led Community Roots in
gratitude meditations (she was also teaching mindfulness to teens) before our final potlucks.
Having recently graduated college when we recorded our conversation, Queen seemed to
have grown in her appreciation of her own, vast capacities: She described herself as “a writer,
rapper and farmer from Brooklyn, NY...an Afro-Caribbean woman of Haitian descent and a
[College X] graduate...currently working on putting the social sciences in conversation with
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theology and eco-spirituality.” She has started a natural Black hair product business, posts
frequent food blog and performance videos, and works at a non-profit with incarcerated youth.
Discussion of Queen’s Reflections
Through the lenses of Affordances and the TAS, Queen’s narrative suggested, first, a
dynamic interplay between prior and new experience mediated by a strengthening sense of
personal agency and identity. Queen described in detail how the experiential, transdisciplinary
and contextual affordances of the program (gardening; films; open-ended dialog; diverse
perspectives; and relatable role-models) provided opportunities for her active engagement with
her own and others’ perspectives; her assessment of her impact, within contexts introduced by
the program, in the “real” world; and glimpses of available trajectories (gardening, local politics,
education) she could use to exercise her agency towards creating a better futurity. By the end of
Community Roots, while she still possessed doubts about her “qualification” to lead, she realized
that “there was something that I didn't want to...let go,” suggesting a conscious exercise of will.
Additionally, Queen’s encounter with both diversity of opinion and diversity of
experience, in a learning context in which diversity was respected, seems to have been
powerfully transformative for her. Being asked to share her opinion, and to consider multiple
perspectives, without the fear of being told her conclusions were unacceptable, made Queen feel
“like an equal” and “an adult,” capable of assessing, rather than simply memorizing information.
Being welcome to bring her authentic self, experiences, and interests gave Queen a sense of
entitlement and competence. Finally, having the opportunity to learn from others’ unique
experiences, an affordance Queen recognized as a gift, inspired her to connect to her sense of
spirituality to develop and act out of a sense of solidarity consciousness, wherein she chose, for
instance, to share in the experience of fasting and to work with incarcerated youth.
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Shiv: “More a community than a classroom”
When we spoke, Shiv had recently graduated from a state university with a degree in
Environmental Education and Interpretation and was clear that Community Roots had started her
on this path. On a high school science-track when she enrolled at 14, Shiv had considered
careers in nursing and teaching but “never anything so concrete,” she said. “[A]fter…
Community Roots, I had a lot more...interest in the environment...I took AP environmental
science...then...a college course in environmental science...inspired by my experience in
Community Roots.” By senior year, she decided to pursue environmental studies and was
accepted to a college known for the field.
For Shiv, a key affordance of Community Roots was its communitarian atmosphere: “I
felt like it was more of a community than a classroom,” she said. “I felt really comfortable...like
if I needed to share anything or talk to anyone...I could easily do that.” Encouragement to
reference lived experience “made me feel like I could be open...closer to my peers…than I did in
most other classrooms...I was more interested in the material because of that.” Shiv felt the
sense of community was fostered through de-centering: frequently shifting activities with various
facilitators created multiple focal points, groupings and interactions, in various spaces, rather
than centering a classroom and structuring interaction as a transmission from a teacher to a body
of students. The sense of community was also conveyed by an attitude of respect for students’
lived circumstances. For example, during summer Shiv was often responsible for her 8-year-old
brother. Being encouraged to bring him to Community Roots when needed meant she could both
fulfill a familial obligation and pursue an activity she enjoyed, making her feel cared for.
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Shiv’s learning experiences before and since Community Roots differed markedly from
that summer: Classes were “a lot more rigid in their structure as teacher-student...and...much
less interactive…[W]e shared a lot less about our own experiences.” At college, while she
“wasn’t discriminated against,” and it “didn't really bother me that much at first,” she noted that
most faculty and students were White and often found: “I’m the only minority in this class.” She
described feelings of alienation: “[I]t was sometimes...hard to relate...because [the majority
population] all seem to have similar experiences...the shows that they watch, the activities...they
do, and how they interact with their families. The holidays that they celebrated.” She had
sometimes felt Other-ed: “With certain...people who I have spoken to, I've thought to
myself...‘Wow, this person really has never talked to an Indian person before.’”
While at college Shiv’s interests in environmental science solidified around an
interdisciplinary conception that included public education. Her field, Environmental Education
and Interpretation, she wrote in her bio, would engage her in “communicating environmental
science with the general public in an understandable and relatable way. Shiv also mentioned
“psychology, sewing, animals, biking and swimming” as interests and described her goal as: “to
be the best person I can be and to take care of other people, animals and the environment.”
Discussion of Shiv’s reflections
In our conversation, Shiv spoke to the power of a diverse, yet solidaristic community,
where every learner is made to feel valued. I would argue that in Shiv’s story, the presence of
“solidarity consciousness” is felt as a spirit that perceptibly shapes the space and community,
rather than as a change in an individual’s own consciousness, as it appears in some reflections.
Solidarism informs how participants are treated and the ways they experience the program. For
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example, as Shiv recalled, Iris and I encouraged her to bring her younger brother to class, so she
could continue to attend. We did this out of recognition that participants’ lives were shaped by
many factors that at times constrained their capacities to access educational opportunities. Often
the onus is placed on youth to resolve such issues (for Shiv, her family’s dependence on her for
summer childcare) in order to meet the expectations of a situation (such as course-taking).
Instead, recognizing our affordance of flexibility, Iris and I chose to adapt our expectations to
meet Shiv where she was. Shiv experienced this gesture as being cared for.
Shiv’s story is also replete with references to the affordances of the crit-trans framework
and how it made her feel comfortable and engaged. Describing the class as “a community” in
which she felt “open” and “closer to my peers,” she identified facets of the framework as being
responsible: situating and contextualizing via discussion of course content in relation to young
people’s lived experiences; decentering hegemonic notions of knowledge and knowledge
production, via peer mentoring and affirmation of multiple, often culturally-connected ways of
knowing; and emphasizing process over product, via flexibility to incorporate young people’s
material realities (such as gendered responsibility for sibling care) into participation. Shiv cited
these as critical in bringing her to “care” about environmental issues, upon which she enacted her
own agency by taking additional environmental courses and gravitating towards a career in
informal environmental education. Her goal, “to be the best person I can be and to take care of
other people, animals and the environment,” reflects her intention to direct this agency towards a
more environmentally-just futurity, a facet of the TAS.
“Johanna”: Seeing outside the siloes
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A rising high school junior interested in natural sciences when she joined Community
Roots, Johanna expected, “to learn about the environment and maintaining a healthy lifestyle.”
However, the interdisciplinary concept of environmental justice, and studying the government's
role in interconnected environmental issues affecting communities were new to her: “It was not
something that was taught...at my school.” Johanna was struck by the range of environmental
issues and concepts (hydrofracking, gentrification, and environmental racism, for example) that
existed and their connections to, “health...or food disparities within...our neighborhoods.” Her
dawning awareness of these connections led to a turning point: “[I]t did...solidify my love for the
promotion of public health...in...low income or minority communities,” she said.

Johanna attributed her deep engagement to several factors, including hands-on
components that allowed her to “physically work through” topics encountered in the classroom
and the personal connections she felt to program staff: “I was able to gain a relationship with
you as my professor and...with my mentors, and through that relationship, I was able to learn
more, and it...heightened my interest.” Mentoring by relatable female role models was also
powerful for her:

I was able to work with women who are passionate about their careers...And that
...influenced me…[E]specially in high school, most of my professors were male.
I wasn’t really able to relate. But...the program, it was, you know, motherly,
maternal. It was women who were...in my shoes...once in their life and really
putting out initiatives that make them happy. Having somebody to look up to and
want to walk in their same footsteps….When I met her, I wanted to be like [Iris].
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Indeed, following her completion of both undergraduate and graduate degrees in public health,
Johanna established a youth-oriented food access initiative, born of her own passion and agency.

Johanna also echoed the observation that diversity played a strong role in her experience
of the course, adding notable details about her high school experience. In Community Roots,

the different cultural backgrounds made me understand intercultural
competence… the experiences of other people and working with them.
Especially...when we had our potluck...the different food [and] people who were
fasting. I was...not aware of...the traditional things that other people do within
their cultures
Johanna added:
I didn't get to have that experience in my high school...because the majority of my
high school were Black students. You rarely...met with other races in my
school… [We were all] from the Caribbean [and] made the same food, so I didn’t
really have that access to immerse myself in a different culture.
After her experience in Community Roots, Johanna determined that she would gain additional
exposure to different cultures, for the broader perspective it could afford her. Having taken
opportunities while in college to study abroad, in both Indonesia and Portugal, she told me, “This
is my perspective: that there's more to the world than...an American or Jamaican life-style, to
basically step outside of my comfort zone and reflect on the cultures of other people.”
Johanna maintained contact with me throughout college, agreeing to return as a mentor
during her post-freshman summer: “I was motivated to come back as a mentor, teaching others
about...health equity and ecological issues.” Her experiences in Community Roots had been key
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to her own developing identity as a public health professional. When she first came to the class,
she thought of herself as a “science person” and planned a college major in biology. However, at
her college, an HBCU with an exceptional record preparing young people for medical school,
biology majors were all in medical tracks. Johanna did not see herself following that trajectory:

[W]hen I got into college, I realized that biology was not something...I would be
passionate about. It was actually...my weakest subject...I broke down what I was
interested in...People think health, they think about medicine and doctors, but I
know public health is more than...medical matters. I get to address the well-being
of populations and societies. To determine...the health of next generations...
Initially unaware that pursuing a field that crossed disciplines was an option (“I didn’t realize
that when I studied science I could do more than just biology”), she concluded that majoring in
sociology and public health was a better option and remained very satisfied with her choice.
When we recorded our conversation, Johanna, who described herself as, “a JamaicanAmerican...raised in Brooklyn, New York,” was in Atlanta, pursuing a master’s degree in public
health, based on interests connected to her “cultural background.” Her foci were “transformative
leadership…community health development, and socio-economic determinants of health.” She
was also working for the planning office of a newly incorporated city near Atlanta, “a food
desert,” developing a youth-oriented greening and food-access education initiative based on
Community Roots and other models she encountered while in college. Johanna shared that the
program “really did impact my life and my career choice.”
Discussion of Johanna’s reflection
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For Johanna, the seeds of solidarity consciousness emerged as a result of her innate
curiosity. Exposed to diversity in a welcoming and sharing environment, Johanna felt that she
knew little about cultures and experiences different from her own and enjoyed the feeling of
learning about them. As she deliberately sought to experience and “reflect on other people’s
cultures,” Johanna noticed her perspective on her own cultures shifting, as she recognized “that
there's more to the world than...an American or Jamaican life-style.” Unfortunately, I did not
explore the topic further with Johanna; her thoughts offer insight into how she experienced
diversity in the learning environment and leveraged it to begin to develop curiosity about other
cultures and the foundations of a solidaristic sensibility.
Another key point in Johanna’s story was how her transdisciplinary experience in
Community Roots contributed to a nuanced conceptualization of science, and of disciplinarity
itself. This aided Johanna in imagining a more favorable pathway when the career goal she
formulated in high school did not pan out as she expected in college. For many youth, being “a
science person” means gravitating towards a career in medicine, only to discover (often with a
sense of failure) that premedical classes do not inspire the “passion” and determination needed to
succeed in them. When her school’s emphasis on pre-medical studies led Johanna to reconsider
her career path, she was prepared to look past the disciplinary silos. The moment became an
affordance, generative in that she chose to ask not whether she was worthy of a medical career,
but what career would satisfy the interests she felt passionate about. From the TAS perspective,
her reflection revealed a learner exercising agency in developing an identity, career, and activist
stance. By seeing past the disciplinary silos, Johanna forged a path where she is pursuing this
passion in creating a new program that will indeed impact the health of young people and future
generations, just as she envisioned as a high school student in Community Roots.
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Conclusions
As with the reflections in the previous chapter, these four narratives demonstrate the
individualistic and agentic ways that participants found to engage with both the theoretical and
factual content and with the crit-trans framework of Community Roots. In each instance, the
young person connected to the program’s affordances based on aspects of her identity and
experience important to herself. She then leveraged these affordances to incorporate new
information and experiences encountered (or co-constructed) in the program, in a process of
building on her identity. In each case, the individual continued to build and transform her own
identity, in a deliberate or agentic process of choosing new opportunities and continuing to move
herself towards a future in which she would make positive environmental contributions. This
process of transformation thus affirms both the tenets of Stetsenko’s (2017) Transformative
Activist Stance construct and of Lincoln’s and Guba’s (2011) conceptions of the “educative” and
“catalytic” components of critical and participatory research.

Figure 12: A participant joyfully harvests one of the
“big, luscious sunflowers” from Queen’s group’s garden,
across the street from her high school (author’s photo)
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CHAPTER 7
ADULT (INSTRUCTOR) PARTICIPANTS’ REFLECTIONS: PLACES OF POSSIBILITY
"The academy is not paradise. But learning is a place where paradise can be
created. The classroom, with all its limitations, remains a location of possibility.
In that field of possibility we have the opportunity to labor for freedom, to
demand of ourselves and our comrades, an openness of mind and heart that allows
us to face reality even as we collectively imagine ways to move beyond
boundaries, to transgress. This is education as the practice of freedom.” (hooks,
1996)
In this chapter, the concepts of Affordances, as introduced by Gibson (1977) and
expanded upon by Adams and Gupta (2017), and the Transformative-Activist Stance (TAS),
articulated by Stetsenko (2017) anchor analysis of reflections shared by the three adult
participants, “Mia,” “Amaya,” and “Maxine,” who have taught in Community Roots in addition
to me. They describe experiences teaching within the program’s crit-trans framework. As
conceptualized by the Environmental Studies Research Coven, (Strong et al, 2016), the “crittrans” framework offers an alternative to “neoliberal enclosure” of education and knowledgemaking wherein, we argue, the dominant, market logics shaping contemporary education assign
relative value to certain disciplines and ways of knowing; stratify students (and teachers) in ways
that reproduce academic and social inequity; and transactionalize the production and exchange of
knowledge in classrooms. In their reflections and in the narratives that follow, teacherparticipants have described how they leveraged the crit-trans framework’s affordances to
develop transformative-activist teacher stances. In doing so, they created or expanded what I
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have called “places of possibility” echoing hooks (1996), resisting neoliberal enclosure in
teaching-learning spaces.
The Crit-trans design framework
The crit-trans framework’s parameters: to contextualize and historicize knowledge;
challenge assumptions of neutrality and objectivity through critical inquiry; decenter hegemonic
notions of knowledge production; situate place and space; privilege process over product; and
promote participatory teaching, learning, and research, offer instructors multiple strategies to
unsettle neoliberal structures, in and outside the classroom, via pursuit of liberatory and
transformative pedagogies. This chapter will elucidate how Community Roots instructors have
enacted and experienced the “crit-trans” framework, leveraging learning and teaching
opportunities inherent to both “crit-trans” as a design framework and to the context in which the
course is offered.
Affordances and the Transformative Activist Stance (TAS) in teacher praxis
I will use the concept of “Affordances,” both to identify specific teaching and learning
opportunities and to highlight how instructors have actively used these to develop professional
identities in practice and to expand learning opportunities for all participants. I will additionally
draw on Stetsenko’s related conceptualization of Transformative Activist Stance (TAS) to
elucidate how, within the process of leveraging affordances, Community Roots instructors have
navigated the classroom as a place of youth and adult political engagement. The TAS framing
conceptualizes how teachers and learners together may develop agency and commitment towards
positively impacting both the learning environment and the external world in a communal,
“solidaristic,” and open-ended striving to apply experience and knowledge to understanding and
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transforming reality. Thus, while I have primarily focused on adult reflections in this chapter, I
have also called attention, where appropriate, to how youth participants referenced many of the
same themes as the adult instructors.
Solidarity consciousness
In this dissertation, I have argued that the crit-trans approach to teaching in Community
Roots has leveraged and produced affordances for teachers and students that helped them to
build agency around environmental issues as well as in some instances developing what I have
called “solidarity consciousness.” I have defined this as a disposition characterized by the sense
that one bears responsibility for understanding the experiences and challenging the oppressions
of others, based on an implicit acknowledgment of shared humanity. In conceptualizing this
disposition, I have drawn on Dewey’s (1916) concept of “the common good,” Freire’s (1970)
conscientization, Furman’s and Gruenewald/Greenwood’s (2004) concept of “education for a
relational self,” and others. In presenting teacher reflections in this chapter, I will reference this
concept and its relationship to affordances and the TAS, as well as referencing the other themes
instructors emphasized in our conversations.
Brief overview of methodology
Teacher-participants were asked to reflect on their experiences in Community Roots,
comparing them to prior teacher experiences, recalling the affordances and constraints presented
by the context, and considering the aspects of their experiences and identities that they felt
impacted their engagement in this teaching experience. A complete list of questions is included
as Appendix C. In transcribing their reflections, creating narratives based on their strong and
common themes, and analyzing their significance to my research questions, I have chosen
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analytic frameworks including Affordances (Gibson, 1977; Adams & Gupta, 2017) and
Transformative Activist Stance (Stetsenko, 2011, 2017) that together have advanced my
understanding of what participants (including myself) have meant when we described our
experiences in Community Roots as “transformative.” In collecting and analyzing these
narratives, I have additionally drawn on participatory research frameworks, narrative inquiry,
ethnography and autoethnography, participant observation, and other qualitative methodologies,
as described in Chapter (4): Analytic Frameworks and Research Methodology.
Additional Context
In 2015, I made the decision to step back from teaching Community Roots after over a
decade. As my awareness of the powerful potential of the model grew, I also gained increasing
clarity that I could not devote the time to developing and teaching in the program that it deserved
while also managing a larger college readiness initiative encompassing 30-40 courses, pursuing
doctoral work, and navigating other responsibilities and interests. Additionally, I had considered
that attaining some distance from Community Roots might be helpful in conducting research
surrounding participant experiences.
In fellow Environmental Studies Research Coven members and associates, I found
thought-partners who appreciated and amplified my vision. These colleagues, “Mia,” “Amaya,”
and “Maxine,” subsequently taught the course, each developing and deepening the model in
different ways. While I have remained involved in the program, helping to facilitate gardening
activities, trips, and presentations, turning over primary responsibility to other instructors and to
the mentors has allowed me to focus on research possibilities. The three instructors have also
joined me and young people who participated in and mentored in the program in smaller scale
research surrounding adult and youth participant experiences, as described in Chapter 4. As part
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of the research project that has shaped this dissertation, these instructors reflected on their
experiences teaching in the program. I have incorporated our initial recorded interviews, and
their subsequent comments on drafts, in the narratives and discussions that follow.
Mia: Co-creating identity, reciprocity and solidarity in youth-centered spaces
Mia and I connected during graduate work, around a shared interest in critical urban
environmental education. She had taught environmental science in an urban public high school,
centering young people’s lived experiences and spaces using digital media, web-based
technologies, and “Photovoice” methodology (Strong et al, 2016; Bellino, 2016) to establish
virtual spaces for youth interaction and multimedia documentation of their work and
experiences. In 2015, Mia taught Community Roots, reimagining it within these perspectives
and strategies. She established a website for curriculum, assignments, resources, photo-essays
and other student work documenting activities from participant perspectives. She also amplified
leadership by the program’s youth mentors (returning high school or college students, some of
whom stewarded the gardens throughout the year as “eco-interns”) and youth participants
(course enrollees). Her reflections speak to the power of “crit-trans” pedagogy, particularly
facilitated by the affordances of an informal learning environment, to enable adult and youth
agency.
Having taught in a formally structured school setting, Mia was eager to establish with
young people in Community Roots a learning culture she had of necessity “worked very hard to
create” in prior classrooms. Indeed, she had noted how few urban spaces permit youth a sense of
ownership and safety to explore environments, ideas, and identities, a truth that youth participant
Damion poignantly reflected on in Chapter 5. Knowing that Community Roots survived and was
shaped by an institutional disruption of community, and loss of shared, safe space for
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exploration, made the opportunity compelling to her, and the fact that youth returned to mentor,
teach and intern suggested to her something “special” about its culture.
Mia identified key affordances of the program’s informal structure that she leveraged to
help “open space” for “deep, critical thinking, but in very free ways, where students had a lot
of...freedom to explore what they were interested in.” Significantly, her language closely echoed
that of youth participants “Cheri,” “Anabeth,” and “Johanna,” who each mentioned the
emphases on “critical thinking, “freedom to explore, and student-centered curriculum. Mia
associated these affordances with, first, the fact that Community Roots was then a pre-college
course, thus not subject to restrictive grading guidelines that she viewed as constraints to
experiential teaching and learning based on her prior experiences. Second, the gardens provided
semi-structured spaces where youth could safely explore, question, experiment and interact,
informally and creatively. Third, the long periods of contact, at least a half-day and occasionally
a full day, afforded all adult and youth participants opportunities for substantive, shared
engagement and trust building. Teaching in Community Roots aligned well with Mia’s goals.
Mia’s reflection offered many insights, including description of the physical affordances
provided by the program’s informal spaces and experiences:
I think a lot about the physical environment of even the classroom that we were
in...having those big tables with a lot of high chairs...the way that the physical
space was so open and creative; it lends itself to creative thinking, creative
expression. And that we cooked in the same space that we worked and thought
and shared. And then the garden spaces being the other really incredible piece. It
felt like...it wasn’t like an outdoor classroom; it was something else. [It] was very
tactile, and the opportunities for learning there were so rich and so directed by
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people that were really passionate. [T]he students were able to connect [in] lots of
ways to their own lives.
The program’s spaces, in Mia’s view, thus communicated a sense of possibility, in significant
contrast to messages communicated by the orderly classroom rows, binder sections, and other
trappings of formal schooling mentioned by youth participants “Rae,” “Ashley,” and others.
Indeed, Mia’s perspective is supported by several youth participants, “Shiv,” “Johanna,” and
“Alex,” who affirmed the sense of freedom and safety they felt in the program, while “Anabeth,”
noted the sense of freedom she felt in the gardens compared to the uncertainty she initially felt
about trusting that freedom in the classroom.
Mia believed that these affordances engendered a tangible spirit in the program, what she
called an “ethos of the group,” that she found remarkable:
There was so much ownership and so much love, and care, and beauty, and it was
an equally creative and nurturing and fun space. I always just felt happy going to
Community Roots, and I felt that the students just seemed really happy to be
there. You know...that it felt like a really safe…(trailing off). I guess I just don’t
ever really remember feeling like that about school.

This collective culture, which manifested in an unusual spirit of cooperation, curiosity, mutual
support and shared responsibility, “moved with” the class wherever they went. “[W]hen you’re
in a formal classroom,” she concluded, “I just feel like that stuff is so much harder to...tap into
with students.” In the passage above, the “ethos of the group” she described suggested to me a
solidarity consciousness, in which love and care define interaction.
To encourage youth leadership, Mia was “very non-directive,” with program mentors,
allowing them to assume roles of their choosing. She noted that the program’s multifaceted
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design allowed both “natural” and non-traditional leaders to take on major roles: Raven seemed
to effortlessly embody confident leadership in her team’s garden, drawing on her urban
agriculture experience, while Alex, majoring in computer science and the mentor most facile
with technologies, positioned herself behind the scenes as photo-documentarian, webmaster and
tech support. Cheri took charge of buying, planning, preparing and serving healthy meals, whose
ingredients, benefits and cultural connections she researched and shared with the group.
In reflecting on the summer, Mia attributed her approach to important lessons she had
learned from youth in her high school teaching experience. “As a white educator working with
mostly students of color in an urban school for ten years,” she told me:
I worked hard to listen and learn from them all. They taught me so much about
what it meant to be a teacher, most importantly how to create spaces where their
voices were privileged over mine (and other adults telling them what to do) and
where youth could take ownership over their learning. I have always been open
to the diversity of ways this could look and resisted even my own instincts or
desires to control the space. This was not always easy in the formal school
environment but when it came to Community Roots, it felt like a gift that could be
given to young people.
For Mia, one of the greatest affordances for her as a teacher was the trust young people placed in
her and what she was able to learn about both them and herself as a result.
Mia recalled the experience as a co-creation between adult and youth participants. She
acknowledged that we had ideas about what we wanted to achieve in the course--problems to
pose, experiences to offer, connections to students’ lives to emphasize--but that the mentors and
students “took it someplace new.” Community Roots, she observed, “was constantly
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materializing into something new.” Mia described trying to instill in the pre-service teachers she
worked with in her current university’s school of education teaching position a sense of how to
facilitate this kind of pedagogy in their classrooms. She lamented that the schools she had
known in her experience were set up to promote “just the opposite” approach.
Discussion of Mia’s narrative
Reading Mia’s reflection with the “crit-trans” design framework and analytic concepts of
Affordances and TAS in view was revealing. I saw an experienced instructor’s conscious
leveraging of the program’s contextual affordances to employ crit-trans pedagogy within a
liberatory agenda for youth empowerment, relatable to the Transformative-Activist (teacher)
Stance. It was apparent that, like Stetsenko, Mia recognized the classroom as a site of “political
contestation” and was committed to using it to center and amplify youth voice and agency.
These insights emerged to me via three recurring and related narrative themes: Identity,
Reciprocity, and Solidarity. In reading the narrative I produced from her reflections, Mia offered
substantive feedback on my reading, which is incorporated below.
Identity emerged as a strong theme of Mia’s reflection, first in that her personal and
teacher identities mutually informed one another. In reading her narrative, Mia noted that her,
“perspectives, both during and upon reflection, are rooted in'' intersecting identities as “a
classroom teacher,” “white woman,” and “part of the LGBTQ+ community.” She intentionally
shared with students some aspects of her identity: “I...was...open about my sexuality and pride
as a member of the LGBTQ+ community...that...create[s] unique opportunities for students to
connect with me…” Mia thus drew on her personal experience in building a teacher identity
aligned with her ideals: one rooted in trust and mutual respect. The trust she placed in students
by doing so was likely responsible for the trust they demonstrated towards her.
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A second, related theme was reciprocity: by sharing her authentic self and leveraging the
program’s affordances to create opportunities for youth to safely express theirs, Mia encouraged
them to connect to course content via their lived experiences. Commenting on the affordances
she highlighted in her original reflections (the absence of grades, access to garden spaces, and
extended contact times) Mia articulated her reasons for doing so:
I position myself...as a strong advocate for youth...as I find them to be
marginalized, particularly in educational institutions. I always have believed they
each had so much knowledge to offer and stories to share...I...encourage[d] my
students to allow their own racial identity to be a part of that story...and...to reflect
on the intersectionality of race with their life experiences
The young people, in turn, spurred Mia to interrogate her experience and identities: “[M]y
students taught me what it meant to them [for a person] to be white and forced me to reflect on
my own whiteness in relation to my experiences.” Mia and her students reciprocally engaged in
teaching-learning about their own and each other’s experiences and identities.
Finally, the communal program culture Mia describes as a “nurturing” and caring “ethos
of the group,” that allows youth to safely share their experience, is decidedly solidaristic.
Indeed, it suggests what I have called a “solidarity consciousness,” a disposition that impels
individuals with different backgrounds to affirm one another’s humanity and support one
another’s struggles against oppression. In Mia’s description, this culture was established in
Community Roots via approaches related to “crit-trans” parameters: encouraging youth to
“contextualize” and personalize knowledge-making (rather than passively consuming “predigested” knowledge); and “decentering hegemonic notions of knowledge production” by
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validating young people’s authority and intelligences. Mia encouraged these, particularly youth
leadership, by “resisting” her own “urges” to control the space and content.
Amaya: Navigating the tensions of a hybrid teaching-learning space
Amaya had long been deeply committed to politically engaged teaching and teacher
education when we met during graduate work. Her bio statement for the Community Roots
research project hints at her breadth of experience and her dedication to liberatory and
community pedagogy towards the possibility of a better world:
She has learned from many students and taught in a range of settings as a
politicized educator-from outsourced manufacturing factories in the outskirts of
Bangalore, India to rural farming communities in Vermont, and in the
economically depressed deindustrialized city of Springfield, Massachusetts. She is
committed to building connections between people’s conditions and struggles as a
means of teaching for and organizing for social change.
Appreciating Amaya’s immense capacity to deepen and extend Community Roots’ focus, I was
gratified when she agreed to collaborate with me on curriculum revision for a newly approved
college credit iteration of the program and when she taught the course the following two
summers. Amaya’s reflections speak frankly to the tensions produced by the interplay of
affordances and constraints in the program’s hybrid, formal-informal space. I have drawn on
both her initial reflections, and her commentary on the draft narrative I produced from them, in
the following narrative and discussion.
In her reflection, Amaya recalled excitement at the thought of the “flexibility” she
anticipated in the hybrid environment of Community Roots as compared to the “rigidity” of
some formal learning spaces she had navigated. Her curiosity was “amplified” by the chance to
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work with the youth mentors: “They’re really committed to learning about this,” she believed.
Feeling as though she had “struck gold,” she dove into the work, conceiving it as a co-production
between herself, the returning youth mentors and the summer’s new students.
Over two years, Amaya enriched the curriculum with deeper experiential exploration of
land and place and the pedagogy with more explicit acknowledgement of “who was in the room”
and the experiences they possessed, a focal point she identified as being connected, “to my
positionality as a South Asian woman, or woman of color.” Amaya led the group in illuminatory
walking tours through Brooklyn, Manhattan and Governor’s Island, N.Y. that rendered visible
Indigenous, African and immigrant histories and struggles in the places where they occurred,
some clearly referenced in street names, structures and other traces, though often overlooked or
in-visibilized, even in heavily traversed public spaces. She also encouraged Raven to lead the
group on walks through her own and other Brooklyn communities, conceptualizing these spaces
in relation to climate change, environmental racism, gentrification, opportunistic land grabs and
development via “disaster Capitalism” (Klein, 2007), and other course concepts.
While Amaya built masterfully on an existing framework that mapped well onto the
college course guidelines, this iteration of Community Roots produced new, discernible tensions.
First, given the curricular, assessment, and grading expectations associated with the college
course, Amaya found herself continuously negotiating to balance instructor-directed and studentresponsive pedagogy. Unlike Mia, Amaya did not find that the experience was truly “cocreated” to the extent she had anticpated based on experience in informal, community education
environments, where learners established the agendas, and instructors facilitated the process:
“[I]t was all in their hands, and we just were there to [say], ‘OK, what do you want to do? How
do you want to do this?’” Second, the new “pay-off” of college credit, based on a final grade,
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structured the adult-youth interaction in part as a transaction, rather than the shared act of
creation she hoped for: “You give me this, and I will give you that,” she said. Indeed,
restructuring Community Roots into a college course, while offering some advantages, had also
subtly shifted it from what had been a liminal space more squarely into the “neoliberal
enclosure” of public higher education, with its rigidities.
Amaya also noted that despite her intention to promote youth engagement, it seemed the
more “confident” she became in her role as instructor, the less pronounced the agency of young
people, both mentors and enrollees, became. The first summer, as she adjusted to her role,
mentors acted as “local experts” in the course: advising her how program elements connected,
how activities had been received in the past, which they felt were most important, and how to
make them engaging. They demonstrated the special roles they occupied in the program as they
“stepped in” to enact them. A close-knit team with established relationships, the mentors helped
Amaya find her footing. The same summer, she recalled, enrolled participants frequently offered
their criticisms, challenging what they perceived as her perspective on the content:
[T]he first year there was pushback and anger and asking what it meant to be
learning what they were learning, in a way...that I think is important: “What do
you mean about consumption?!” Like, “I want to buy this!” or...thinking about
gentrification and having it out. Like, “I think it’s good.” It was very out front,
whereas [the second] year, it was kind of held more close.
Amaya’s observations suggested that new formal program elements made manifesting a learnerresponsive teacher identity challenging for her, and risk-taking (already difficult for some youth,
as Anabeth’s reflections in particular suggested) more challenging for the young people. Again,
her perception of the “transactional” tone introduced by the college course framework is telling.
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That said, during the first year, Amaya conceded, not all students seemed equally
invested in the experience, and in the absence of rigid project guidelines, she was disappointed
with the quality of some final presentations: “OK, here’s all the stuff [we’ve been working on]
and we’re...having conversations that come out of it. What are they going to say? And it really
fell flat.” The second summer, Amaya told herself: “I want them to leave with something that
they’ve produced and [to] be producing along the way.” However, while additional experience
and planning left her more “grounded” and prepared, a more reticent atmosphere pervaded:
I felt like curricularly the content was stronger because I...had time to make more
sense in the place we were...who we’re talking to, all those things. Interestingly
though...it’s who is in the room. There were so many times it was...really
quiet...we had really intelligent and thoughtful students but no one who was
willing to express it very easily.
Amaya thus implied that students’ reticence the second year, in part due to her presentation as a
more “grounded” authority, may have been compounded by the responses of particular students
to the challenging material she introduced, based on their relational identities to the content.
Amaya indeed noted that sensitivity to the dynamic relationship of content to identity was
especially important given the critical and experiential course framework. The question of
identity, or “sensing who would be in the room” was key: What did the students already know
about topics such as climate change or environmental justice? What sorts of prior experiences,
perspectives and dispositions did they bring to the classroom and topics? How should she
facilitate discussions in which students struggled “to make sense of the world,” particularly when
conflicting views emerged? How should she acknowledge her own views so as to allow students
to feel safe expressing dissenting or interrogative positions, when she would grade them? In
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traditional classrooms, standards dictated by discipline and grade level, pre-determined content
and learning outcomes, and grading criteria framed as “objective” are assumed to neutralize such
concerns; in liberatory classrooms, however, these concerns are acknowledged as unresolved,
placing responsibility on teachers and learners to continuously (re)negotiate them, contingently
and within situated and changing contexts.
Continuing on this topic, Amaya noted that the loaded concept and lens of race were
relevant to all the course’s themes and arose often. Without explicitly discussing race, privilege,
and white supremacy, for example, it would be impossible to understand what was required to
build community in a diverse society, interrogate inequity in food systems, or appreciate the
history and significance of struggles around land access. In diverse United States classrooms,
she reflected, discussions of race and inequity quickly become personalized, making facilitation
especially sensitive. Young people’s (and adults’) senses of identity can unpredictably impact
the ways they experience these exchanges, so a teacher’s grasp and management of these
dynamics are crucial. Community or “safe space” guidelines, like those we have established at
the start of Community Roots, she conceded, can help productively structure these conversations,
but only if students want to use them, “and no one can make them,” she observed.
In this context, Amaya appreciated the program’s hands-on activities (gardening, shared
meals, and field trips, for instance) for the elements of unpredictability they introduced. Bad
weather, pests, or unfamiliar foods, for example, required co-creativity and communal problemsolving, offering a foundation for trust-building. Even “negative” experiences, such as a
vandalized garden plot, afforded opportunities to build community through shared experience.
Combined with an absence of some constraints typical of formal school settings, the program’s
element of “surprise” gave Amaya a sense that in this learning space, “possibilities abound.”
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She noted that whatever initially drew young people to the program, the pull to continue sharing
experiences appeared powerful. Students and mentors developed friendships that brought them
back to the program office as a center of community and also flourished outside the program.
Discussion of Amaya’s narrative
Amaya’s reflections surfaced interrelated themes, including co-creation and reciprocity;
teacher and learner identities; community, and space/place. In Amaya’s account of teaching
Community Roots, however, these themes emerge differently from Mia’s, speaking to how
Amaya enacted the “crit-trans” approach within a hybrid (forma-informal) environment, both by
leveraging the affordances of its informal aspects and confronting the constraints of its formal (in
certain ways specifically neoliberal) elements. Analyzing this narrative from the perspective of
Affordances and the TAS illuminates the ways that both adult and youth agency shaped and were
shaped by the environment, often within tensions produced by the hybrid course format.
Concerning the co-creative experience she sought, Amaya described tangible challenges,
partly due to the reframing of Community Roots as a college course. This reinforced the
teacher-student power imbalance and encouraged a transactional relationship, necessitating that
Amaya assign grades that would appear on students’ college transcripts. It also introduced
expectations about content “coverage” and student “assessment” that added complexity, even
contradiction, to Amaya’s agency in pursuing student-responsive pedagogy. On one hand, her
first, less directive approach produced some disappointing results; on the other, in class
discussions, her development of “stronger” curriculum and more “confident” facilitation
correlated with less spirited student response to some of the topics she introduced. At the same
time, the new course context constrained Amaya’s responses to these tensions. In her reflection,
they remained unresolved.
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Concerning identity, Amaya, who positioned herself as a politically engaged educator,
recognized the tensions between teacher-directed and student-responsive approaches as central:
Based on the crit-trans approach’s emphasis of “process over product,” she was clear that it was
“important” for youth to grapple with, even challenge ideas introduced in class, rather than
reproduce given information to get good grades, or alternatively to disengage. Via the TAS lens,
indeed, it is precisely in communally and actively grappling with ideas and differing perspectives
that learners exercise agency and develop a TAS, or the commitment and capacity to positively
transform reality towards a better future. Through this lens, the formal class expectations can
thus be seen to have created limiting conditions to both Amaya’s and students’ agency, making it
more challenging for all concerned to develop and exercise TAS.
Despite these tensions, Amaya noted that the program retained many affordances of an
informal learning environment, in and outside the classroom. These included shared meals, field
trips and gardening, even, or perhaps especially, when activities “went wrong,” by introducing
elements of unpredictability. Amaya observed that the group leveraged these experiences to
build a sense of supportive community. Her observation is interesting, as schools are typically
structured to minimize, not maximize unpredictable and informal learning opportunities, thus
missing their affordances. Nonetheless, Amaya noticed they were powerful, drawing
participants to return to our program office after the summers, often bringing friends and
siblings, for spontaneous gardening, conversation, meals and card games. As youth participant
Shiv recalled, “it was more like a community than a classroom,” and as Mia observed, urban
environments offer youth few safe, relatively unmediated spaces in which to gather and be
themselves. In affording youth a space to connect to the parts of themselves that cared about
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environmental and social justice issues, and each other, Community Roots thus addressed an
urban environmental issue of primary importance to young people, in a way meaningful to them.
Maxine: A safe place to be vulnerable
When belief and fear together take over, human experience is shackled and
crippled. It remains ideologically tethered and affectively maimed. The effect of
this tethering and maiming has moral consequences having to do with a
recognition or non-recognition of the foundational common humanness of
humans. (Sheets-Johnstone, 2016) Strangers, trust, and religion: On the
vulnerability of being alive.
Vulnerability becomes radical only when it becomes a collectively embraced
mode in search of the shared creative power it has the potential to enable. This
collective creativity—which is never fully attained and always in progress—
emerges slowly as we learn to let go of the threads of stories that we have
inherited and that have made us, and as those threads get entangled with the
words and worlds of our saathis or co-travellers. (Nagar & Shirazi, 2019, p. 2389).
Maxine and I met on Barbuda in the Antilles, during field studies linking anthropological
and environmental research and education. We discussed collaboration around our shared
interest in hybrid (formal-informal) education for several years before she began teaching
Community Roots in 2018. In the interim, Maxine taught physical sciences at an “elite” public
middle school, eventually leaving to pursue a doctorate focused on informal science education in
the Netherlands. Raised in Jamaica, West Indies and Brownsville, Brooklyn, Maxine’s home
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was not far from the college, gardens and neighborhood out of which Community Roots
emerged. Her own trajectory and teaching philosophy were also deeply rooted in personal,
informal learning experience.
During her childhood in Jamaica, Maxine grew up with her mother and grandmother, the
latter a midwife who possessed extensive knowledge of traditional herbal medicine and instilled
a deep appreciation of indigenous and land-based ways of knowing. Navigating her own
achievements and intermittent challenges as a college science major, Maxine told herself: “You
learn every day. You don’t have to be tied to a letter grade, and your work doesn’t have to be
defined by a number grade.” Having come to view herself as a “social justice advocate,” Maxine
wished to impart to her students a similar sense of self-confidence and of respect for multiple
ways of knowing and spaces of learning, enabling them to link and appreciate both their lived
and classroom experiences.
The constraints of public-school teaching afforded Maxine few opportunities to enact her
teaching philosophy, she recalled. In her school’s culture, the “success” she was meant to help
students achieve was narrowly defined in comparison to her own view of success. Additionally,
marks received in the 7th grade classes Maxine taught would influence which high schools her
students could realistically attend in 8th grade, with corresponding (in some ways valid) beliefs
about their future life-chances. “So the kids are stressed out. I’m stressed out...and parents really
stress about grades. [Y]ou’re always grading...always being like, ‘You have to pull up this
grade,’ and you have to answer emails about grades because it’s a currency of school,” she said,
echoing Amaya’s description of the transactional nature of grades in the college credit context.
Leveraging lived experience, what Maxine called “informal” learning, into curricula was
not encouraged, despite the school’s “progressive” reputation. When she personalized content,
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sharing experiences related to climate change in her home in Jamaica, for example, she sensed
that her primarily white, U.S.-born students had not developed strong capacities to understand
perspectives different from their own: “I’m Jamaican, and I’m used to storms and hurricanes,
and you know they’ll only get more severe because of this, and I’d say, ‘This is a personal issue,
right?’ but...I never got the feeling like they understood, or maybe wanted to.” Maxine’s
poignant observation captured the myopia at the center of White privilege and its manifestation
in a classroom where attention has not been placed on this lack of perception. The dispositions
she describes are indeed quite the opposite of “solidarity consciousness.”
In Community Roots, the diverse experiences and ethnic backgrounds represented in the
classroom immediately made Maxine feel comfortable: “Being in a classroom of immigrants.
That was amazing for me, right? To be in a classroom where...most people had an accent, that
was different, and pleasantly so.” Maxine recognized that this diversity of experiences presented
multiple opportunities to foreground commonalities, as well as expressions of differing
perspectives in conversation, encouraging critical reflection on values and perspectives.
Maxine recalled that throughout the program, lived experience was in fact, “the
foundation for classes.” She remembered when I visited and spoke during the first week of class,
contextualizing what the program meant to me by referencing my own associations with food,
gardening and culture. I described my Hungarian-born grandmother growing hot-peppers on her
N.Y.C. apartment balcony from seeds her cousin sent from Budapest and using every food scrap,
long before “culturally-appropriate food” or “sustainability” entered common parlance. I also
traced the evolution of the course via my own experience as an urban gardener, my personal
journey to improved well-being, and my community’s catalyzing conflict with the college.
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“That was very significant,” she said, “because in their journal reflections [the students] talked
about it.”
As the mentors, in turn, shared their experiences of home, school, work, or their evolution
within the program, Maxine began to feel safer also authentically revealing herself, in ways she
was initially hesitant to, based on her prior teaching experiences:
I guess it's just being candid...about being an immigrant, being someone who
grew up in the country...I had to stress how I, as a black woman, viewed the
world. I kept stressing that this is my view and that it's this singular lens. So
when we talked, race would come up often, and I would say, “Well, that's because
of my experience.” Not to apologize, but just to stress to them: this is how I see
the world.
Initially, “I was actually scared” ‘[A]m I going to get an email from a parent’? It is very
common to teach something and...get emails saying, ‘Explain yourself.’...You’re not even being
scrutinized, but you're just expecting it.” Ultimately, “I was able to go along with what I wanted
to do. That was...different.” As theorized by Foucault (1970), Maxine thus echoed from the
instructor’s perspective what Anabeth expressed about the sense of being surveilled in the
classroom, and behaving accordingly, even when no one is actually doing so.
Like both Mia and Amaya, Maxine noted that the shared activity of gardening in teams
afforded a key complement to classroom work, supporting a durable sense of community within
the group through collective engagement:
[I]t was a very different experience...everyone was involved…people were doing
something, and they were talking. And I think one of the things you don't
experience, as you know, in the classroom is that...back and forth. And even
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students who are quieter, they were doing, they were involved. So they weren't
just sitting there, being passive learners. Everyone was engaged in the lesson.
As others have suggested, the sense of shared engagement and community engendered in the
gardens provided a foundation for addressing difficult and sensitive issues as a group.
To actively nurture the sense of safety and respect in the classroom, Maxine collaborated
with Ashley, a mentor, to introduce the practice of “circling” into Community Roots’ daily
routine. Both had experienced the practice within prior exposures to Restorative Justice (RJ), an
affirmational approach to community healing, loosely based on global Indigenous people’s
traditions and in their resistance to settler justice systems (cf. Johnstone and Van Ness, 2013;
Zehr, 2015). Gathering into circles daily to process experiences, discuss ideas, mediate
conflicting perspectives, and acknowledge all participants’ rights to express themselves, “broke
down barriers for them to share.” Maxine recalled:
I was happy that the students shared because for me that was a signal that not
only could I be vulnerable but they could as well, right? And that...spoke about
the environment that we created. I was asking them to be vulnerable. So I had
to be vulnerable, and it wasn't a bad thing. But the fact that I was able to do
that...it spoke volumes of what type of community we created.
The introduction of RJ “circling” practice thus appears to have furthered several key goals,
including centering youth leadership; building safety and trust through vulnerability; eliciting the
input of all participants; and providing a structure to mediate conflicts and tensions.
Discussion of Maxine’s narrative
Like previous instructors, Maxine touched on the related themes of (teacher and student)
identities; the importance and challenges of grappling (individually and collectively) with
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difficult and/or conflicting ideas and perspectives; and building trust and community, particularly
within difference. Additionally, her anecdotes illustrated how she enacted specific elements of
the crit-trans framework in relation to these themes, by 1. unsettling multiple assumptions
inscribed within neoliberal approaches to teaching and learning; 2. connecting classroom and
community; introducing “informal” ways of knowing; 3. promoting youth leadership; and 4.
countering universalizing approaches with the idea that positionality influences the significance
of ideas to different individuals. From the TAS perspective, these occurred within a coconstitutive process, in which Maxine actively, iteratively developed her chosen teacher identity
and in so doing, transformed the classroom environment to afford new opportunities for
teaching, learning and development of agency along this trajectory.
In embodying her teacher identity as a social justice educator, Maxine drew consciously
on the affordances of her personal, intersectional, identities, as a Black, Jamaican woman whose
experiences were shaped by multiple kinds of knowledges. The crit-trans tenet of
“contextualizing knowledge” was thus central to her approach, as when she personalized
conversations about climate change or asserted her positionality as integral to how she
specifically experienced the world. In previous classrooms, Maxine had sensed
incomprehension, even apathy, when she situated course content in this way with students who
had little practice conceptualizing the world through lenses different from theirs. She thus came
to Community Roots (cautiously) determined to develop effective strategies around this aspect of
her teacher identity. From the lens of TAS, Maxine was applying her agency to develop a
(teacherly) TAS dedicated to expanding young people’s consciousness of other, particularly
marginalized, experiences and perspectives. Given that environmental issues differently and
disproportionately manifest in the lives of disparate individuals and communities, such an
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approach, designed to enable learners to develop “solidarity consciousness,” (though they must
still choose to do so) is essential to environmental education.
Continuing from the perspective of the TAS, the co-constitutive dynamics of Maxine’s
interventions are important: She identified the affordances of her positionality, the course’s
informal spaces, diverse participants and experienced youth mentors. She determined to
leverage these to strengthen the community and extend the teaching and learning possibilities
established in the gardens into the classroom. In collaborating with Ashley to introduce circling
practice towards these aims, Maxine was enacting her social-justice teacher identity, including
the radical stance of “vulnerability,” at once creating safety for youth to share honestly and
further developing her teacher identity. At the same time, she was encouraging Ashley’s
leadership identity, which also further expanded the possibilities of the classroom environment.
As it relates to the themes of navigating conflict and building community, the circling
practice, in turn, allowed both Maxine and the students to feel safer “being vulnerable” by
sharing their authentic selves. Maxine’s reflections suggested that building the group’s capacity
to respectfully and safely grapple with difficult concepts and conflicting perspectives was
absolutely critical. As Amaya’s reflections suggested, in prior iterations of Community Roots,
the teacher-student dynamic had been complicated by new, formal elements of the college credit
class. Drawing on her own experience and partnering with Ashley to introduce RJ to
Community Roots, Maxine made important advances in encouraging all students to remain
engaged, despite difficult content, differing perspectives, and the fact that they would be graded
for the course. Along with weekly journal assignments, this daily, active engagement both
helped to satisfy the college course’s “assessment” requirements and created the conditions for
development of TAS, in that it was understood that all voices and perspectives were valued.
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Maxine’s focus on establishing community within differences and tensions illustrated not
only the dynamics of teacher agency being applied to develop TAS, but also a powerful
instantiation of promotion of what I have called, “solidarity consciousness” in Community
Roots. I have defined this as a recognition of the humanity, struggles, and wisdom of those
whose experiences may be different, but whose oppressions parallel, and interests align with our
own, within a commitment to a more just and better world. While not every Community Roots
instructor has incorporated a structure as concrete as Restorative Justice, each has striven to build
a sense of safety, understanding, and community within difference. To do so, each has to some
extent relinquished the autocratic authority of the traditional teacher role, revealing herself as
human, individual, vulnerable. As the youth narratives suggest, this unusual and radical teacher
stance has opened space for youth participants to share and experience others’ authentic selves,
as a necessary condition to both TAS and solidarity consciousness. Maxine’s reflections offer a
nuanced description of how she has pursued this goal.
Conclusions
In their reflections, Mia, Amaya and Maxine described affordances of the Community
Roots context, particularly flexibility to respond to emergent learning opportunities and safety to
be vulnerable, that as teachers with diverse classroom experiences, they recognized as being
unusual in other, more formal education settings. Given how they were able to leverage these
affordances to build community and promote youth agency, it is unfortunate that many schools
are not designed to allow teachers and learners these kinds of opportunities. At the same time, it
is not surprising, given the history of assimilationist goals for schools and other state institutions
(Foucault, 1970), even for youth gardening programs (School Garden Association, 1908; 1910).
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Still, as hooks (1996) has written, “The classroom, with all its limitations, remains a
location of possibility.” The teacher reflections shared in this chapter (and the youth reflections
in the previous two) resonate with this truth. Community Roots is a course and community that
for nearly twenty years has thrived at the margins of a public institution enclosed and gutted by
neoliberal logics. Austerity, marginalization of pre-college programs, the low relative “value”
placed in the academy on informal ways of teaching and learning, and most recently the Covid19 pandemic have threatened the course since its inception and required repeated reinventions to
preserve its existence, while developing its particular approach. Despite continuous challenges
and constraints, Mia, Amaya, Maxine and I, along with mentors and enrolled students, have been
able to wedge open places of possibility, where we co-created community, shared and analyzed
our experiences and identities, struggled with difficult and conflicting perspectives, and turned
our intentions towards a more inclusive and just environmental futurity.

Figure 13: Maxine (searching for a plant I.D. on her phone) with Ashley and a program
participant, tending to a vine in one of the garden spaces (author’s photo)
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION: “A NEW AND MORE POSSIBLE MEETING” AND OTHER
REFLECTIONS
The Dreamers will have to learn to struggle themselves, to understand that the field
for their Dream, the stage where they have painted themselves white, is the
deathbed of us all. The Dream is the same habit that endangers the planet, the same
habit that sees our bodies stowed away in prisons and ghettos. (Coates, 2015, p.
151)
Pieranna’s reflection
My long, deep investment in Community Roots has afforded me many opportunities for
growth and transformation, most catalyzed by the time I was privileged to watch, listen to and
engage with young people who enrolled and returned as eco-interns, mentors and co-teachers.
The community and trust we established afforded safety for them to seek support and guidance
from me when needed and to share feedback with me on their experiences in the program. It
afforded safety for me, like Maxine, to be vulnerable with them, bringing my authentic self to
our interactions, acknowledging the limits of my knowing and expertise, sharing decisionmaking, and soliciting their feedback, even when I knew I had made mistakes or missed
opportunities. Young people have co-taught the course, helped shape curriculum and co-planned
and presented with colleagues and me at national conferences. We have shared meals and
celebrations, confidences, travels, readings and dialog. Eleven shared their reflections with me
for this dissertation, affirming their trust in my abilities and in my handling of their stories. I
have sought to deeply process and faithfully reflect their words and intentions.
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Among the most transformative of these relationships for me has been with Iris, whom I
have known for nearly twelve years and parts of whose story I have shared. After she completed
Community Roots, and as she navigated college here in New York, we engaged in ongoing
dialog about critical, feminist and environmentalist writers and topics, co-planned and -taught
Community Roots for two summers, presented twice together at conferences, and developed a
genuine and evolving bond that I consider a friendship. Iris’s studies, while she earned her law
degree and more recently as she works towards a doctorate, have absorbed her attention and
taken her out of state for several years, but we have periodically revisited our experiences in the
program, our relationship, and how they have impacted us, in conversations that we agreed to
record for future analysis.
In 2015, while preparing to co-present at an educational research conference whose
theme was the role of love in pedagogy, we spoke of the critically important role of love in
navigating difference and building inter-racial trust, a concept that Iris had also encountered at a
recent workshop on “White resistance” to acknowledging one's role in racist oppression. From
her perspective as a young Afro-Caribbean woman, Iris described her initial response to the idea:
I'm supposed to be vulnerable and have love for my oppressors...are you not
realizing...what kind of psychological toll that's going to take on me and my
mental well-being, for me to recount all of my traumatic experiences with racism,
so that you can learn more, so that you can grow?! And so that we can...there can
be love between us?!
Despite the emotional burdens that this work entailed, she concluded:
But even if it is a struggle...ultimately the only way that we're going to have real
change...is with something that is committed to acknowledging the
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commonalities that we share as human beings, while not discounting all of these
other oppressive systems... Love could be an essential tool for navigating that
and also for having stronger and more genuine human connections.
Community Roots, she told me, was a place where she felt conversations like these could take
place:
I felt like it was a really nurturing program for me. You were always willing and
able to answer all of our questions and didn't respond impatiently...I'm just
thinking about how important it is...to care about the people that you're working
with. And to gauge where they are intellectually and figure out how you can most
lovingly guide them into doing more critical thinking, not indoctrinating them, but
showing them what the world looks like. (Emphasis mine)
At the time, we were also discussing the crucial distinction between encouraging critical
thinking and indoctrination, as highlighted by Freire (1970) and noted by mentors Cheri, Queen,
and others in their reflections. In focusing on its relevance to our class, I did not fully appreciate
the relevance of Iris’ words to our relationship: I thought of myself as an “ally” but had not fully
contemplated what that meant. I did not perceive myself as being “resistant” to acknowledging
my implication in racist oppression and had not considered the ways I might yet be perpetuating
it (cf. Radke et al., 2020; Sealey, 2018; Smith et al. 2016) even in some of my most honored
relationships. Iris and I agreed that our presentation would focus on the role of love in our
relationship, its importance in leading us to affirm each other’s humanity, respect each other’s
differences and approach our relationship with patience and humility. We selected a passage
from the poem “Outlines,” by Audre Lorde, that we agreed reflected our perspectives on
intersectional feminist ecology, to anchor what was a well-received, dialogic presentation.
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Three years later, Iris again raised the topics of identity and oppression in relationships. I
asked if she would share with me about her experience navigating her multi-layered personal,
professional and academic relationship with me, as a white person. She said she had come to
realize that her relationships with white people would always be “complicated” by power
dynamics and differences of experience. Iris went on to recall a time, earlier in our relationship,
when I had expressed “complicated feelings” about identifying as White, given the complex
histories and experiences of Italian and Hungarian immigrants (my ethnic heritage) in this
country. Speaking to her older former teacher, mentor, friend and “boss,” Iris told me, she had
not felt comfortable hearing this. While she acknowledged my ancestors’ complex histories, she
knew that regardless of my perceptions, I experienced privileges that others, including herself,
did not within the systems of racist oppression that shaped our lives. Not yet knowing how to
discuss her discomfort with me, she reserved comment. Only years later, and only when I asked,
did she fully express this.
After I thanked her for sharing this with me, Iris explained that she had invested the
emotional labor in our relationship because she was confident in my commitment to
understanding and resisting systems of oppression. “Dialogue is essential to building a different
and better world, especially with people who believe and know that you are human...and I share
that premise and understanding with you,” she told me. In the right context, she continued, it
was also critical for people of color “to have space to speak your own stories and experiences,
especially for white people to hear because they don’t know. And yet it is also emotionally
taxing, right?” She concluded, “I think it can depend on the relationship and...how much work
you have to do to get to that point.” For Iris and me, getting to that point took nearly a decade of
trust-building, for which I will always be thankful.
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Discussion
I have often thought of this conversation with Iris with a mixture of emotions: I am
grateful that she ultimately felt able and willing to share authentically about what I now
recognize, with regret, as an offence I committed against her, despite my absence of intention. I
additionally regret that Iris had to tell me how uncomfortable this made her feel; I should have
known better than to burden her with my complicated sense of identification with Whiteness.
Her emotional labor and honesty were a gift that I may never be able to repay in kind. Nor will I
be able to account fully for all the other times I may have burdened others (or yet will),
particularly young people, in similar ways during my process of growth and transformation.
At the same time, I have come to realize that neither can many teachers in traditional,
neoliberal classrooms (Feigenbaum, 2007) who, believing themselves “appropriately” distanced
from their students by regimes (Foucault, 1970) of testing, grading, protocols, and focus on
college and career goals, know what their students think, feel or experience in their classrooms
as a result of teachers’ words and actions. I find this sad and ironic given that the classroom, as
Freire (1970), hooks (1994), Stetsenko (2017) and others have emphasized, is always-already a
place of political contestation and one of powerful possibilities, and that authentic interactions
between youth and adults, if careful, skilled and respectful, are among the most catalytic
affordances the classroom offers toward the end of positive personal, social and, indeed,
environmental transformation. In the classroom I have aspired to create, honesty and
vulnerability, towards these kinds of transformative engagement are, at least, possible.
From double (un)consciousness towards solidarity consciousness
Because of what we have called the “crit-trans” approach, one I committed to pursuing
years ago in developing my personal and teacher identities, I have been privileged to learn from
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young people and colleagues, some of whose stories are shared here. It has afforded me (among
other gifts) insight on how I inhabit the world, how I am perceived, and the impact, both positive
and negative, I have had on those I’ve learned with. Because of this commitment and these
affordances, I have begun what I recognize will be a lifelong development of my own
transformative-activist stance and solidarity consciousness, towards not only environmental but
broader social change, beginning with personal change. I have also realized that these terms,
particularly solidarity consciousness, for me, signify something specific to my positionality as a
White woman, rather than holding universal meaning.
For me, solidarity consciousness starts with something akin to what Coates (2015)
referred to as waking from “the Dream,” in which “the people who have been raised to believe
they are white,” live our lives. In the Dream, we are not implicated in oppressions “past,” for
many reasons, all of them illusions necessary in order for us to continue to benefit from
violences against other people, and the planet, within a fantasy of impunity. I understand the
Dream as a double (un)consciousness:39 if I am not paying enough attention at any moment, I
can simultaneously embody my Whiteness (i.e., walk through the world secure in my
unexamined, “generic” sense of identity, unconcerned about how others may view me based on
my phenotype) and at the same time (because my ancestors fled extreme poverty or dangers,
arrived on this continent only two or three generations ago, and here faced hardships and
oppressions) believe that I am not truly White, or not culpable in oppression.
Waking from the Dream happens in moments. For me, one occurred while watching the
horror film Get Out (Peele, 2017) and being confronted with a Black man’s terrifying

39

I am referencing here my understanding of DuBois’ (1903; 1915) conception of “double-consciousness,” alluding
to the awareness experienced by persons of color in the United States as both selves experiencing reality and as
selves reflected through the gaze of the dominant, white culture.
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representation of the particular roles that “nice” White women have played in violences against
Black minds and bodies. After the shock of recognition came urgent questions: “How do I
integrate this perspective into my understanding of the world?” “How should this understanding
inform my relationships, my teaching, writing and actions?” Waking from the Dream, for me,
means experiencing many moments when I realize I have fallen asleep at my work, again, and
start over. And solidarity consciousness, for me, means asking not only how I can witness and
support the struggles of others who have experienced oppressions, but how I may be implicated
in them.
Getting here
For this, and other reasons, being able to write about what I have learned in nearly twenty
years of joyful, electrifying, creative, demanding, sometimes uncomfortable, environmental
teaching and learning required an emotional commitment, over a years-long period of
withdrawal from teaching and writing, to reflect, read, discuss, listen and learn. I believe this
process was necessary, even though it meant disappointing myself and others who at times
wished for me to be ready sooner. It has been a difficult but generative wait, and I have
appreciated its gifts. They have brought me greater clarity in answering (for myself, as much as
or more so than for others): “What do we mean when we say this program has been
transformative for us?”
I have also found tentative answers to some of my original questions, such as: “Who is
qualified to teach a course in urban, youth gardening?” I have reframed it to ask, “Who
should? and concluded that it is critically important to center the voices of individuals who
embody an intersectional grasp of the impacts of environmental issues, based on the logics of
extraction, exploitation and racist oppression at their root. Indeed, my stepping back has opened
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space not only for me to reflect on the significance of this collaborative work but for a shifting,
interconnected succession of young colleagues and youth mentors to take central leadership roles
in the program, bringing rich, “unique and irreplaceable” (to echo Stetsenko, 2017) experiences
and perspectives to the fore. I am gratified that, among other accomplishments associated with
Community Roots, I was able (amidst austerity, enclosure and other markings of neoliberal
reform) to open, and hold open, an aspirational space for teaching and learning that “Mia,”
“Amaya,” “Maxine,” “Iris,” “Queen,” “Cheri,” “Raven,” “Shiv,” “Johanna,” “Anabeth,” “Alex,”
“Damian,” “Ashley,” “Rae,” and hundreds of program participants could enter and fulfill. It is
my hope that sharing our reflections has also contributed meaning that will be helpful to others
exploring ways to wedge open the places of possibility available to them in their own teaching,
learning and social contexts, and in their consciousnesses.
A new and more possible meeting
The unfolding pandemic reality has presented young people fewer safe places to gather
and develop community; uncertain employment and housing markets; growing food access
challenges, and many other, interrelated environmental hardships. Even in this time, however,
opportunities for healing, empowerment and agency exist, in spaces of possibility that youth can
access or will create. Encouraging their voices and imagination towards environmental and
social agency has never been more important, as humans struggle to connect from the isolation
of our home-screens, amidst the ravages of a violent relationship with our planet, and with each
other.
In summer 2021, Maxine and I, with some of the mentors whose stories have been
shared, will relaunch Community Roots, as a (mostly) virtual course with an optional, in-person
component, at the school-community garden our program helped to secure for our community.
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How will we meet the challenges of this work: to account for who is “in the room,” as Amaya
phrased it, and to center their voices and experiences? How will we address/redress the
settler/oppressor understandings of place and relationality built into our language, culture, and
pedagogical traditions? How will we encourage the hope, agency, and solidarity consciousness
essential to the stewarding of planetary life and peace? My recent immersion in the reflections
of Community Roots participants leads me to believe that these aims are worthy, productive and,
at least at moments, within reach. I eagerly await our “new and more possible meeting.”
From Outlines
We have chosen each other
and the edge of each other’s battles
the war is the same
if we lose
someday women’s blood will congeal
upon a dead planet
if we win there is no telling
we seek beyond history
for a new and more possible meeting.
(Audre Lorde, 1984)
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Figure 13: Two Coven members (left), Iris and I (right) listen as Mia (center) speaks at our
presentation on “pedagogies of love.”
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Appendix A:
“Maxine’s” Community Roots 2019 Syllabus

GSCI 2050: Urban Ecology and Eco-justice (Community Roots)
Overview:
Community Roots is an urban ecology and eco-justice course that explores the relationships
between living things and their environment (land, water, place) as well as social systems. We
will do this by investigating social inequalities and organized resistance while making
connections to ecological systems on a local and global scale. Each week, the class will
explore themes from a critical, political, resilient, and hopeful stance. What are peoples’
relationship to land, water, and place? Are these relations communal, of private ownership,
stewardship, or something else? What is the world we wish to see? What are the struggles and
tensions in these relations? What do people do to enact social change? How do we organize?
Weekly themes will focus on selected environmental topics, such as global food systems, soil and
water bioremediation, systems of production, consumption, waste management, resource
conservation, climate change, and environmental and social justice movements. These themes
will be shaped by student interest and through student engagement. Students will explore the
implications of these topics through daily care and investigation of local green spaces (including
planting, watering, pruning, and harvesting; soil testing and enhancement; composting and
other sustainable gardening techniques) as well as the use of visual and social media,
discussion, writing and research techniques including ethnography. We’ll be outside RAIN or
SHINE.
Students will be tasked to recollect, analyze and connect narratives of their lived experience to
weekly themes. Final presentations should demonstrate a broadened analysis and
understanding of those narratives as we investigate relationships between living things and the
environment. Final presentation must include some element of social action or a call to action
related to eco-justice.
Course Objectives and Learning Goals:
By the end of the course, students will be able to:
1. Understand and discuss how people are essential catalysts of urban ecosystems.
2. Understand and discuss how urban ecosystems function, the response of plants and animals.
to urban environments and the ecology of community interactions in urban systems.
3. Understand and discuss how community organizing and efforts affect local, regional, and
global systems.
3. Read, interpret, and synthesize literature on urban ecology and eco-justice.
4. Effectively synthesize and communicate scientific, political, and social knowledge through
informative presentations/calls to action.
5. Make informed decisions about social and environmental issues related to urban areas.
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What are the Course Requirements?
Evaluation of Grades
Component

Grading Scale
% of
Grade

Rational
Scale:
100.5+ =

A+

Engaging and Active Listening (in all program
activities and spaces)

40

94%-100% =
90%-93.9%
=
88%-89.9%
=
84%-87.9%
=

A
AB+
B

Reading Reflections

30

80%-83.9%
=
78%-79.9%
=

BC+

Under 74%
=

F (Don't even think
about this!)

Final Presentation/Inquiry Paper

30

Attendance/ Lateness You must attend 80% of classes (only 4 non-consecutive absences
allowed) to earn credit. If you must be absent or late, let Ms. Pieroni or [Maxine] know as soon as
possible. Because families expect you to be here on class days, we call homes and schools in
case of unexplained or excessive absences or latenesses. Excessive tardiness will also be
reflected in your grade. Three lates will be considered one (1) absence. You can make up a
limited number of hours by signing up to water the garden plots on days when the program
does not meet. Each student’s attendance is reported to the CN school liaison.
Engaging and Active Listening (25%): Participation is essential to building a community of
learners. Plan to be an active learner by engaging in conversation. Learn from your classmates.
Additionally, active participation in gardening activities counts as part of the overall
grade. There will be an option to do a mini-internship in other garden groups, e.g. visit a garden
for a week or two days out of the week. Be open to change and new experiences. This is how
we can all learn!
Journal Reflections and Assignments (20%): Readings will be assigned on a regular basis. Be sure
to write a complete journal reflection that addresses your experiences in activities and
reflections on the readings. Guiding questions to help direct your writing will be posted on the
Weebly site each Monday of the week. Journal reflections will be collected in class the
following Monday of each week.
Two assignments will be given during week 2 and week 4 respectively: “Interview an Elder” and
“What’s Your Neighbourhood Story”. These two assignments should be submitted the following
week after they are assigned, i.e., assignments will be submitted during weeks 3 and 4,
respectively.
Late submissions will be accepted, however, overall grade will be reduced by a letter grade. Be
sure to contact [Maxine] in advance if you are not able to submit your reflections by the
appointed due date.
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Inquiry Paper (25%): Each student will be required to complete two drafts of an inquiry paper.
The purpose of this paper is: (1) to clearly describe the complexity and inter-relatedness
between ecological systems and social issues, (2) to demonstrate learning about a problem and
its context in a specific place, and (3) to identify ways in which we can take collective action
that constructively responds to the problem. This 4-5 page paper should be an original piece
and be properly cited using MLA formatting. A first draft will be due MONDAY Aug 1st. Revisions
are required and a final draft will be due MONDAY August 12th.
Public Presentation (30%): You are expected to create, organize, and implement a creative
public art piece regarding the call to action. Think of a “pop-up” event with a key hashtag,
music or video composition or public art (like a poster or sculpture, etc). This piece can be
presented ANYWHERE in or close to campus. Be creative. The purpose is to persuade a larger
audience to support and join your call to action. You will be evaluated by your peers on how
persuasive, clear, and informative your presentations are. Reach out to the eco-interns and
[Maxine] for help if needed. A first draft will be due Thursday, August 1st. Revisions are required
and a final draft will be due Thursday August 8th and will be presented during the week of
August 12th.
CUNY Policy on Academic Integrity: Academic dishonesty of any type, including cheating and
plagiarism, is unacceptable at Brooklyn College. Cheating is any misrepresentation in academic
work. Plagiarism is the representation of another person's work, words or ideas as your own.
Students should consult the Brooklyn College Student Handbook for a fuller, more specific
discussion of related academic integrity standards. Faculty are encouraged to discuss with
students the application of these standards to work in each course. Academic dishonesty is
punishable by failure of the "test, examination, term paper, or other assignment on which
cheating occurred" (Faculty Council, May 18, 1954). In addition, disciplinary proceedings in
cases of academic dishonesty may result in penalties of admonition, warning, censure,
disciplinary probation, restitution, suspension, expulsion, complaint to civil authorities, and
ejection.
What should you expect in a typical class?
Each week we will be investigating a new theme that is related to urban ecosystems. Sometimes
class will begin with an icebreaker, challenge, or question of the day. Classes will also include a
mixture of lecture, engaged classwide discussions, individual and small group work, role plays,
games and other hands-on activities. You will also investigate, explore and cultivate local green
spaces (including planting, watering, pruning, and harvesting; soil testing and remediation;
composting and other sustainable gardening techniques) under the guidance and mentorship
of experienced mentors.
The goal of each class will be to build a community of learners so that we each broaden our
understanding of ecological systems and learn from one another while developing ecological
practices towards justice.
Finally on weekly field trips, you will visit places around the city where individuals and groups are
taking action connected to these topics at the local and/or global level. The schedule for
departure and dismissal will vary on some of the field trips to maximize your time spent on the
excursions. These experiences should inform your weekly journal entries and inquiry paper or final
presentations to connect local environmental issues to global environmental issues and propose
attainable calls to actions. Ask questions on these trips!

What do we expect from you in class?
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ENERGY! Engaged Participation:
The success of this course and your experience depends on everyone’s active input,
thought and creativity. Activities, readings, discussions and reflections will lend structure,
but everyone will be expected to contribute and ask questions, as we believe that’s
what learning and community are all about. Respectful and collaborative conduct is
expected. Engage deeply. Interrupt kindly.
ON TIME Attendance:
You are expected to arrive before class begins, be prepared for each class and to have
read and completed all assignments. You must attend 80% of classes (only 4 nonconsecutive absences allowed) to earn credit. If you must be absent or late, let Ms.
Pieroni or [Maxine] know as soon as possible. Because families expect you to be here on
class days, we call homes and schools in case of unexplained or excessive absences or
latenesses. Late is considered to be 10 minutes after class begins. Excessive tardiness will
also be reflected in your grade. Three lates will be considered one (1) absence. You can
make up a limited number of hours by signing up to water the garden plots on days
when the program does not meet. Each student’s attendance is reported to the CN
school liaison.
Self-care:
We spend at least an hour daily outside RAIN or SHINE, so you will get wet, dirty, sweaty
and buggy--please be prepared! Ideally, wear loose, comfortable, light-colored clothing
that can easily be washed and will protect you from the sun and insects. BRING
Sunscreen and bug spray, ALSO hats and socks are also advised, as is a shirt or jacket to
put on inside because our building is air conditioned. Drink plenty of water, and let us
know if you feel tired or unwell.
Assignment requirements:
All work is to be properly cited using MLA Style (visit the Purdue Owl website for guidance,
if necessary). All work must be printed and turned in during the beginning of class. Please plan
for any printer or technical issues. PLAN EARLY!! No work will be accepted via email unless
specifically noted.

What does the program offer during the course?
Refreshments: We’ll provide healthy snacks and water daily, but you may bring snacks.
Supplies: In addition to all needed instructional supplies, Metrocards will be provided and must
be returned if you drop the program. Metrocards will be deactivated after 2 unexcused
absences, so notification of absences is important!
We cannot replace lost or canceled metrocards.
College Credit: You have been registered as non-matriculants at Brooklyn College and will
receive 3 general science credits on completion of the course, which will appear on your
Brooklyn College transcript. You can forward your transcript to the college where you
matriculate, to be evaluated for transfer credit. School liaisons will also be informed of your
outcomes.

Course schedule*
* Subject to changes
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Week 1
Theme: Building Community and Making Connections (Whose place? What meaning?):
Mon July
8th

Welcome & Survey; Administration (permission slips, surveys, photo release, EmpLID,
food allergies)
Meet each other; Community building
Tour of gardens
Get to know syllabus and expectations; spaces & Readings assigned Mapping Our
Stories: Indigenous scholar Judy Dow’s Basket Making Activity

Tue July
9th

Gardening, (BEGIN IN GARDEN GROUPS)
Introduction to Urban Ecology and Eco-justice: Investigating land, water, place.
Writing workshop
Visit Community Gardeners: East 26th street (Ditmas)

Wed.
July 10th

Visit Governors Island
Leave BC at 8:45 am SHARP

Thurs.
July 11th

Debrief visit
Introduce Community Roots Pieranna (Mentors share experiences in CR)
Assigned activity: How far did your meal travel?
HOMEWORK: Journal reflection due Monday

Week 2
Theme: Global Food Production & Food Systems
Mon July
15th

Garden work
Introduction to Food Systems and Food Sovereignty (Rethinking schools lesson)
Assignments:
1. Interview an Elder
2. Inquiry Paper and Final Presentations

Tue July
16th

Garden work
Interview with Bev Grant, singer-songwriter and Brooklyn Women’s Chorus director:
Sharing a history of activism 1960’s-1990’s through personal photographs (10:3012:00)
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Wed
July
17th

Visit Union Square Farmers Market!! (Leave BC at 9 am)
Note some foods that are available? Mark costs and where it is produced
Enter Whole foods in small groups
Look for the same or similar foods,
What is the cost and where is it produced?)
Ask farmers of their practices? How do you grow or make your product? Who
cultivates, picks or makes it? How far does their product have to travel?

Thurs July
18th

Garden Work
Food Systems and Food Sovereignty
Introducing Composting with Maurice
***Student presentations
Evaluating credible sources
Writing workshops
HOMEWORK: -Journal reflection due Monday
-Interview with an Elder due Thursday

Week 3
Theme: Ecosystems: Land and Water
Mon July
22nd

Garden work (Rotation)
Estuaries and Life
Visit AREAC’s aquaponics lab
Writing workshops
Finding Sources

Tues July
23rd

Garden work (Rotation)
Tree pits and public growing space
Presentation by Ling Tsou, grandmother and anti-fracking activist United for Action
(UFA) (11-12)

Wed July
24th

Kayaking at Brooklyn Bridge Park (Leave BC by 9 am)

Thurs July
25th

Seining at Brooklyn Bridge Park (Leave BC by 9 am )
Garden work (volunteers)
HOMEWORK: Journal reflection due Monday

Week 4 (MEET IN JAMES)
Theme: Industrialization, Speculation, Displacement & Gentrification
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Mon July
29th

Garden work
What is Urban Development?
Restorative Circle

Tue July
30th

Garden work
Industry, Speculation, and Gentrification
**Visit Community Gardens at BBG and community share with gardening group

Wed July
31st

Garden Work (30 minutes)
Gowanus neighborhood walking tour trip
(Leave BC at 9:00 am and return to BC by 12:45 pm)

Thurs
Aug 1st

Volunteering with Partnerships for Parks
(Leave BC at 9:15 am and return to BC by 12:30 pm)
Drafts of inquiry paper /Title and outline of presentations due
HOMEWORK: -Journal reflection due Monday
-Assignment: “What’s your Neighbourhood story?” due Thursday

Week 5
Theme: Consumer Culture and Organizing; Global Production and Waste
Mon
Aug 5th

Garden work (Rotation)
Consumption and Production
Global Waste and Organizing
Introduce Participatory Budgeting

Tue Aug
6th

Garden work (Rotation)
Presentation on soil composition and waste management, Pablo Garcia
***Roundtable- Panel with REU Student Researcher

Wed
Aug 7th

Garden work (Rotation)
DIY (Do It Yourself) at BC
Attend BUEE Science Day (volunteers)

Thurs
Aug 8th

Visit the Park Slope Food Co-op (Leave BC at 9 am)
HOMEWORK: Final Journal reflections

Week 6
Theme: Presenting a Call to Action
Mon
Aug 12th

Garden Work (45 minutes)
What are our calls to action?
Final presentations
FINAL INQUIRY PAPER DUE!!
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Tue Aug
13th

Garden Work (45 minutes)
Final presentations

Wed
Aug 14th

Garden Work (45 minutes)
Final Presentations

Thurs
Aug 15th

Final Presentations & Exit Survey
Celebrate!!
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Appendix B
Youth participant interview questions
Reflecting on your experiences before, during and after participating in Community
Roots:
1. What factors primarily made you want to participate in the program?
1a. What did you expect?
2. How did the experience compare to what you were expecting?
3. How did the experience compare to other learning experiences you have had?
4. Why did you decide to continue as an eco-intern? As a mentor?
5. How did these experiences compare to being a student in the program?
6. What aspects of your own life or experience did you connect to what you were learning
or encountering in Community Roots?
6a. In other words, what do you feel you brought to the program? What do you feel you
took away?
7. Did you apply any of what you learned outside the classroom? How?
8. Are there any other reflections or take-aways you would like to share?
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Appendix C
Adult participant interview questions
1. Please share an overview of your previous teaching experiences, for context.
2. Why did teaching Community Roots appeal to you; what did you expect?
2a. How did you interpret Community Roots’ goals? What did you personally hope to
accomplish in teaching it (for yourself and or for students)?
3. How did the experience compare to your expectations?
4. How did it compare to other teaching experiences you have had?
5. From your perspective (as a teacher/teacher educator) what were the most significant
opportunities the course presented--for you, the mentors and/or the students?
7. What challenges/obstacles did the course or any aspect of its context (interpersonal,
institutional, etc.) present from your perspective?
8. Were there other significant take-aways for you that you would like to share?
Questions were provided in writing to interviewees in advance. They were invited to share
questions, concerns and revisions and given the option to prepare answers in advance of our
recorded conversations or not.
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